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THIS little work does not profess to be a
record of historical facts, but merely a series
of impressions snap-shotted upon my mind
as they occurred, and set down here in
simple language ; and if these snapshots
can bring home to my readers some idea,
however

faint,

of

what

war

and

its

at-

tendant miseries mean, then my labour will
not

have

been in vain.

To those who may imagine that tinBritish fighting man of to-day is not the
equal of his forebears, who fought from
Crecy and Agincourt to Albuera and
Waterloo, I trust the story of Mons, the
Aisne, Neuve Chapelle, and Ypres will set
all

doubts

at rest.

For the enduring courage, remarkable
cheerfulness under most depressing conditions, and marvellous patience of the
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British Infantry soldier,I have the greatest
admiration.

Chapter xv. narrates the experienceof
my brother in the action fought at Hooge
on the 9th August 1915 and following days.
As the term "Train" may perhaps be misunderstood by the reader, it would be as
well to explain that this is the designation
of a horse-transport unit consisting of baggage and food-supply waggons. The supply
waggonsafter handing over their contents to
the fighting troops proceed to refill, at the
" Refilling Point " from the motor-lorries of
the "Supply Column." This latter unit in
its

turn

is refilled

at railhead

from

the rail-

way trains forwarded daily from the base.
I am indebted to Captain J. F. Moodie for
the frontispiece.
My thanks are due to Captain H. Hume
Barne of the Inner Temple, Barrister-atLaw, who has very kindly corrected the
proofs.
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CONCENTRATION

IN

FRANCE.

AT 10 o'clock on the morning of the llth
August 1914, I passed through the dock
gates at Southampton, and proceeding to
the

wharf

discovered

the

vessel

which

was

to carry me over to France. Incidentally,
she was to convey about 1500 other khakiclad sons of Britain, all bound on the same

errand-to rid Belgium of the invader.
I had expected to see a Dongola, a
Plassy, or at least a Dilwara, in the
ship which was to convey me across the
channel, and was therefore considerably
disappointed when my gaze fell on the
Seven Seas. This little vessel was a tramp
steamer of about a thousand tons, snapped
A
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up by the Government
which was glad
to get anything that was availableat the
moment.

The usual bustle of departure was going
on, steam derricks raising horsesinto the

air supportedin canvasslings under their
bellies,then swinging them round <3verthe

quay and side of the ship to depositthem
strugglingon to the after-well deck. Other
derricks forward were hoisting motor-cars

and packing them in the fore-well. Troops
were filing on board to deposit their rifles
and accoutrements before returning to the
quay to assist in the work of shipping stores.
Pervading all was the usual smell of tarred
rope and baled merchandise so obtrusive
at all seaports.
By 4 o'clock the last horse and the last
box of ammunition were stowed, the men

filed on board, and the gangways were
withdrawn. Then only did I notice that
this sailing was unlike those others known

to every soldier-manwhen duty bound in
peace time to the far corners of the earth.

In thoseothersare pictureda great troopship thronged with eager soldiers excited
at the prospect of a voyage to " furrin
parts"; many with their wives and families

accompanying
them,while on the quay-side
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stand the cheering crowd who have come
to say good-bye.

Who that has been an oceanvoyagedoes
not

know

the

scene ?

With us in the Seven Seas1 the picture
was very different. There were no cheering
crowds, all good-byes had been said outside
the dock gates, and the dingy little steamer,
our crowded condition on her decks, and

our very meagre field kits, brought home
to us the great errand on which we were
bound.

The troops on board were composed of
half a battalion of the Middlesex Regiment,
and detachments of Artillery, Engineers,
and Army Service Corps, also some of the
Staff of the 3rd Division. Among the
officers I met many old friends, some of
whom I had last seen and served with years
before in one of those far-flung outposts of
Great Britain beyond the seas.
In some depression we watched the final
preparations for departure, and in silence
heard the clang of the engine-roombell and
felt the first throbs of the engine.
As the warps were cast off and the vessel
1 This vessel was torpedoed on 1st April 1915 by a
German submarine off Beachy Head, and eleven of her crew
were drowned.
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drewawayfrom the quay,the embarkation
staff and dock labourers

raised

a cheer to

speedus on our way, and ThomasAtkins,
who is never despondent for long, was soon

"giving tongue" to " Tipperary."
While the steamer glided down Southampton Water the troops were called to
" attention," and from the bridge the senior
officer read out the King's farewell message
to his soldiers.

At its conclusion we cheered

His Majesty,and the thunder of our voices
rolled over the water, echoing back to us
from

the

wooded

shores.

By the time the vessel reached Calshot
Castle the evening had fallen, one of those
calm still evenings in summer when all
seems peace and quietness. Not a ripple
disturbed

the

surface of the

sea, while

behind the brown and green of the New
Forest the sun slowly sank--a blaze of
crimson.

The stillness of the evening laid its spell
upon us, for a hush fell over the ship. Our
eyes strayed over the water and rested on

the distant hills of the Isle of Wight, while

the simple manly words of the King's
messagefilled our hearts.
We thought of the dear ones we had left

behind,and the great duty that awaited us

MESSAGE

FROM

THE

KING.

BUCKINGHAM

I'ALACK.

Y<>r are leaving home t<>fn/l/l f»r ll/r
,in,I lininiur of mij Km/iire.
Belgium,
fun airy uv are /ilf<l<ji'<l to defend, has been
,i/t<ir/,T<l,inn! /-'/'itin-r is about to be invaded by
tin' xi11nepowerful foe.

I have implicit confidencein you, my soldiers.
l>"ty is your watchword, and I know your '/"///
""/'// be nobly done.

I shall follow your every movementwith deepi:«f i nti-ri'xt, inn! antrie ""/'/// eager satisfaction
your dni/i/ progress: Indeed your welfare, will
in ver be absent from ///// tlminjlits.
I pray God to bless //«" and i/tnn-il //«//
bring //«» l><n-l-victorious.
GEORGE,
i'tli Anynst 1014.

R.I.
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Our task, we knew, must be full

of peril.

We knew, too, that many amongst

us would

never return.

Were we not about to pit our little army
against a nation of soldiers-soldiers,- too,

who in the last half century had emerged
gloriously triumphant from every war in
which they had engaged- soldiers whose
numbers are as the sands on the sea-shore,

and whose discipline and military training
are the envy and admiration of the world ?

We knew that upon us Britons possibly
depended the fate of Europe.
As

I

looked

round

on

those

tall

lithe

sons of old England, I felt that the King
would not appeal in vain " to you my
soldiers."

We Britons are a righting race, which has
matched its strength against all the nations
of the world at some time or another, and

have rarely had to acknowledge defeat.
At nightfall the vesselanchored off Hyde,
and every one lay down on deck for a few
hours' sleep. Those officers who were fortunate managed to secure a softer couch on
the settees in the little saloon, or in one or

two of the cabins kindly placed at our dis-

posal by the ship's officers. It must be
remembered that

a tramp steamer of a
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thousand tons would not have accommoda-

tion for half the numbersplacedon the little
SevenSeas. However,the voyagewas only
a matter of a few hours, and the weather
was fine and

the

sea calm.

At 1 A.M.on the 12th August the vessel
proceededon her voyage,dropping the pilot
off Sandownand steering about S.S.E.for
port " C." In mid-Channelwe met a British
destroyer,and it wasa splendidsight watching her long lean hull racing through the
bright sunlit sea, throwing the foam in
fountains from her sharp bows, while from
the stem fluttered " the flag that braved a
thousand years the battle and the breeze."
As she drew abreast

of us her crew clustered

on deck, waving their caps and cheering,
while our troops crowded the side and
swarmed up the rigging roaring their welcome across the sparkling water. With a
friendly wave from her commandershe drew

ahead,and in a short time disappeared
over
the horizon.

Her advent, however, gave
o

us a feeling of security, and we felt that
though the British Navy was out of sight
yet our safety had been considered and
provided for.

At 3 P.M.land wassighted ahead,and an
hour later we passedbetweenthe pier-heads
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of Havre. The piers and quays and sandy
beachbeyondwere crowdedwith spectators
watching our arrival, and great was the
enthusiasm they displayed on catching sight
of the khaki that thronged our decks.
" Vive 1'Angleterre ! " " Vivent les Anglais ! "
greeted our ears on all sides, accompaniedby
much waving of hats and sticks and singing
of the "Marseillaise."

Our troops, as is common with Englishmen, were more amusedthan inspired by the
demonstration ashore. Feeling, however,
that some response was expected, they sang
"Britannia"
and " Tipperary," and even
essayed the " Marseillaise," whistling or
humming the tune.
As soon as the vessel was berthed,

the

disembarkation of the troops, horses, and
stores

commenced.

The

various

detach-

ments were fallen in, in full marching order,
facing the ship, and marched off to the rest
camp.

Individual officersnot on duty with troops

proceededto the BaseCommandant'soffice,
where they received their instructions as to
how, when, and where to proceed to their
destinations. I found myself with several
others

billeted

at the

Hotel

Terminus

for

the night, with orders to proceedby train
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next day at noon to an unknowndestination.

The Base Commandant's office was close

to the docks, and at the berth of the

CompagnieTransatlantiquelay the giant
liner

France.

I strolled

on board with

a

friend, and found that the vessel had been

waiting to proceed with her cargo and
passengers
for the last eight days, but was
not permitted to commenceher voyage to
New

York

until

the

German

cruisers

on

the high seas had been located, and it was
considered
safe for her to do so.
Seated in a comfortable
arm-chair

in the

palatial lounge, sipping an iced lager, I

watchedwith interestthe cosmopolitan
crowd
of peoplewho composedher passengers.
Later in the evening we sallied forth in
searchof dinner, and guided by Captain Rene
Rumplemayer-a smart and most courteous
officer of the French artillery attached to
the British Army-sat down to an excellent
meal in the best cafe in the town.

There were many other people in the
restaurant seated in groups round small

tables. French officers in bright-coloured
uniforms, private soldiers in cuirassier and
dragoonregiments, civilians with the corners

of their napkinstucked into their ample
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waistcoats,and one or two womensmartly
though conspicuously dressed.
Among the diners pointed out to us was
Prince Murat, dressed in the uniform of a

sous-officier of dragoons. He was a tall,
rather stout, heavy - looking man, with
regular features, full face, and fair complexion. He did not convey to one's
mind any resemblance to that bold, ambitious,

reckless adventurer

who became

King of Naples.
After an excellent night's rest and a bath,
for which I was charged two francs, I
collected my servant, horse and kit from
the docks where they had spent the night,
and proceeded to the railway station.
In the goods yard I found most of my
fellow-passengersof the Seven Seas and
many new faces in addition : all were busy
entraining for the north.
The troop train consisted of first - class
corridor coaches for the officers, second and

third-class compartments for N.C.O.'s and
men, and cattle-trucks

for the horses. In

each truck were eight horses, four at each
end, packed closely to prevent them falling
down. The animals' heads faced a gang-

way running acrossthe centreof the vehicle.
In this spacewere accommodatedthe grooms
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their arms and accoutrements

and for-

age for their charges. As the weather was

very hot, the sliding doorsat eachend of
the gangway were left open.
By 11 A.M. every man and horse was
entrained, but as the train showed no immediate intention of starting, several of us

left the carriagesand went acrossto a cafe
facing the station, where we had an excellent
rolls

omelette

with

delicious

coffee, hot

and butter.

There is a goldenrule when campaigning}
which is to eat and sleepwhenever possible.
One can never tell how long the interval
may be beforethe next opportunity presents
itself

for rest and food.

At 12.10 P.M.the train started. Sharing
my compartment were two brother officers
of my corps, and as we leant back against
the comfortable cushions, a well-filled pro-

visionbasketat our feet, and gazedthrough
the windows at the lovely scenery we were
passing, we remarked with a smile that
our present position did not merit the tender
sympathy of our people at home, doubtless

at that momentimaginingwe weresuffering
all the rigoursof a campaign.
Little could we guesswhat was in store,
and that in the near future we should be
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participating in all the horrors attendant
upon a retreating army.
At every halt we were met by enthusiastic
crowds, chiefly women and young girls, who
threw flowers into the carriages and pressed
drinks of wine and beer upon the soldiers.
Even at stations through which the train
passed without stopping, the same crowds
were present, bouquets were flung through
the windows on to our knees, and our eyes
caught a fleeting picture of bright smiling
faces, fluttering handkerchiefs, arms full of
flowers, and foaming jugs of beer.
The cries of " Vive 1'Angleterre!" and
" Vivent les Anglais!" were mingled with
demands for souvenirs, to satisfy which the
soldiers parted with their cap and collar
badges,so that at the end of the day every
man had a button-hole and a sprig of flowers
in his cap, but it was impossible to tell to
what regiment or corps he belonged.
It was an exceedingly hot day, and we
travelled very slowly.
We reached Rouen at 4 P.M., where the

train stopped for an hour. Here the French
authorities had provided coffee and brandy
for the men, and water for the horses.
We reached Amiens at 10 P.M., and had

another hour to wait there.

During the
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night we had a tremendousthunderstorm
accompanied
with heavy rain.
After an uncomfortable night's journey

we arrived at a little waysidestation called
Busigny at 4 A.M. on Friday, 14th August.
Here someof the troops were detrained.
We then proceededto Landrecies at
5 A.M., where more troops detrained, and

finally we reached Aulnoye at 7 A.M.,
which was my destination,and of somehalfdozen

other

officers

also

of

some

advance

parties.
We were met by the French Commandant,
Major Ferrier, who spoke English fluently,
and he arranged for the accommodationof
us all in billets in the village. For our
meals we joined the French officers in the
station buffet, where we were excellently
fed for 5 francs, which included dejeuner
and

dinner.

After

a much-needed

wash

and

breakfast

Major Browne of the Royal Scots Fusiliers
and I proceededto carry out a reconnaissance
of the immediate neighbourhood.
We were the first British to arrive, and
our advent caused considerable excitement

and interest among the villagers. From
these simple-minded,kindly people we received the greatest hospitality ; they could
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not do enough for us, and their kindly interest
on our
barrassed
us.

behalf

at

times

almost

em-

On Saturday and Sunday, 15th and 16th
August, we continued the reconnaissance
of the country round Aulnoye by motor,
and visited Berlaiment, Noyelles, Monceau,
Leval, St Hemy, and Lamery. At all these
places the villagers accorded us a great
reception, the girls throwing flowers into
the car and presenting us with fruit and
bouquets, while the men pressed red and
white wine, beer, and even champagneupon
us.

The

drinks

we

could

well

have

done

without, and it was with great difficulty,
and only at the risk of giving offence,that
we could get away from our hospitable
hosts.

At all these villages I made arrangements
for the provision of those articles which the
soldier and his horse need in billets:

fuel,

hay, straw, and vegetables. In no single
case did any man ask anything above existing prices. Generally negotiations were con-

ducted through the Mayor, but in several
instances I approached farmers direct, and

it reflectsthe greatestcredit on thesesimple
honest folk that they made no attempt to

raise the price of those articles which were
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now demandedin such exceptionalquantities.

I wondered whether English or Scottish
farmers, in similar circumstances,would have

been squeamishabout seizing the opportunity profferedby the gods.
A few days later we retired through these

samevillages, and during those trying days
my thoughtsoften returned to thesekindly,
inoffensive villagers, and I wondered what
must be the fate of the helpless old men
and women, and the young, smiling, happy
girls, left to the tender mercies of the
" frightful" Hun, who would most certainly wreak vengeanceupon them for their
hospitality to the British Army.
On Monday, 17th August, I motored to
Noyelles to meet my brigade, the 9th of
the 3rd Division, which had detrained that

morning at Landrecies. It arrived at Noyelles during the early afternoon, and was
accommodated in gites -

temporary billets.

that is, in close

Marching with his bat-

talion was an old friend of mine, Lieutenant

S- - of the Royal Fusiliers, whom I had
known in less stirring times in South Africa.
A few days later he met his death most

gallantly at Nimy, in the first fight in
which our Division was engaged.
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During the 18th, 19th, and 20th August
the concentration of the British Expeditionary Force continued, and on the night of the
20th

the

orders

for the

advance

next

morn-

ing were issued.
Our concentration on the night of the
20th had not been completed. Some
artillery and engineer units were still
missing, and did not join up with the rest
of the force until two or three days after
the

advance

had

commenced.

Moreover, of the six Infantry Divisions
and one Cavalry Division which constituted the Expeditionary Force under Lord
Haldane's scheme, only four Divisions-the
1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 5th-were present with
the Cavalry Division when our forward
march began.

The four Infantry Divisions were organised into two Corps. The First was composed of the 1st and 2nd Divisions, while
the Second Corps was formed from the
3rd

and

With

5th

Divisions.

this

attenuated

force-in

all

about

80,000 men-we entered the gigantic arena
of battle with nations
soldiers in millions.

That the Kaiser
a

who

numbered

called the British

" contemptible little

army"

their

Force

there can
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be no doubt, and the insulting

remark

loses nothing of its offeusivenessby the
knowledgethat it was true. Contemptible
indeed was the British Army ; contemptible
not on account of its quality-those lionhearted, noble, glorious soldiers who died
between Mons and Colummiers, their faces

ever to the foe, disproved that fact beyond
the shadow of a doubt,-but contemptible
becauseof the paucity of its numbers.

17

CHAPTER

II.

ADVANCE

ON

MONS.

ON Friday, 21st August, the British Army
commencedits march to succour Belgium.
We, the 3rd Division,

advanced at 6.30

A.M., moving on Longueville, the 5th
Division on the right and the First Corps
on our left, the Cavalry in front.
At

11

A.M.

the

Division

reached

the

neighbour-hoodof Longueville-Gognies, and
went

into

billets.

The march was a short one, as some of

the units had only detrained that morning
and joined the Division during the day.
Headquarters were established in a beautiful

old French

chateau,

situated

in

the

midst of ornamental grounds, not far from
Gognies. My own company was camped
in an orchard at Longueville, the horses
picketed between the trees, the men housed
in a big barn, while the officers sheltered
B
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under a tarpaulin pulled over two waggons

drawn alongsideeach other.
On Saturday,22nd August, at 4.15 A.M.,
the march was continued.

We

passed

through the village of Malplaquet and
close under the monument erected by

the French peopleto "The brave of both
nations" who fought near by on the llth

September1709. As I looked round and
tried to picture that historic battle, I wondered whether the spirits of the warriors
who had slept here for 200 years were
watching us as we marched by.
A mile

or two

farther

on we crossed

the

frontier into Belgium.
At the village of Blaregnies we learned
that our advance-guard was in touch with

the enemy north of Mons, and that my
brigade,the 9th, would probably billet for
the night about Cuesmes.

The delight of the Belgians at seeing
our troops was boundless; everywhere we
were

hailed

as deliverers.

It had been a hot dusty march, and,
as the men tramped by, the peoplethrust

glassesof beer or water and quantitiesof
fruit

into

their

hands.

We saw few men of military age, but
great numbers of women and children.

Advanceon Mons-British troopspassingthe battlefieldand
monumentof Malplaquet.
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Businesswas at a standstill, but the people
had not left their

homes, and now there

seemed no reason why they should do so.
Confidence in us was everywhere apparent,
and no one had any idea that in a few
hours our onward march must develop into
a swift

retreat.

By 10 P.M. the 9th Brigade, to which I
belonged, had reached the line JemappesCuesmes, and was enjoying rest and food
in their billets. One battalion of the Royal

Fusilierswas on outpost duty beyondNimy,
to the north of Mons. All day we had heard
guns muttering in the distance, and as we
lay down and stretched our tired limbs that
night we knew that heavy fighting must
be expected on the morrow. No dread
misgivings, however, assailed us; accord-

ing to the intelligence reports there were
only three German Divisions in front of
the British Army.
Sunday, 23rd August, broke-a cold, wet,
depressing day. At 3.30 A.M. we rose,
stiff and hardly rested from yesterday's
labours, and after a hurried breakfast the

troops fell in and awaited orders. The
Royal Fusiliers were heavily engaged beyond Nimy, and the reports now received
proved that our information of yesterday
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regarding the enemy'sstrength was far
from

correct.

Instead

of three

German

Divisions, the British Army was faced by

five Corps-200,000 men-advancing full
of confidence after the fall of Liege and
Namur. The French on our right and left

were
retiring, and the British, with flanks
"
en Fair," were left

to meet the whole

brunt of the oncomingenemy. The baggage and supply sectionsof the Train were
ordered back at once to Hon, while the

battalions of the brigade were directed to
take up their allotted positions and put
up as stout a resistance as possible.
At this time I received orders to proceed
to Mons and see if it were possibleto obtain
17,000 rations in the town-to

be available

should our own supplies fail to reach us.

Accordingly I motored into the place, and
up through the narrow pave streets to the

beautiful town hall standing on one side
of a large open square.

Although it wasSunday,and though, too,
the sound of the guns and even the rifle

fire was distinctly audible, all the shops
were open and the streets crowded with

people dressed in their best clothes.

I

admired the town very much, with its clean
streets and picturesquebuildings, but what
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astonished me was the holiday appearance
of its inhabitants when the enemy was
actually knocking at their gates.
Having obtained all the information I
required from the Mayor and his secretary,
I returned

to Cuesmes about 4 P.M., and was

surprised to find that the beautiful avenue
connecting this suburb with Mons had been
transformed during my absence.

Working partiesof the LincolnshireRegiment had cut down many of the splendid
trees, and entangled the branches ; the pave
had been pulled up, and a barricade made
across the road, while all approaches were
blocked by barbed wire, drain-pipes, or any
other handy obstacle.
In Cuesmes itself other parties were
hard at work, assisted by the townspeople.
Narrow streets pointing in the direction
from which the enemy was expected were
wired across,breastworks of pave and carts
filled with stone were built across the exits,

while on the outskirts the houseswere loopholed, and trenches were dug in suitable
places in the adjoining fields.
At Jemappes the Royal Scots Fusiliers
were similarly occupied, while the space
between this place and Cuesmes was defended by the Northumberland Fusiliers.
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About 6 P.M. the Boyal Fusiliers were

forcedto retire from Niiny after a magnificent defence,during which they had had to
face six times

their

numbers.

These preparations for defence made by
our troops created consternation among the
inhabitants, who had apparently all this
time been under the impression that we
were going to drive the Germans before us.
To now adopt defensiveinstead of offensive
measures was the first

shock, but a still

greater surprise was yet in store for these
unfortunate people.
The German attack on Jemappes and
Cuesmes was supported by a tremendous
artillery fire, the shrapnel raining on the
church of the former place like hail. Only
after a vigorous resistance,when the enemy
was threatening our flanks, did our gallant
brigade evacuatethese towns, leaving their

woundedin the hands of the enemy, and
inflicting upon him enormous losses. The
German

attacks

were

all

made

in dense

formation,an exceedinglyexpensivemethod
when employedagainst highly-trained,well-

disciplined,quick and accurate shooting
troops such as ours.

About 7 P.M.I receivedan order to proceedat onceto the Train and bring up the

Barricadingthe streetsof Cues
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Supply Sectionto the troops. After a great
deal of searching,and just before dark, I
found the Train parkedin a field besidethe
road near Hon.

It was nearly midnight before it was
loaded and ready. However, just as we
were about to start, we received fresh instructions

that

the Train

was to remain

at

Hon. I then lay down to get a few hours'
rest, and at 2 A.M. we were again ordered
to proceed to the troops, and as the Train
commencedits march, I was told to push on
and report to SecondCorps Headquarters.
I arrived

at General

Smith-Dorrien's

head-

quarters at Sars-la-Bruyere about 3 A.M. on
Monday, 24th August, and was told to
immediately return to the Train and direct
the officer commanding to retire with the
utmost despatch towards Beaudignies.
After delivering my messageI started to
motor back to join my brigade. By this
time it was a beautiful bright summermorning, and from a cloudless blue sky the sun
shone down on the golden sheaves of corn
in the fields, and it was difficult to realise

that a bloody battle was raging close by.
As I motored on I saw an aeroplane high
up, a mere speck in the heavens,and as I
gazed at it, tiny clouds of smoke, like fluffs
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of cotton-wool,appearedall round it where

shrapnelshellswerebursting. The airman
-whether English or German I could not
tell at that distance-was flying fast, however, and was soon out of range.

Presently I passedstreams of refugees,
poor unhappycreatures,walking as fast as
possible,dragging tired, frightened children
along with them. Some were carrying
bundles of clothing and food, others were
pushing perambulatorsin which were babies
mixed up with an assortment of domestic
articles hurriedly snatched from their homes.
In the British Army they had now ceased
to take any interest. They never even
glanced at the khaki-clad soldiers. That
Army in which they had felt such confidence was now fighting for its own existence, and was quite powerless to stop-

much less repel-the dread scourgespread-

ing broadcastover Belgium. Addedto my
feelings of deep pity for the poor women
and helpless little ones was an acute sense
of humiliation.

These women

had looked

to us to defendthem, they had greeted us
as deliverers,and in my own case at least
I had assuredthe anxious onesonly yesterday that the British Army would never
desert them.

How could I now look these
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people in the face? It would have been
better for our prestige if we had never
entered Belgium at all, rather than to have
been kicked out of it, neck and crop, as soon
as we met the German

forces.

At Frammeries, a small mining town
about five miles south of Mons, I found my

brigade very hotly engaged with greatly
superior numbers. The Staff were sheltering
on the lee side of some houses in a street

run-

ning parallel to the German front. Up the
streets pointing towards the German posi-

tion the bullets were flying continuously,
knocking up splashesof dust in the road or
chipping brick and mortar off the sides of
the

houses.

Overhead

was

the

incessant

crack of the shrapnel, and as fast as one
group of the little white clouds, caused by
the burst of the shells, dissolved into the

still morning air, another group appeared.
Fortunately the shells were bursting high,
and so were not as dangerous as they might
have been, but they brought down piecesof

chimney-pot,slates,tiles, bricks,and lengths
of telegraph wire, which were showered
into

the

streets

and

about

our

ears.

The

continuous rattle of rifle fire, the cracks of

the bursting shells, and the discharges of
our own artillery, made a babel of noise
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which I found very distracting. It was
wonderful how amidst that pandemonium

the Brigadier could collect his thoughts,
coolly and quickly corneto a decision,and
quietly issuehis orders.

PresentlyI met an officerof the " Q"
branch of the Divisional Headquarters, who

informedme that he had just boughtall the
bread baked during the night in a local
bakery,and directed me to secureas much
of it aspossibleand distribute it to the men.
Taking my car to a side street, I discovered
the bakery just shutting up shop, while a
terrified crowd of Belgians were issuing from
the premises,each grabbing as many loaves
as he could conveniently carry.
With

the aid of some! half-dozen soldiers

I quickly filled the car with the large round
flat loaves; then, standing on the running
board, I instructed the chauffeur to keep on
that

side

of

the

road

where

the

houses

afforded some protection.
We proceededas rapidly as the state of
the road would permit, littered as it was
with glass, chimney-pots, bricks, and tiles,
and I was astonished

at the coolness and

skill displayed by the driver, a man named
Morgan, who had beena chauffeur in London
only a few weeks before.

StafFof the yth Brigadeshelteringundera wall du
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The first groups of soldiers we met were
waiting in support under cover of houses
and walls;

later we turned down towards

the barricades or hastily constructed breastworks made from the pave torn up out of
the road, and met some companieson their
way to reinforce the fighting line, while
others were working at a fresh line of barricades to be occupied when the advanced
ones could no longer be held. To each I
distributed such bread as they wanted:
some were glad indeed to get the hot fresh
loaves, others were too occupied or too
anxious to eat, while most were still

in

possessionof the iron ration carried by every
soldier

in

his

haversack

to

meet

such

an

emergency as the present, when it is impossibleor very inadvisable to bring forward
the Supply Train.
Presently we were stopped by an officer of
the Hoyal Scots Fusiliers, who said it would
be impossible to go farther, as the car would
show up above the breastwork, and would
immediately draw the enemy'sfire. I therefore

left

it

close

under

cover

of a church

wall, and ran down to where I perceiveda
section of artillery in action. I heard the
officer in charge giving the range as 600
yards.
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The volume of the enemy'sartillery and
rifle fire here seemed to me terrific;

bullets

sang over one'shead or hissedpast one's
ears in a continuous stream, while the sound
of the battle filled the air like the noise of

an army of riveters at work.
I now met small groups of wounded men

helping each other along. Presently a
doctor, hearing I had a car close by, ran up

and inquired whether I would take a badly
wounded officer to the hospital. What a
splendid fellow that doctor was! With
clothes and hands covered in

blood, he

looked more like a butcher than a surgeon.
He seemed wearied to death ; he had been

where the danger was greatest-wherever a
casualty had occurred,-but «hisone anxiety
was to get his patients where they could
receive proper attention. The officer whom
he wished me to take to hospital was, I
think, a subaltern in the 5th Fusiliers, and
his shattered arm was a horrid sifrht.
He,
c)
however, was too hurt

to be moved from the

stretcher upon which he lay, so was carried

on it up to the hospital. I then picked up
four less seriously wounded men, and took
them to the hospital which had been estab-

lished in the village school. Here in a
temporary ward I left them. As I was pass-
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ing out of the door I paused and looked
round. The long room contained a dozen
or

so beds-some

double,* some singleO

dragged in apparently from the nearest
houses: there were some mattresses, too,

spread on the floor. Immediately on my
left was a large double bed in which lay, I
supposed,only a slightly wounded man, for
he had raised

himself

on one elbow and was

taking a deep interest in the wounded
subaltern whom I had been asked to bring
up in the car, and who now lay white and
still on the stretcher which had been placed
on the floor in the centre

of the room.

Kneeling beside him was a doctor and
two Sisters of Mercy, who, with pity written
all over their gentle faces, were assisting
the surgeon to remove the clothing and
temporary dressings, so that the wound
could be properly examined. Across the
room on a mattress lay another wounded
man, whose eyes were closed, and he lay
so still he might have been dead.
Other wounded too were in the building,
but

as I

turned

and

walked

out

into

the

sunshine and noise, I saw only the white
face

of the

wounded

officer

and

the

sweet

expression on the faces of those Sisters of

Mercy, who, quite unmindful of their own
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danger,seemedonly concernedwith the
sufferingthat lay all around them.
On returning to the Staff, I found they
had moved to a new position about 300

yards farther back. They were seated in
chairs obtained from a neighbouring house,

and placed on the pavement close under
the shelter of a high wall. Reports were
continually arriving, and the news did not

appeartoo encouraging. In addition to the
shrapnel, the Germans were now giving us
a taste of their high-explosive shells. The
burst

of these

shells

makes

a noise

that

I

can only describe as terrifying, and the
damage they did to the buildings was far
worsethan shrapnelwas capable of. Except
for

the

noise

and

the

soldiers

there

was no

sign of life in the little town; every door
was locked, and every window shuttered.
Now and again across the street I noticed
a door would open a few inches and a

scaredface peep out, to disappearagain at
a warning sign from young H- -, the
General's staff captain. To analyse one's
feelings under heavy fire is, I think, a most

interesting study.

Personally, my great

desireat this time was to appearunconcerned. I would have given much to be
anywhere except where I was. The General
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and his Brigade Major, I could see, were
worried and anxious, and well they might
be, considering the difficult and perilous
position of the brigade, faced by considerably larger numbers and with no reserve
of any kind to fall back upon.
The others all seemedthoughtful, while
one of the party started, every time a
high - explosive shell burst, like a child
when one explodes a paper bag behind
him.
Some

little

time

before

I

had

sent

the

car half a mile farther back to get some
degree of shelter, and now as the morning
wore on we could see it was only a matter
of a short

time

before

we

should

be com-

pelled to fall back. Presently I saw coming
up the street towards us some hundreds
of our men: the retirement had begun!
Gradually those holding the most advanced
positions were withdrawn, but not until a
fresh line of defence about 400 yards south
of the town had been prepared. This line
was a length of trench on both sides of
the road, and when this was ready and
occupied the town was evacuated.
We
hands

left our dead and
of the Germans.

wounded

in

the

The battle of Mons, which began on the
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evening of the 22nd and continued till the
24th, though a defeat for the British, can
reflect nothing but glory on our arms. The
British Army, though sadly lacking correct
information of the enemy's movements and
strength, greatly outnumbered, weak in
artillery, and inadequately supported, put
up so magnificent a fight that though

driven from all its positions,it yet inflicted
on a numerically superior enemy enormous
losses,and very severe punishment.
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withdrawal

from

Frammeries

was

carried out quietly and in good order. One
battalion of the Royal Scots Fusiliers set
to work at once, digging trenches just south
of

the

town

to

cover

the

retirement

and

check pursuit, while the remainder of the
troops retired to a new position a mile or
two

farther

back.

The men did not appear unduly depressed
or fatigued, and there was certainly no sign
of demoralisation.

My own duty now was to get into touch
as soon as possiblewith the motor-lorries of
the Supply Column and with the horsedrawn vehicles of the Supply Section of the
Train. I therefore pushed on, taking in the
car with me Captain T- of the Royal
Scots Fusiliers, who had been wounded behind

the

knee

and

was unable

to walk

ex-
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cept with great difficulty. After passing
throughSars-la-Bruyere
I met a staffofficer
of the Division, who instructed me to meet

the SupplySectionof the Train, conductit
to La Boiscrette, and there dump all the

supplieson the side of the road, where
they would be available for the troops
during the retirement, as they would pass
that way.

I met the Train on its way to La Boiscrette,

and on reachingthat village found a suitable
stretch of grass on the roadside where the
supplies were deposited.
My companion T- was now unable to
stand the jolting of the car any farther, and
begged to be left at a house in the village,
to be picked up by one of the ambulances
on the way through. Accordingly I visited
house after house, but no one would take in

a wounded British officer, for fear, I suppose,
that

the

wrath

of the

Germans

would

fall

on them for harbouring an enemy. After
great difficulty I managedto enlist the pity

of an elderly lady and her daughter,who
livedin a largehouseoff the road,approached
by a short carriage-drivethrough big iron
gates. Here I helpedto undressand put
T- - to bed, leaving his uniform beside

him. I agreedto return and pick him up
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later, if I possibly could, should by any mischanceour troops not retire that way.
Leaving La Boiscrette I met Major Dof the Staff, and together we went to Englefontaiue, passing through the small town of
Le Quesnoy. This place, Le Quesnoy, had
evidently been a fortress in the old days of

short-range artillery, and its enormoiisly
thick earth ramparts, deep moat and draw-

bridges,gave it an appearanceof strength
which

under modern conditions

it

did

not

possess. No guns were mounted on the
ramparts and no soldiers lined the walls;
moreover,the town was completely deserted
and the houses all shuttered. It gave one
an eerie feeling to traverse streets devoid of
all human life,'-not even a dog or cat was
to be seen, every living creature had fled.
After a short wait at Englefontaine we
met the Supply Column and directed it to
Beaudignies, where by this time the whole
Train had also assembled. The operation of
transferring loads from the Column to the
Train was just commencing when another
staff

officer

arrived

from

Division

Head-

quarters. He at once stopped the work,
ordered

the

Train

to

continue

the

retire-

ment, while the Column was to proceed to
Bermeries.
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It had beena beautiful,bright warm day,
but now as night approachedthe weather

changed,heavy cloudsgatheredoverhead,
and by the time the SupplyColumnreached
its destination it was raining heavily and
quite dark.
At Bermeries we found the whole Division

just arriving. It had been marching and
fighting hard all day, and the casualtieswere
heavy, my brigade alone having lost 500.
The men were exceedingly cold, wet,
hungry, and desperately tired. The village
possessedonly a very few houses,and could
provide no shelter for so many.
The troops, therefore, lay down in the
fields or beside the road ; their pressing need
was sleep, and every other discomfort was
forgotten in their craving for rest. To issue
supplies to men in such distressed condition
is no easy task, even carrying the food from

the road to the adjoining fields required
effort from the weary fatigue parties. More-

over, in all military operationstroops to a
more or less extent becomeintermingled,

and to sort out andfind unitsarriving after
dark in a strangelocalityis a work of great
difficulty.

Stragglers there must be, too, in

hundreds; and the shouts of these men in-

quiring for their battalions,the neighingof
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horses,rattling of harness,chopping of wood,
and the subdued

sound

of tired

men's voices

calling to each other, filled the air with a
confused

hum which

the

that

fact

brought
vj

thousands

home to one

of men and

horses

wereall round,thoughnothing of themcould
be seen in the darkness.

By midnight the issue of supplies was
completed, and my subaltern and I, with
the chauffeur, sought sleep in the car,
which we drew alongside a stable wall at
Arnfoipret, a mile west of Bermeries.
At 3 A.M. on Tuesday, 25th August,
we crawled out of the car, cold, stiff, and

aching with cramp. Dawn was just breaking. With a shake and a rub of the eyes
with our knuckles we completed our toilet.
The

next

item

was

breakfast.

A

little

distance away, lying in the road, was a
case of preserved meat, and a little farther
on another of biscuits. We burst these open

by picking them up and letting them fall
on to the road. While engaged in this
operation I noticed the door of a cottage
opposite open, and a staff officer with
tousled hair and heavy sleep-laden eyes
looked out. He stared at us dully for a
moment or two and then disappearedagain,

shutting the door behindhim.
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The troops were now stirring, the rain
of the night had cleared off, and the sun
appeared; thin columns of smoke were
rising from the fields as fires were lit for
boiling tea. Presently a company of Engineerspassed,and we, too, then took the
road, making for Englefontaine. Here at a

wayside cafe we procured a very welcome
cup of coffee,bread and butter, and fried
some ration

bacon

on the

stove.

We also examined the car carefully, as
we had been too busy the day before to
do so.

We

found

that

it

had

been

struck

in two places either by bullets or shrapnel
balls. The damage fortunately was slight,
and had not touched the engine. It had
probably been done at Frammeries the
morning before.
We had been unable the previous night
to obtain any orders as to our destination
to-day, and we questioned small bodies of
troops now passing us making towards Le
Cateau. They also were without instructions,

but had an idea the

retreat

was

being continued in a south-westerly direction.

I did obtain, however, some news

which causedme considerableanxietynamely, that no troopsof our Division had

passedthrough La Boiscrettethe evening
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,
before. I thought of my friend T
whom I had left at that place, and my

promise to him that

I would return and

pick him up if I possibly could do so. To
have gone to La Boiscrette the night before
was out of the question, as my duty claimed
me till midnight; moreover, I had then no
grounds for assuming that troops would not
pass his way, considering the supplies had
been dumped there for their express use
the day before. To go now was impossible,
as the village was already occupied by the
Germans.

With a heavy heart I joined the masses

of troops now passing along the road to
Le Gateau.
About
11

A.M.

we

entered

this

small

town. A portion of General Headquarters
still remained, and I reported there and
obtained

some

useful

information

with

re-

gard to the general situation.
The little square of the town was filled
with cars, staff officers were hurrying to
and fro,

while

troops, both French and

English, were pouring through in one continuous stream. Sauntering quietly across

the square were Mr Seely and the Duke
of Westminster,
Colonel

on the

the former dressed as a
Staff.
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Acrossthe squarefacing the town hall
was a little

cafe which

was still

open,

though all the shops and private houses
were now locking their doors and shutter-

ing the windows. At the entranceto this
cafe I noticed a woman who had been stand-

ing perfectly still, watching all that was
taking place, ever since I had entered the
town. She was tall, slight, and welldressed, with dark hair and eyes, good
features, but pale complexion. She attracted attention because she was the only
woman to be seen, and, moreover, was the

only individual among all the people in the
squarewho seemedin no way disturbed or
excited. Apparently, too, she had no intention of leaving the town. She watched
with more than interest the passageof the
troops, and scanned every officer, French
or English. She spoke, however, to no
one, and apparently knew nobody.
I wondered who she was, and what she
was doing in this little town at such a

time; and when every one else had either

left the place or was taking hurried steps
to do so, why she should be the sole
exception.
Was she a spy? Had she come here,

where General Headquarters had been
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established, to obtain all the

information

possible about the British forces, and was
she now only waiting for the Germans to
arrive to give them the details ?
My conjectures were suddenly disturbed
by a rapid burst of fire from an anti-aircraft gun in the square, mounted on a car,
and directed by a French officer in brown
uniform, upon a German aeroplane of the
Albatross type sailing overhead. Several
soldiers took up the firing with their rifles,
and the horrid din created by the discharges continued for some minutes until
the aeroplanesoaredgracefully out of view,
apparently none the worse for the stream
of lead

directed

at it.

Looking towards the cafe, I saw the
mysterious woman still there, seemingly
quite undisturbed by the noise and excitement. We proceeded out of Le Cateau by
the road which rises to the ridge behind
the town and then continues in a straight
line along the crest of the ridge through

Inchy and Beaumont to the little town of
Caudry. Along the summit of the ridge
hundreds of civilian labourers were hurriedly

digging trenches,and the prevailing impression was that

the retreat

was over, and

that the British Army would take up a
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positionalong the ridge, and thus advantageouslypostedfight a big battle.
The day had beenhot and dusty, and
out beyondCaudrya large forceof French
cavalry was rapidly moving, raising great
clouds

of dust.

From the ridge a magnificentview to the
north is obtained, and the hot sun shone

down on the farms and little

villages

scattered over the valley and upon the
golden sheaves of corn standing in rows
like

soldiers

across the

fields.

Along the winding roads appearedmasses
of troopsmarching towards the ridge, while
beyond them, far out over the crest of the
distant hills, rose columns of dust proclaiming the presence of more, and still more,
troops on the march.
At 4 P.M. a violent thunderstorm

broke,

and the rain falling in a deluge speedily
soaked every one to the skin.
At nightfall the Supply Column arrived,
and I was ordered

to take

five of the lorries

with supplies to my brigade, which I should
find

at

Troisville.

I

reached

there

in

the

pitchy darkness at 11 P.M., to find not a

vestige of life in the place. Not a light
was to be seen, every house was deserted,

not even a dog barked. Leaving the
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vehicles near a church I proceeded to
reconnoitre on foot; my footsteps were the
only sounds that disturbed the stillness.
Past the houses I came upon the fields,
and leaving the road tramped across the
ploughed land towards a light I saw in
the distance. Suddenly a challenge rang
out, followed by the crack of a rifle and
the shrill crescendoof a bullet screaming
into the darkness.

"Friend!"

I shouted,

and looking round, discerned the dark figure
of a sentry standing in the shadow of a

hedge. Being bidden to pass, I remonstrated

with

the

man

in no measured

terms.

It appeared, however, that he had already
challenged once and had received no reply.
After this I remained on the road, taking
no further chances across country, and
came at last to the headquarters of the
13th Brigade. They, however, could give
me no news of my own brigade.
There was nothing to be done but return.
I reached Troisville again, but there lost
myself in a maze of streets. I seemedto
find dozens of churches, but not the one

where I had left the vehicles. Suddenly,

to my delight, I heard the rapid beats of
a motor-cycle engine,and a despatch-rider
appearedround a corner. Taking me up
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on his carrierwe quickly found the lorries,
the drivers of whomwereby nowconsiderably anxiousover my long absence. Return-

ing to Bertry I reportedat DivisionHeadquarters at 1 A.M. on the 2Gth. Round
the sidesof a long shed at the back of a
church officers and men were lying on straw,

worn out by their continuousexertions. In
the middle

of the room at a table sat the

Generaldictating a despatchin a low voice
to a staff officer. The light of a lamp fell
on the General's fine soldierly features; his

face was drawn with fatigue and anxiety.
The despatch finished, the General uttered
a name in the same low voice; immediately
one of the staff officers lying round the
room rose to his feet, put on his cap, took
up the despatch from the table, saluted,

and, passingout of the door, disappeared
into the night.

Turning to me the General asked my
business,and being informed, pointed out
on the map the town of Inchy, where my
brigade would be found. Again I started
out into the night, and this time with

success.The troops were in Inchy, the
weariedmen lying on the pavementsor in
the road, and too exhausted even to hear

the approachingvehicles. Stopping the
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and I had to descend

and make a path through the slumbering
forms by literally dragging their bodies on
to the pavements or sides of the road. At
the junction of three streets by Brigade
Headquarters we deposited the supplies in
the midst of hundreds of sleeping soldiers,
and at 4.30 A.M., as the sun was appearing,
we returned to the Train Headquarters at
Montigny, after 25^-hours' consecutiveduty.
I lay down to snatch a short rest.
It seemedto me that I had hardly closed
my eyes when R- - and T- - roused me,
saying the troops were already on the
march, and that the Train was ordered to
St Quentin.

It was 6 o'clock, a fine morning, but the
roads still wet from the previous night's rain.
We were all much depressedto find the
retreat was to be continued, and also very
tired.

Making a hurried breakfast of milk and
bread, which was all we could get, we
started

were

off

for St

Quentin.

thronged with

troops,

The roads

and

we

passedlarge numbers of villagers, terrified
and in tears, flying with such household

goods and chattels as they were able to
carry.
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We reachedSt Quentin about two in the

afternoon. The shopswere open,and most
of the inhabitants gathered in the streets.

The people, however, were decidedly unfriendly in their attitude to the British-a
new experiencefor us after the invariable
courtesyand kindnessAvehad received up
to date from the French people.
Such, however, is the way of the world :
friends in distress are rarely welcome guests,
and often are a source of embarrassment.

From General Headquarters I received an
order to meet the Supply Column coming
from Peronne and take it to my Division
at

Estre'es.

The

road

via

Le

Catelet

was

not to be followed, as parties of Uhlans
were reported on it, but I was to turn off
to the right about six miles south of Le
Catelet. Every precaution was to be taken
to meet

attack

and

to beat

off such

small

bodiesof enemycavalry as we might chance
to meet on the way.

As soon as the twenty - seven lorries of
the Column

arrived

about six in the even-

ing, I disposedall the armedmen to the best
advantage. Sangars of sacks of oats were

built round every fourth or fifth vehicle.

Within these breastworkswere placedas
manymen ascouldconvenientlyhandletheir
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rifles, and in each of these travelling forts
was an officer, while another

officer sat be-

side the leading driver.
Except for the officers and N.C.O.'s, all
the men were specially enlisted--that is,
they had been only a very short time
before motor-omnibus and lorry drivers in
civilian

life.

Better

men one could

not

de-

sire. On this occasion they were splendid.
Though they had been working for the
past five days and nights twenty-two hours
out of twenty - four, snatching sleep and
food at odd moments, often employed on
most trying and dangerous duties and sometimes under shell and rifle fire, yet never

a word of grumbling did I hear, and every
order was obeyed with an alacrity and a
cheerfulnessof spirit that would have done
credit

to veteran

soldiers.

At dusk we started taking the splendid
broad tree-lined north road, and made good
progress till 8.30 P.M., when through the
darkness we suddenly saw the road ahead
crowded with a mass of troops. I saw
they were all infantrymen, and thereby
guessed they must be our own people.
Presently we reached them, and our farther

progress was stopped. They were in no
military order, and without officersor senior
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N.C.O.'s,-obviouslystragglers,with a few
woundedlimping along in their midst, representatives of a dozen different regiments
from

two

or three

Divisions.

In

number

they must have been three or four hundred. Some of them said that the enemy
were close at their heels-in fact, were even
at

that

moment

in

ambush

about

half

a

mile farther on in a thick wood bordering
the

road.

If their story was true I was in an unpleasant predicament. A tree laid across
the road or a volley fired into the engine
of the leading lorry would finish all chances
of a dash through, while from the dark
depths of the wood the enemy's marksmen
would in comparative safety pick off my
people exposed on the road.
However, my orders were to get to my
Division, so there was nothing to be done
but get on.

All the head-lights were lit in the hope
that their glare would upset the enemy's
markmanship,and would also show up any
obstruction in the road.

In addition, I

took up about thirty men from the stragglers who were armed, and distributed them

over the convoy.
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Then, telling the leading lorry driver to
go at his best speed and the others to follow,
I clambered into the first sangar and away
we thundered

into

the

darkness.

The

roar

of the rapidly moving vehicles, the blackness
of the night, the proximity of the enemy,
and our grave anxiety concerning the fate of
our own Division struggling in the obscurity
ahead with ten times its number of enemies,

all combined to keep us in the highest state
of tension.

Approaching the wood, which we could
now discern looking like a great dark wall
beside the road, we prepared to return the
fire which we momentarily expected to issue
from it. Not a sight nor sound of an enemy
appeared, however, from its depths, and in
a few moments we had passed through it,
and, breathing a sigh of relief, slowed down
to a more moderate speed. In time we
reached the turning to our right which we

had to follow, and leaving the broad highroad, we now found we were in a country
lane. Suddenly round a corner came the
head of an advancing column of troops. It
was the British - - Division retiring under
cover of night. In the narrow road the
advancing columns stopped our further proD
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gress, and we pulled the heavy lorries as
far to one side of the way as we could
to let the tired men get past, - infantry

staggering along in utter weariness,horsemen lying asleep on their horses'necks,
cyclists pushing their machines; with constant checks and breaking of ranks, horse,
foot, and artillery went slowly by, an interminable

stream

of shadows.

To add to the

difficulty and discomfort it commenced to
rain, making the foothold on the road
slippery and treacherous.
Presently somestaff officers rode up, and
in excited language demandedto know why
I was blocking the road. They demanded
that the lorries should be flung into the
ditch so as not to impede further the

retirement of the troops. My expostulations were fortunately heard by a general
officer, who in quiet cool tones informed me

that I must give up all idea of getting
through to Estrees, as the roads leading
up to that place were blocked with troops,
but that

I

should

turn

the lorries

at the

next cross-roadstwo hundred yards farther
on and take them back to St Quentin.

Slowly and with great difficulty this was
accomplished,and though our mission to
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the 3rd Division had to remain unfulfilled,

yet some measure of good was done, for
supplies were distributed to the men of
the Division now struggling past, who
were greatly in need of them.
We arrived back at St Quentin at 3 A.M.

on the 27th, and sought a couple of hours'
rest.

At 6 A.M.we were again on the move. In
the squareI met one of the Divisional Staff,
whom I assisted in directing through the
town the massesof troops now pouring into
it from

the north.

Regiment after regiment, battery after
battery filed past. Gone was all the
smartness and proud bearing of troops
on parade: these dirty, unkempt, weary,
footsore soldiers tramped along in silence,
their eyes on the ground, their uniforms
torn and mud - stained, just a stream of
desperately tired, sorely suffering humanity.
What dangers and privations had they
not passed through during the last five
days !
Singled out for destruction by a numerically far superior enemy, they had been
attacked incessantly night and day without
respite for rest or food ; rained upon with
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shot and shell, and forced to retire from

one positionto another in wet and cold,
heat and dust, yet in spite of all the spirit
of these splendidsoldierswasstill unbroken.
Time and again had they turned on their
gigantic pursuer. At Le Gateau the day
beforethey had rent his leading ranks and
left his dead in thousands strewing the
fields, and though battered and worn they
had yet caused him to pause dismayed,
until he could bring fresh legions forward
to

renew

As I

the

attack.

watched

these men

I

reflected

that

had Britain placed a million such as they,
instead of a mere handful, into Belgium
at the opening of the campaign, on her
would have been shed the undying glory
of having saved that unfortunate little

country from the ruthless savagery of
the German hosts.
Those atrocities which
have made the world shudder would then

have never added another crimson page to
history.
Oh! you in England who babble of

"peace at any price," can you see no

necessityand no nobility in a war waged
to save old men and little

babes from foul

murder,and purewomenand innocentgirls
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from vile outrage ? If you still cherish
" The Great Illusion," why in heaven'sname
do you not deliver youl'selvesand your households, your women and your babies,to the
butchers

of Termonde

and

Louvain

?
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THE retreat was continued through Roupy
to Ham, where the troops commenced to
arrive

about

1 P.M. on the 27th.

I seen men so tired.
Ham the road was

lined

Never

have

From St Quentin to
with

hundreds

who

had dropped out of the ranks too exhausted
to continue

the march.

Some of these must

have fallen into the hands of the enemy,
but many managed to struggle on after a
short

rest.

The

little

town

of Ham

lies at

the foot of a valley, and is completely commanded by the high ground to the north,
through which runs the road from St
Quentin.

As the guns and regimental transport
slowly descendedthe hill and entered Ham,

we expectedevery momentthat the enemy's
artillery

would shell the little town and

add to the great difficulty of getting the
tired men and animals through the narrow
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streets. Our rearguard, however, held the
enemy back, and the main body of our
troops crossed the Somme and bivouacked
in the

fields

south

of Ham

for a few

hours.

The Staff remained in the town, from which
most

of

the

inhabitants

had

fled

in

the

morning. I was billeted with three other
officers in a fine mansion, where the house-

keeper and butler, who had been left to
take care of the house, did all they could
to make us comfortable. A splendid bedroom was assigned to each of us, and the
snowy linen sheets and frilled pillow-cases
looked very inviting in our dusty weary
condition. How I longed to get in between
those soft sheets and put in a good eight
hours' sleep! I had almost forgotten what
a bed felt like, as I had not even taken

my coat off for seven days and nights. At
seven o'clock, just as I was sitting down
to an excellent dinner prepared by the
housekeeper,I was sent for by Corps Headquarters, and a staff officer gave me an order
to proceed to St Quentin and see if the
Supply Column was there. No one knew
what

had become of it since it left

that

town

in the early morning, and it was thought
possiblethat after filling up with supplies at

Peronneit might havereturnedto St Quentin.
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It seemed to me rather an absurd order,

as it was common knowledge that the
Germans had entered St Quentin about
5 P.M. However, there was nothing for me
to do but obey.

With an appetitequite spoilt I returned
to my dinner, determined at any rate to

try and have a squaremeal beforestarting
on what might- be my last journey. I felt
sorry for the chauffeur, but had to take
him, as I could not drive the car myself,

an art which I now greatly regretted I had
not learned. After a good dinner and a
bottle of wine we started up the engine,
and, taking my seat beside the driver, we
slipped away into the rain and darkness.
Just

out

of

the

town

we

met

a

car

followed by a number of lorries, and to my
inexpressible relief discovered that this was

the missing Supply Column turned up at
last
I

from

Peronne.

returned

with

the

news

to

the

staff

officer who had despatched me on my
mission,who on seeingme greeted me with
the words, " Hallo ! you've comeback. I
didn't expect to see you or the car again."

What a charmingfellow, I thought, to
despatch me on an errand from which he
never expected me to return!
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Orders were now received stating that
the

retirement

was

to be continued

at mid-

night. No chance now of that soft bed !
I returned to the billet and packed up my
few belongings. The housekeeper and the
butler were dreadfully upset on seeing our
preparations for departure, and the former
wept noisily. I recommendedthem to lock
up the house and seek a healthier locality,
and left them collecting such few things
as they could take with them.
Poor creatures, how sorry we felt for
them! We had enjoyed their hospitality,
but were powerless to protect them.
At

about

3 A.M. on the

28th

we reached

Noyon. Here we were fortunate enough to
get beds in a nunnery. All the nuns had
long since left, but the Mother Superior
and two or three other sweet-facedgentle
women had remained behind in the huge
empty building. In some of the clean but
scantily furnished cells were iron cots, now
occupied by war-worn dusty officers instead
of the quiet nuns. In the next cell to mine
were

two

staff

officers.

How

thankful

we

were to rest our weary limbs, and the coarse
sheets, hard beds, and bare whitewashed

walls appeared luxury indeed.
At 6 A.M. we awoke much refreshed, and
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after coffee and bread and butter

took the

car to Mouille, where the main body of
the Division had bivouacked for the night.
The news from the Staff was not too cheerful

-the Germans still pressing hard on our
heels. However, by 9 A.M. the whole situa-

tion changed,the German pressure being
relaxed, and it was assumedthat the longlooked-for

assistance of the French

had at

last arrived. The destruction of the bridge
over the river at Ham by our Engineers
the previous evening also no doubt checked
the enemy'spursuit.
At any rate our troops were not molested
during the march, and the short rest they
had had at Mouille had done them good.
I walked with the battalions for some miles,

and it was difficult to recognise in these
men, marching easily and cheerily along
under

the

shade

of the

trees

on each

side

of the road, the same soldiers whom I had

seenin such miserableplight only the day
before.

The morale of the British Army has
always been exceptionally high, and this
combinedwith an excellent discipline now
proved its great value. A few hours' com-

plete rest and an opportunity for obtaining
foodhad put the troopsonceagain into high
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fettle, their confidence in themselves had re-

turned, and once more they were capable
of giving an excellent account of themselves.
,
To my great delight I heard that T
who had

been wounded

at Frammeries

and

-whom I had taken in my car and left at
La Boiscrette on the 24th, had rejoined his
battalion. He had been picked up by
an ambulance waggon of the 5th Division
which had passed that way the same
afternoon.

The main approach to Noyon was much
congestedby troops and transport, the 3rd,
4th, and 5th Divisions all using the same
road. The main body of the 3rd Division
bivouacked just north of the town, the
9th Brigade being at Croiselles, the other
brigades at Genvry and Pontoise.
That night I slept in a little cottage
standing beside the road. It was about
two in the morning of the 29th before my
work permitted me to seek some rest, but
even at this hour the good woman of the
cottage prepared some hot coffee and eggs
for my subaltern and myself. The kitchen
was evidently both the living and sleeping
room, for there was a bed in the

corner

on which I spread my valise, while my
subaltern slept on the kitchen table. At
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7 A.M.,beforeleaving, we again partook of
the cottager's hospitality, and though her
husband was probably only a labourer in
the fields in normal times and now a private

soldier, yet she absolutelyrefusedto accept
any payment for the food and lodging she
had provided. Such kindness and hospitality given by the poorest peasants of
France to the soldiers of England was
common enough at this time.
This day, 29th August, was an easy
day for the troops. The enemy beyond
the Somme was busy bridging the river,
and the respite thus given to our troops
was most

welcome.

I motored through the beautiful forest
road to Compiegne, where the Supply
Column was being loaded. Compiegne at
this time was the Headquarters of the
British Army, and a very picturesque town

it is, with its wide pave streets,large open
squares,and fine buildings.
On returning to my Division I found that
Divisional Headquarters had been established in a beautiful country house, the

Chateau Cuts, standing in a huge park
about four miles south-east of Noyon. I
thought it a thousand pities that this
lovely place, with its pointed gables, ter-
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raced walks, and prettily laid out flowergardens should be left to the mercies of
the Hun. Late that night I went up to
the Chateau for orders, and the lights from
the

windows

reflected

into

the

waters

of

the moat surrounding the house made it
look like a fairy palace.
Entering the mansion, I found several
officers snatching a few hours' sleep in
long cane chairs in the hall. Off this hall
was a large room, round the sides of which
a dozen or more beds without bedding were
ranged. Stretched upon the mattresses
on these beds were officers and orderlies,

booted and spurred, deep in the slumber
they so much needed. In the dining-room
the table was spread with food and drink
for those who had time to snatch it.
In
another room the General and a few of his

Staff were poring over maps and writing
orders.

I found

that

we were

to march

at 2 A.M.

next morning, the 30th. After taking a
snack of supper at the Chateau I turned
into the car for a couple of hours' sleep,
and at 2 A.M. we were again on the move

through Marbay and Nampselby the road
running over the hills. My own brigade
inarchedby the valley road through Mor-
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sain, where I met it about 9 A.M. while it
was halted for a short rest. Leaving my
subaltern at Morsain to requisition supplies

for the brigade, I proceededwith a staff
officer of the Division to Berny Riviere to
make

arrangements
o

for the arrival

of the

troops there that evening.
I had much to do, and it was not until

long after dark, when all the troops were
in, that I discovered my subaltern Swas missing. No one appeared to have
seen him since Morsain,
have

been

so foolish

but that
as

to

he would

remain

there

after the troops had left I could not believe, as the country in our rear was swarming with Uhlans only too ready to pounce
upon any straggler.
As the night wore on and there was still
no word of him, my anxiety on his behalf
increased.

At 5 A.M. next morning I received a

messagefrom Divisional Headquarterssaying that he had telephoned in from Morsain
asking to be fetched at once, as bodies of
Uhlans were in the neighbourhood. This
little village nestled at the foot of the

hills six miles outside our outposts, and

we pushedthe car to its best speedalong
the winding valley road. Every moment
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I expected to round a bend and find a
patrol of Uhlans blocking the way.
At Morsain, standing in the middle of the
deserted main street, was S- -, anxiety
written

all

over his countenance, which

changed to relief when he recognised me.
We wasted no time in turning the car,
and

returned

as fast

as we

had

come

to

Berny-Riviere, while Snarrated his
adventures of the 7iight before.
It appeared that on the previous day,
while he was paying for the supplies he had
requisitioned, the troops had gone on, so too
had his horse ; moreover, when his payments
were completedthe troops were out of sight,
and he had no idea which way they had taken.
Just before dark a troop of the - Hussars
from the British Cavalry Corps entered
Morsain. He joined them, and they spent
the night in a large house just off the main
road, which they barricaded across. During
the night the barricade and chateau were
reconnoitred by several parties of Uhlans,
shots were exchanged, and at least one
Prussian

was believed

to have

been killed.

At dawn the hussars had left Morsain, and

having no spare horses were forced to leave
S
to his fate. A telephone was, however, in the village, deserted now by all its
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inhabitants,and on placingthe receiverto his

ear he wasoverjoyedto receivea reply,and
managedafter somedifficulty to get into communication with the Divisional Headquarters.
At

7.30 A.M. on the

31st, after

an ex-

cellent night's rest, the march was resumed
from Breny to Crepy-en-Valois,a dirty town,
and on the following day, Tuesday, the 1st

September, Penchard, about three miles
north of Meaux, Avas reached.

Meaux is

rather a fine town, but was on this day
deserted, the houses shuttered, the shops
closed, and, except for a few gendarmes at
the gates, showed no sign of life. My subaltern and I managed to obtain here a considerable quantity of tobacco for the use of
the troops, but as it was too late then to
take it out to the brigade, we spent the
night in the town. We were billeted in

the houseof the directeur of the college,a
fine mansion beautifully furnished, and for
the first time since 21st August I took off

my clothes and slept in pyjamas between
sheets in a delightfully

comfortable bed.

After a bath next morning and a breakfast
from such scrapsas we could find in the deserted house we rejoined the Division, which

restedfor the day in and aboutthe villages
of Penchard, Monthyon, and Neufmontiers.
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About 7 in the evening, after I

had

finished issuing supplies to my brigade, I
was ordered with other supply officers to
report to the Train at Leches. This village
was not clearly marked on our maps, and
after searching till 11 P.M.we failed to find
either Leches or the Train, so decided to

spend the night on the roadside. The car
was pulled on to the grass, where S- - also
laid his valise, and after some supper we
turned

in

for

a few

hours'

rest.

The

cold

and the dust raised in clouds by passing
lorries and motor-cycle despatch-riders made
it an uncomfortable night, and at 4 A.M. on
3rd September, stiff with cold and feeling
very dirty, I crawled out of the car. The
sun rose soon after, and its beams shillingthrough the trees fell on the hoar-frost in
the fields, making the grass appear as if
strewn with myriad diamonds.
Taking the road once more we crossedthe
Marne near Esbly and proceeded towards
Jossigny, where we knew the Supply
Column

would

rendezvous.

Between

Serris

and Jossigny we passed the flying ground
and headquarters of the Royal Flying Corps,
and stopped a moment to watch this splendid
corps commencing its day's work. One or
two machineshad already been up observing
E
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the enemy,andwerenowreturningwith the
information they had gleaned; another ma-

chinewaspreparingto start, the pilot and
observer in helmet and goggles in their seats,

mechanicsholding the tips of the planes
while another was turning

the huge pro-

peller so as to start the engine. In a
moment or two, with a roar as the engine
fired, the machine raced swiftly over the
earth, and then, increasing its speed, rose
gracefully into the still morning air like
some huge bird, showing as it circled over
our heads the Union Jack of Old England
and the Tricolour of France painted on the
under-surfaceof its wings.
The value of the information gained by
our intrepid airmen throughout the retreat
was incalculable,and the courage, endurance,

readinessof resourceand daring which they
have displayedon all occasions,provesthat
our air service is second to none in the world.

On arriving at Jossigny we met the
Supply Column, and with other supply
officershad breakfast in the grounds of a
chateaunear by. Afterwards we again proceededin search of the Train, and succeeded

in daylight where we had failed at night
-running

it to earth between Leches and

Coupvray. It was drawn up in a field

-o
c
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3
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beside the road, the horses hooked in, the

drivers in their seats all ready for moving off when the orders arrived. These were
now received, and the Train was directed to

march on Crecy vid Coutevroult.
The retreat, which had up to date been
in rather a south-westerly direction towards
Paris, now changed direction to the southeast, and as we mounted the high ground
above Crecy we could see the valley of the
Marne behind and below us, with the river

winding like a blue ribbon between its
wooded

banks.

Rumours and conjectures were rife this
day. At one moment we heard that we
were going to take up a strong position
overlooking the Marne and fight a battle to
dispute the passage of that river by the
German

forces;

the

next

moment

it

was

certain that the retreat would be continued,

and that the British Army would recoup
and refit

within

the

defences

of Paris.

Yet

another story was that Paris was to be left
to its fate, that
field

armies

would

both French and British
retire

into

the

heart

of

France and there await an opportunity to
shatter the forces of Germany.
Whatever may have been the causeof the
rumours, there, is no doubt that the fate of
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Paris hung in the balance on this day,
and that there were at this time many

peoplein France who consideredit hopeless
to prolongthe struggle, that Paris must fall,
and

that

the

events

of

1870-71

would

be

repeated with even more tragic result.
The enemy's airmen were particularly
busy on this afternoon, several of their
machines being visible in the air at the
same time. One Taube flew low along our
lines, drawing a tremendousrifle fire, which,
however, seemed to take no effect, for he

continued serenely on bis way, finally disappearing over the tree-tops towards the
Marne.

The next morning, 4th September, we
were up as usual with the dawn, and at
7.30 A.M. were again on the march through
Crecy and Tigeaux.

The Germans, however, were not permitted to cross the Marne with impunity ;
very heavy fighting

took place, and our

artillery, with that of the French, poureda
tremendousfire on the enemy as he crossed

the river. The dischargeof the guns was
so rapid and sustainedthat they resembled
in sound a continuous roll of thunder.

The retreat was continuedthrough the
Forestof Crecy,andat midnightthe Supply

U
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Column and Train waggons met at the
Obelisque, in the heart of the forest, and
transferred

their

loads.

This obelisk, a tall slender pillar of stone,
stands at the junction of six straight roads,
and forms, as it were, the hub of a giant
wheel, the roads spreading like spokes
through the dark forest.
Lighting a fire on the grass at the edge of
the trees we lay down beside it and cooked
ourselvessome supper. Around us was the
black curtain

of

the

trees, overhead a

brilliant star-spangled sky, while along the
pale dusty road marched the troops, an
endless procession of ghostly figures, the
continuous tramp of thousands of feet being
broken now and again by the jingle of
harness, the champing of a bit, and the
rattle

of wheels.

When all except the rearguard had
marched by we completed the transference
of loads,the Supply lorries then disappeared
down one long avenue between the trees,
while we followed the way taken by the
troops.
At

3.30 A.M. on the

5th

we reached

the

little village of Chartres, and I lay down
under a waggon for a few hours' sleep.
Later in the day I went on to Liverdy,
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where my brigade was billeted, and after

issuingsuppliesfrom the waggons
continued
on to Villepayen, where the whole Train
was now assembled. In the evening I went
to Chaumes, and then on to Lieusaint

to

meet the Supply Column and guide it to
Villepayen, finding great difficulty in locating that village in the dark.
Much of our work had of late been per-

formed at night, and even with the best
maps it is a most difficult matter to find
one's way in a strange country after dark.
In daylight there are many landmarks that
can be seen and compared with the map,
and one can thereby assure one's position
with a considerabledegree of accuracy. At
night, however, one is surrounded by a pall
of darkness, vision is restricted to a radius

of a few yards, and one's position must
always be a matter of guesswork until some

prominentobject easilyrecognisableboth on
the ground and on the map is reached.

On arrival at Villepayen I found every
one in great spirits.
The retreat was
actually over, and the advance was to commenceon the following day.
No wonder we were elated.

The retire-

ment from Belgium was a nightmare which
weshouldnot easilyforget. But it wasover
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now; we could turn over that black page
and

start

a clean

sheet.

The retreat of the British Army from
Mons, followed by its immediate and brilliant
participation in the operations on the Marne

and the Aisne, will go down to history as
one of the greatest of its military achievements, comparable with the retreat to and
victory of Corunna.
The recovery of the Prussians after the

disastrous battle of Ligny in the Waterloo
Campaign has always been considered a
fine performance, but on that occasion the
Prussian Corps (Billow's) which led the
attack against the French right flank at
Plauchenoit had not been engagedat Ligny,
and therefore

should have suffered little,

if

any, loss of morale as the result of that
defeat.

With the British Army, on the present
occasion,every Division had been engaged,
and, moreover, either at Mons or Le Cateau,

severely mauled.
The retreat, too, had lasted for a period
of thirteen days, during which time a most
powerful and determined enemy had put
forth his utmost efforts to encompassthe
destruction

of our

little

force.

Under these circumstancesthe recovery of
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the British in 1914 was an infinitely finer
military achievement than that of the
Prussians in 1815, and the immediate con-

sequences
of that recoverywere vast: it not
only gave our soldiers confidenceto advance
and throw the enemy across the Aisne, but
it rousedthroughout the Empire that martial
spirit which lies deep in every Briton, and
which

now convinced

him that

the

time

had

come to put aside his ledgers and his bales
of merchandise

and

draw

the

sword

in

cause of humanity and true civilisation.

the
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THE advancecommencedearly on the morning of Saturday, the 6th September, the
troops marching hard towards the north-east.
My duty sent me in the opposite direction
towards Lieusaint, where in the evening I
met the motor-lorries of the Supply Column
and accompanied them to a prearranged
rendezvous, where we arrived about 10 P.M.

It had been arranged that a staff officer
from

the

Division

should

meet

us at

this

rendezvous and guide us in the direction
taken by the troops. On our arrival, however, no staff officer was to be seen, and

as the time passed and he still failed to
appear,the officer commanding the Column
and I grew more and more perplexed as to
what course of action to pursue.
We had not been told the troops' objective, and we knew that the distance they
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advanced and the direction they took must
depend largely on the enemy.

In front of us, and spreadingto right and
left as far as the eye could reach,was the
Forest of Crecy. If the Supply Column
left

the rendezvous

and entered

the forest

it would make it very difficult for the staff
officer

to find us.

At 11.30P.M.,as no representativefrom
the Division had put in an appearance,we
left

the

motor

vehicles

at

the

rendezvous

and proceeded ourselves in search of the
troops. C- -, the officer in command of
the Column, took one road in his car, I

took another, while a motor - cyclist was
sent in a third direction. Through the
dark forest road I went

to the obelisk,

from there to the edge of the Bois d'Hautefeuille, skirting Lord Rothschild's magnificent estate, then back through Fontenay
to the Column, where I arrived at 2 A.M.

on the 7th without encounteringany sign
of the troops, and found the others had also
returned equally unsuccessful.

At 4 A.M.I started off again in the car
in search of the Division, and at 7 A.M.,
while flying down one of the roads cut

through the Bois d'Hautefeuille, very
narrowly escaped collision with

another
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car which was dashing along another forest
avenue at right angles to the road I was
taking. As we both jammed on the brakes
I recognised in one of the occupants of the
other car the missing staff officer.
Our delight at seeing each other was
mutual. He had been searching for the

Supply Column all night.

He had lost

the

had

note-book

in

which

he

made

an

entry of the spot fixed for the rendezvous,
nor could he recollect the place, having
many other matters to think of.

The Headquarters of the Division were
established

in the

deserted

Chateau

Haute-

feuille, the troops resting in the fields
around.

To bring up the Supply Column and
issue the supplies to the brigades did not
take long.
The Chateau of Hautefeuille, the shootingbox of a French cavalry officer married to
an American

millionairess,

stands in the

midst of lovely country. The house was
most luxuriously fitted: every bedroom
had its own bathroom, and on each large
marble toilet-table was a perfect regiment
of cut-glass gold-stoppered bottles containing perfumes, washes,bay rum, and eau de
Cologne.
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In the afternoon, after revelling in the

luxury of a bath, I retired for a coupleof
hours'sleep,and in the depthsof a satin
eider-down, under a canopy of silk, was soon

deep in the slumber I had forgone for
thirty hours.

Later on I strolled through the corridors
and into the deserted apartments of this

palatial shooting- box, examining with
interest the beautiful panelling and tapestries on the walls, the soft thick carpets

under foot, and the exquisite furniture and
appointments of the rooms.
Everything in this house was in perfect
order, exactly as the owners had left itthe clothes folded up and laid neatly in the
presses,toilet bottles and brushes in their
appointed places, and even the beds, with
their spotless linen sheets, embroidered

pillow-cases,and silk and satin coverings
awaiting their occupants. The German
advance-guard had occupied the mansion

for a night, and I was astonishedbeyond
measure

had left

to

see that

the

mannerless

here none of the

marks

Hun

of

his

beastly " Kultur."
American dollars had built and furnished

this diminutive palace, and perhaps the
knowledge of this fact had restrained the
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barbarians from wantonly destroying any
of the furniture
contained.

or effects

which

the

house

Leaving with regret the soft comforts of
peace, I joined the troops now preparing
to resume

the

advance.

Motor-cars of staff officers were hurriedly
leaving one after the other, horses picketed
on the

smooth

lawns

under

the

trees

were

being hastily saddled, and soldiers who had
been resting their tired limbs in the shade
were now rising, adjusting their packs and
looking to their rifles.
Turning our backs on the chateau we set
our faces towards Coulommiers. Through
the Bois d'Hautefeuille

the columns wound,

frightening the pheasants from the coverts
beside

the

road.

At the corner of a wood we passed the
bodies of three

French

soldiers,

who had

been killed during the German advance,
and were still lying unburied in their
native

woods.

About 8 in the evening the Train reached
Mortceuf, and the villagers turned out with
their horses to help our waggons through
the deep ravine in which the hamlet lies,
and up the steep acclivity beyond. Later,
the mayor pressed me to partake of a
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hurried supper, and sitting in the chair
which had beenoccupiedthe previousnight

by the PrussianGeneral Von Pasnitz, I
enjoyedsomechicken and a bottle of wine,
while my host describedhow the Crown
Prince's

famous Death's

Head Hussars

had

occupied the village the evening before.
To-day they had been driven out by our
cavalry, and had left behind them their
dead, who now lay still enough in the
orchards and flower-gardens of Mortceuf
and in the woods on the heights above.
About midnight I arrived at Coulommiers,
and after seeing that the troops had received their supplies, entered a large house
in the square with other supply officers
to spend the rest of the night.
The doors stood wide open, straw in
large quantities covered the floor of the
hall, the front

room, the stairs, and the

landing above, while at every step my feet
tripped over or kicked an empty bottle.

In the dining-room on the table lay the
remains of a meal, scrapsof bread and meat,
dirty plates and knives, and innumerable

empty bottles, chiefly champagne.
As we stood and surveyed,by the light
of a guttering candle, the messaround us, a
frightened-looking woman entered the house
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her

master's

house, a doctor of the town, and that it

had been occupiedfor the last two or three
days by the enemy. The Prussian General
had made it his headquarters, and he and
his Staff had barely completed their meal
that evening when the British burst into
the town, driving him and his troops before

them.

During the occupation of Coulommiers
the Germans had drunk every bottle of
champagne in the place, and judging by
the number empty then strewing the
floor, they must have poured the golden
wine in copious quantities down their
throats.

In the drawing-room the bookcase and
writing - desk had been broken open and
their contents strewn over the floor. Upstairs the bed-clothes lay in untidy heaps
on the beds, while chests of drawers and

wardrobes had been ransacked and clothing
lay littered in every direction.
We opened the windows to let out some
of the odour of unwashed humanity that
oozed from the straw, and lay down on
the beds, only too glad in our wearied
state to get a soft spot to lie on.
At 5 o'clock on the morning of the 8th
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Septemberwe were ready oncemore,and
the advance was continued, heavy fighting

taking place as our troops followed hard
in the wake of the retiring Germans.

The first prisoner made by the Division,
a Prussian infantry soldier, was, I believe,
taken by the Army Service Corps. He
was detected skulking in a wood alongside
the road and rounded up after a short
chase. He seemedabout twenty-four years
of age, fair and healthy - looking, his body
well

clothed

and

nourished.

Seated

on a

waggon beside the driver he now tried to
appear perfectly at ease, although surrounded by a circle of faces gazing with
curiosity at the first German in uniform
they had seen. At every village which
we passed through the inhabitants yelled
with rage when they saw him, shaking
their fists and making significant gestures
with their fingers
across their throats.
CJ

I quite understood their feelings somewhat later, when I had positive proof of
the villainies committed by the Prussians.
Through Orly the advance continued, the
rattle of rifle fire and the sharp crack of
the shrapnel getting louder and more incessant as our troops harried the Prussian
rearguard. Presently Bussiereswas reached
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as the evening fell, and on the road and
in the fields and woods around lay the
evidences

of

the

German

rout--broken

waggons, motor - lorries and dead horses
strewed the way, while in the fields and
in the dark woods lay the dead and the
wounded. Many of the latter were brought
in by us, some desperately hurt, one an
officer with a badly shattered leg, his clothes
drenched with blood and the death agony
written

on his

white

drawn

face.

On through the dark horrid night we
pressed to Les Feucheres, passing through
more German

dead and wounded, their

white faces and ghastly forms dimly discernible through the blackness in the fields
beside the road. Just before reaching the
village our attention was attracted by
groans from a wood near by. With an
electric torch Ssearched the ground,
and sevenmore of our enemiesdid we bringin

to

the

shelter

and

care

of

our

ambu-

lances. Two were officers, one slightly
wounded, while the other had a shrapnel
ball

in his chest.

About Les Feucheres the main body of
the Division halted, but my brigade had been
the advance-guard and was a mile or two
ahead,and there in the early hours of the
F
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9th Septembermy company arrived. We
found the troops,exhaustedby their efforts,
lying in the road and adjoining meadows;
fires had been lit

but had now burned low,

leaving only the glowing red embers.
At dawn we were up once more; the
troops fell in, the artillery rattled past,
and as the light grew we saw we were
on the heights overlooking the Marne, and
there, down by the blue river and through
the wooded hills beyond, streamed huge
dark columns of the enemy. Presently the
air echoed with

the discharges
of our field
o

artillery and the quick rat-tat-tat of the
machine-guns.
While waiting for the order to advance,
I lay on the soft green turf beside my
horse transport company and watched the

huge massesof the enemy slowly winding
up the heights beyond the rive.r and moving

off to the north. Over their headsappeared
in quick successionthe fleecy white clouds

causedby the bursts of our shrapnel and
howitzer

About

shells.

11 A.M. the

order

to move

on

arrived, and we descendedthe long winding road into the valley of the Marne. We
halted

at the foot

of the hills

about

1000

Nanteuil-sur-Marne.
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yards from the river, the horse transport
parked in the fields on the right of the
road, the artillery on the left; the infantry

pressedon, crossedthe river by the bridge,
and scaled the opposite heights.
From our position with the Transport
Train

we could

see in front

of Nanteuil-sur-Marne

of us the

town

nestling under the

hills on the north bank of the river, while

above it, on the ridge, our infantry were
being shelled by the enemy's heavy artillery. Enormous black clouds of smoke,
dust, and debris rose every time that one
of these large shells struck the ground.
Presently the enemy lengthened his range,
and these huge shells began to fall nearer
and nearer the Train, till one exploded less
than 100 yards away. The next we expected would alight in our midst, hurling
men, horses,and waggons in fragments into
the air, but fortunately the gunners again
altered their range and shelled the ridge
in our

front.

The delay in our advance on the 9th
between noon and 6 in the evening was
difficult

for

us in the

Train

to understand.

The Germans, we were told, were in des-

perate plight this day, and if we could
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have pressedon, many thousands of exhausted

men and much

munitions

of war

might have fallen into our hands.
Conjectures were of course rife, - the
French on our right and left were perhaps
not able to advance, or possibly the British
Divisions on our flanks were held up.
There may have been some cause for
caution owing to the fact that the Germans had not destroyed a single bridge
across the Marne. This may have been
due to the hurried nature of their retreat,

or it may have been that they hoped to
resume the offensive shortly and would
then require them, or perhaps the rapid
advance of the allies frustrated any attempt
at their

destruction.

But there may have been a deep- laid
scheme to lure us beyond the river and
then from the heights beyond hurl us
into its blue depths.
At 6 P.M., however, the welcome order to
advance was received, and we crossed the

bridge into Nanteuil. A broken waggon
of

the

Princess

Victoria's

2nd

Prussian

Hussar Regiment lay in the street, and
farther

on

other

relics

of

the

German

flight were passed. Motor- lorries, wag-

g
&3
3

I
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gons, lances, rifles, boxes of ammunition
and supplies, also articles of uniform, littered the road, but few dead or wounded
did

we see.

Night fell as we reached the heights
north of Nanteuil, and we pushed on
through the deserted village of Bezu, till
finally my company reached the brigade
on outpost near Le Ventelet farm, about
three

miles

north

of Bezu.

The General and his Staff were asleep in
a deep layer of straw at the foot of a rick,
and a red lantern stuck on a post at their
feet showed that this was Brigade Headquarters. Two of the battalions lay sleeping along the roadside, their rifles and
accoutrements beside them, while the other

two were scattered on outpost along the
front, the artillery being near the Brigade
Headquarters.

Waking young H- -, the Staff Captain,
I found out the position of the various units,
and after distributing their supplies my company bivouacked on the edge of the wood
near one of the battalions

whose platoons

lay sleepingon the ground in their ranks,
looking in the pale moonlightlike long rows
of corpseslaid out for burial.
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No fires were permitted in this advanced
position, and my men, who had been up
with the dawn of the previous day, now
at 2 A.M., after twenty-one hours' consecutive work, lay down, utterly wearied, beside
their horsesfor a couple of hours' rest.
At dawn on the 10th of September we
were awakened by heavy artillery and rifle
fire: another murderous day's work had
begun. The Staff, infantry, and gunners
rose and went

forward

to the attack,

and

in a few minutes had disappeared into
the raw morning mists, leaving us the sole
occupants of the bivouac.
While

fires

were

lit

and

men

and

horses

fed I strolled over the ground. Soft grey
red-banded caps, a few black leather spiked
helmets,clips of mauserammunition, a sword
or two, a few dead horses, scraps of food,
dirty paper, soiled pieces of uniform, and the
charred remains of many fires, testified to the
German occupationof this bivouac before our
troops had reachedit.
About

8 A.M. I had orders to return

to

Bezu with the companyto load supplies
from the motor vehicles of the Supply
Column. While proceedingwith this work
an ambulancedroveup, and from its interior
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was gently removed the body of an officer
of

the

Lincolns

who

had

been

killed

the

previousafternoon. It was reverently carried from the vehicle and placed on the
altar steps of the little church of Bezu,
until fitting arrangements for burial could
be made.

Later on, when the waggons had completed loading and I was waiting for the
order to advance, I went in and sat down
for

a short

rest

in

this

little

church.

It

had been used as a temporary hospital :
straw and bloody bandages -strewed the
floor, and I sat there and reflected upon
all the pain and suffering that war brings
in its train. My silent companion lying so
still at the far end upon the altar steps
sent my thoughts to Old England, and I
could seethe sorrow and anguish that must
be borne in many a home as the news
arrived of the death of husband, brother,
or

son.

Presently a soldier tiptoed into the
church, placed a canteen of tea beside my
chair, and as silently left the building.
This man passing outside had evidently
noticed me sitting in the porch ; perhaps
he thought I looked tired or needed some
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refreshment, and, unbidden, brought me

this tea. A kindly thought, a small unselfish act, but it teaches that war has a

bright side. It may bring forth all man's
primevalpassions,but it also brings forth
many grand qualities- courage,self-sacrifice, a great unselfishness,chivalry, and a
high senseof duty.
At

last

the

welcome

order

to

move

on

arrived, and we proceeded by the road

winding over the hill north of Bezu.
Presently we passed a wood, and behind
the trees lay what had been yesterday a
Prussian battery. To-day the guns remained silent, while stretched upon the
earth around lay the bodies of those who
had

served

them.

It had been just an episode common
enough in war. The guns belching forth
fire and death, the gunners intent on their
murderous work, while through the wood
come stealing unseen the British infantry.
Suddenly a terrific burst of rifle fire, and
one gun and then another becomessilent,
till at last all is over, the gunners lie
dead, and the guns are the trophies of the
victors.

In

the

afternoon

I

left

the

Train

and

The

church

at Bezu.
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went on in the car to join my brigade,
taking S- -, my subaltern, who was
driving. To avoid having to pass columns
of infantry plodding along the road we
turned off on to a side road running
through the woods. The sounds of artillery and rifle fire grew louder as we left
the main body and caught up with the
advance-guard.
Presently we passedsome dead Germans
lying by the roadside; the tide of battle
had surged on and left them unheeded
where they fell.
Suddenly the car rounded a corner, and
to my amazement we found ourselves confronted by three of the enemy standing in
a bunch

at the

side

of the

road.

No

other

troops, either British or German, were in
sight at the moment, and I concluded that
these had avoided our advance-guard and
were now attempting to escapethrough the
woods. The car was pulled up, and leaping from it, I ran towards the group,
shouting to them to put their hands up
while I covered them with my revolver.
As I approached they moved apart, disclosing a fourth enemy seated on the
ground having a wounded limb dressed by
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a British chaplain. The latter now looked
up with a smile, saying, " You can put

away that gun, these men have already
surrendered." "Yes, we have surrendered,"

repeated one of the prisoners in excellent
English. So,muchto my regret, I was forestalled from leading three stalwart prisoners
into our lines, but the manner in which my

hopeshad beendashedto the ground caused
me much subsequentamusement.
I

now

noticed

that

these

men

had

no

rifles, but retained their side-arms and am-

munition pouches. They were Bavarians,
well set up, clean, smart-looking men.
The chaplain having finished dressing the
fourth prisoner's wound, suggested that I
should

take

the

man

to

the

nearest

field

dressing-station. To this I agreed, and he
was placed in the car.

At this time the British Army was unaware of the awful atrocities being then
perpetrated by these same Germans in unhappy Belgium, atrocities which for bloodlust and savagery exceed the fiendish

tortures of the middle ages. Had we but
known of these,the chaplain,I think, would
scarcelyhaveshownso affectionatea regard
for theseoutrageousruffians.
Leaving our wounded prisoner at the

Bavarianprisoners.
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dressing-station established in the next
village, where many other wounded, both
British and German, were now being
brought, we pushed on to Chezy, which
we

reached

about

4

P.M.

Here

in

the

church and outside it were congregated a
massof German prisoners guarded by a few
of our soldiers. These Germanswere mostly
infantrymen - - big, fine - looking fellows.
They had had neither rest nor food, however, for nearly forty-eight hours, and
seemedglad to be taken, especially as they
were told they would be supplied with
rations as soonas the Supply Section of the
Horse Train arrived. Later in the evening
I spoke to several, and found that many
of them could speak excellent English, and
had been in England in various civil occupations only a few weeks before. To

my great astonishment my chauffeur, a
native of Edinburgh, met one prisoner who
had

been

a waiter

at

the

North

British

Hotel in that city, and had been friends
with him under very different circumstancesfrom the present.
The pursuit of the German forces was
continued

until

exhaustion

and

the

fall

of

night put an end to it.
The Battle of the Marne was over, and
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what a triumph indeed for the Allies!
The advance on Paris stopped; the invincible

German

armies broken and hurled

back acrossthe river; many thousandsof
the enemy killed and wounded, and many
thousands more taken prisoners.

Germanprisonerstakenalter the battle
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MY company of the Train handed over one
clay's rations to the troops at Dammard,
and then returned to Chezy to load one
day's iron rations - i.e., preserved meat,
biscuits, tea, sugar, and oxo cubes packed
in canisters.

Every soldier is normally supposed to
carry one iron ration in his haversack,
which is never to be eaten except in emergency, and even then only on the direct
order of an officer. The ordinary ration
suffices for the day's needs, and is a very
liberal one, consisting of meat, bread,bacon,
jam, cheese, sugar, tea, salt, pepper, and
mustard.

There

are

occasions,

however,

when it is not possible to hand over this
ration to the troops; the march may be
so long that the men have completely outdistanced the vehicles containing their food,
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or the troops may be under such closefire
that it would be impossible to bring the
Train waggons up to them.
It is to meet such contingencies as these
that the iron ration is provided.
It had been eaten by my Division at the
battle of Mons, and this was the first opportunity affordedus of replacing it.
The Train waggonsarrived at Chezy about
midnight on the llth, and met the motor
vehicles of the Supply Column in the square
oppositethe church. Here the transference
of the loads was made, the Supply Column
returned to railhead many miles to the south,
while my company of the Train proceeded
back to Dammard,
3 A.M. on the

where

it

arrived

about

12th.

At 6 A.M. I was awakened, and crawled

from under a waggon feeling stiff, sore, and
ill from lack of sufficient sleep.
As I struggled to my feet, however, and
slowly openedmy eyes, all my wearinesswas

instantly forgotten in the wonderfulpicture
that struck my astonishedgaze.
It had beenraining during the night, and
there beforeme,on the bare soddenhill-top,
showing up plainly against the dark back-

ground of clouds, were great massesof
French cavalry. The squadronswerehalted,
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and except for the occasionaltoss of a horse's
head or the flick of a tail there was not a
movement
in all those serried ranks.
The attention
of both men and horses

seemedto be riveted upon the dark valley
at their feet and the bare slopesof the open
hillsides beyond.
It was not the numbers of the troops nor
their

attitude

of concentrated

attention

that

left me breathless with amazement, but the

fact that these soldiers had brought into a
modern

battlefield

the

brilliant

costumes

and bright panoply of war associatedwith
a bygone age.
Nearest

to

me

were

cuirassiers

and

dragoons,big men on heavy horses dressed
in dark-blue tunics and steel breastplates,

baggy scarlet breechesand long jack-boots,
while

on

their

heads

were

brass

or

steel

helmets, from which drooped long crimson
horsehair plumes. Farther on were other
regiments, evidently hussars, smaller men
on lighter horses,in sky-blue silver-buttoned
jackets and caps, and bright red breeches.
I rubbed my eyes and pinched myself.
Was I really awake, or was I not dreaming
of one of Meissonier's famous pictures ? My
tired brain was assuredly conjuring up a
vision ninety - nine years old of an episode
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in that campaignwhich I had studied so
carefullysomeyearsbeforefor my promotion
examination.

These men nearest

me must

be Keller-

mann's heavy cavalry, and those beyond
the light horsemen of Lefebre-Desnouettes.

Watch !--these

squadrons will suddenly

break into frenzied excitement, swords will

leap into the air, the horsemenrise in their
stirrups, and a roar of " Vive 1'Empereur!"
will roll again and again down the long lines,
while riding slowly acrossthe front will come
that familiar tigure bunched up awkwardly
on a beautiful white horse-the

figure of the

greatest soldier of all the ages. I think I
can see him in his green chasseur jacket
and white breeches, his head sunk forward

on his breast, his right hand in the flap of
his coat, while from under his plain cocked

hat burn those deep- set wonderful eyes,
looking straight ahead, regardless of the
adoration

of his soldiers.

But no, this is 1914--not 1815; my
grimy hands, my mud-stained khaki uniform, and a great emptiness beneath my
Sam Browne belt, bring me back with a
jerk to my day's duty.

A word of commandand the picturesque
squadrons ride forward down the slope,
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while I turn and join my own company,
now filing out into the road.
Later

on the rain came down in torrents,

turning the wheel-scarred roads into deep
lanes of mud, and greatly impeding our
pursuit of the beaten enemy.
Through Roset-St-Albins and Oulcby-laVille

the

advance

continued

to

Grand-

Rozoy, where late in the afternoon a halt
was called.
A broken

- down

and

deserted

German

convoy was found on the main Soissons
road a couple of miles farther on, from which
we obtained somesuppliesand forage.
As usual, the Army Service Corps seemed
to work all night as well as march all clay.
It was not until daylight on the 12th that
the Train waggons were loaded from the
Supply Column, horses and men having
obtained a very short rest in the cold and
wet by the roadside.
From the high ground near Cuiry-Housse
we caught our first glimpse of the valley of
the Aisne and the heights beyond it, which
were to become later

the scene of such titanic

and prolonged fighting.
The British Cavalry Corps which was out
in our front gradually drove the enemy
before them, and about 4 in the afternoon
G
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my Division commencedthe long winding
descent into the little

town

of Braine.

Half-way down the road I stopped,and
turning to my left examinedthe magnificent
view

before me.

The flat level valley of the Aisne between
Soissonsand Vailly was spread at my feet.
In the foreground on the left, nestling round
its church spire, was the little village of

Augy ; on the right were the outskirts of
Braine, while beyond them, above the woods,
rose the hill of Brenelle, where our guns
were subsequently placed. At the foot of
Brenelle among the trees lay the village of
Chassemy,which was being shelled, and as
I looked a high-explosive shell set fire to
some of the houses and a great column of
white smoke blew away to the right over
Brenelle.

On the horizon straight ahead, stretching

to right and left, were the heightsabovethe
river, the Aisne itself being hidden by the
intervening ground.
Continuing on my way I entered Braine,

whereheavystreet fighting had taken place
earlier in the day. Just outside the town
the adventurous

killed,

but

not

Bertrand

until

Stewart

had been

his rifle

had sent

several Germans to their last account.

Poor

Braine.
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Bertrand Stewart, how he must have suffered

at the Prussian hands during his imprisonment as a spy, for his hatred of the race was
intense.

He was a brave

man

and died

the

death he sought, seeking vengeance on his
enemies.

My brigade spent the night of the 12th
at Brenelle, and early on the 13th the
attack on the enemy was resumed all along
the line.

On our left was the 5th Division,

on our right the 1st, 2nd, and 4th Divisions ;
beyond them on each side the French prolonged the line.
By the evening the enemy had been
thrown

across

the

river

with

the

loss

of

several of his big guns, and our own people
had a footing on the northern bank, although all the bridges across the river had
been destroyed.
The whole

stretch

of road between

Braine

and the Aisne through Chassemyhad been

under the enemy'sheavy shell fire all day.
Our Divisional Headquarters had sheltered
just off the road behind a haystack.
The General's kitchen waggon, which was
on the road, had been struck by a shell, and

the waggon,horses,and driver, with all the
pots and pans,had beenblown to fragments.
At 4 in the afternoonthe Train waggons
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were loaded with supplies from the Motor

SupplyColumn in the squareof Braine, and
at 7.30 P.M.,just as dusk was settling down,
all

the

horse-drawn

vehicles

of

the

Train

pulled out of the town and commencedtheir
march over the shell-strewn road through
Chassemy to the Aisne.
During the day this road was impassable:
it stretched, a narrow white ribbon, across

the level open valley in full view of the
German gunners, who from their positions
on the heights across the river could drop
their shells on every yard of it.
The
friendly covering of night alone rendered
it somewhat less dangerous.
About 10 P.M. we reached Chassemy. It
was pitch dark. The heavy firing of the

day had ceased,and only occasionallya
flash and the deep rumble of a distant gun
came down to one like the muttering of a
summer night's thunderstorm on the far
horizon.

The ugly form of a dead horse, which

had beendraggedto the roadside,was just
discernible in the darkness at frequent
intervals.

In the village of Chassemythe silenceof
death reigned : no troops were in this shell

trap, and the inhabitantshad fled. Every
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living creature had been terrified by the
bursting shells and the falling masonry, for
I

could

see neither

flesh

nor

fowl

in

the

place. Some of the houses were in ruins,
in others huge holes had been made; some
had caught fire but had now burned out,
and only the. dull glow and smell of burning
remained.

The clattering of the horses' hoofs over
the

silent

cobble

streets

seemed

to

me an

inferno of noise that would bring every
German shell for miles around bursting
round

our

ears.

Beyond Chasserny the road ran through
a dense wood for about a mile, near the

farther end of which, on the right-hand side,
we came to the white wooden gates of the
chateau of Chassemy. Here was General
Gough's headquarters on this night.
At the gates stood the quartermasters of
the various regiments waiting to guide us
to the river banks half a mile farther on,

where fatigue parties would carry the supplies on their backs the remaining distance.
Not a light of any kind was allowed, nor
was smoking or talking permitted, and after
a short whispered conversation the march
to the

river

bank

was continued.

The Germans knew that supplies of food
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and ammunition could only reach our infantry by this road, which led acrossthe
Aisne over Vailly bridge, now destroyed,
to the little
northern

town of the same name on the

bank.

The bridge-head was only 2500 yards
from the German gun position on the
heights of Conde, and from this vantagepoint the gunners rained their shrapnel and
high explosive on the approaches. By day
no creature

could

live

beneath

that

hail

of

lead and jagged steel, and it was only under
cover of night that it was possibleto transfer the soldiers'

needs to the northern

bank.

From the edge of the wood the road ran
for 600 yards to the bridge-head over absolutely open country, without a vestige of
cover. This stretch of ground was now
littered with dead horses, and it was difficult

in the extreme to get the waggons past the
poor fallen beasts,who had been left as they
fell, some in the middle of the road.

On arrival at the bridge-head the supplies
were taken off the waggons as rapidly as

possibleand carried by the ration parties
through Vailly to the hastily-dug trenches
above

the

town.

The bridge across the Aisne had been
blown up by the enemy, but the stone but-
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tresses remained standing, and across these
planks had been laid. These formed the
sole communication between our infantry,
hanging on desperately to their hard-won
positions on the north bank, and the remainder

of the

Division

on the

south

bank.

Across this narrow unstable bridge I
walked, the planks bending beneath my
weight. In front of me was Vailly, dark
and silent as the grave ; above me the hill
on which

British

and

Prussians

faced

each

other only a few yards apart, and upon
which they were now hastily digging themselves into mother earth, so that when daylight came they would have secured some
measureof shelter from the screechingshells
and deadly bullets. Below me flowed the
dark waters of the river, while up-stream
on my right some sapper companies were
constructing a pontoon bridge.
Suddenly, as the ration party and I were
proceeding through the deserted streets of
Vailly, past the demolished cottages and
battered houses, hell burst above our heads.

Thousands of rifles were fired, sending their
death-dealing missiles through the night as
fast as the soldiers could pull the bolts and
press the triggers; guns too joined in, the
blinding flashes and terrific thunderclaps of
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the burstingshellsaddingto the fearful
uproar.

We knew what was happening. The
Germans were making a counter-attack,

hurlinggreatmasses
of menagainstourthin
devoted

khaki

line.

There was nothing for us to do but wait
until the attack was over.

Leaving the

road we sought the cover of a deserted
factory, and under its friendly walls we
sheltered from the flying bullets and screaming shells.
Every round from a German rifle or gun
that missed the parapet above seemed to
comeshrieking with rage into the streets of
Vailly or to the bridge-head on the river
bank.

What were our thoughts during these
moments
darkness

? We knew that
above us hundreds

in the hell and
of human souls

were swiftly passing into the Great Be-

yond, thousandsof our fellow-beings were
struggling for mastery on that hill-top.
And

who would

be successful-the

dense

masses of the Prussians, whose shouts we

could hear amid the tumult, or our own

staunch- hearted brethren? The courage
of our men we never doubted,but they
were so few, and there were no reserves,

British woundedbeing evacuatedh'o
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If that

thin line broke there was nothing in front of
the Prussiansbut the ration party waiting
quietly amid the sacks of bread and the
cases of jam and meat.

The same indomitable spirit, however,
that clung to the bloody heights of Albuera,
that swept the French wavesof cavalry from
Waterloo and the hosts of Russian infantry
from the hill of Inkerman, now shattered the

densemassesof the Kaiser's choicesttroops.
The counter-attack

was beaten off, the

rifles ceasedtheir dreadful crackle, the guns
paused in their murderous work, and the
attenuated

band of British

soldiers, their

weaponsalmost red-hot in their hands, now
obtained a short respite to recover breath.
The ration parties picked up their loads
and

ascended

the

hill.

Presently we met a stream of men making
their way painfully along. These were the
wounded. Some, with bandaged heads or
arms, were walking unassisted; others were
being carried pick-a-back by their unwounded comrades,while others were lying
still and pale, borne upon stretchers.
What agony some of these men must be

suffering,yet not a groan,not a murmur of
complaint did I hear ! Brave, noble fellows !
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At last I found Brigade Headquartersin
a small

house in

the

main

street.

The

Generalhad just turned in to snatch a few
hours' sleep, but I saw young H

,

the

Staff Captain, a gallant boy, the sight of
whose cheery smile and amusing swagger
was the finest of tonics at the end of a long,
hard, depressingday.
Having made my report I returned to
Braine, where I arrived at 3 A.M. on the

14th with my company.
The

German

retreat

I felt

was over, at

any rate for the present, and the enemy
was now entrenching himself in a previ-

ouslyselectedand naturally strong defensive
position.
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Now begins that stage of the war which
can best be described as a siege,-a siege,
not

of

a .walled

fortress

whose

defences

can be carried by assault, but the siege
of two great nations, whose frontiers extend beyond the range of vision of the
combatants.

The defencesthemselves seem so insignificant : not great, thick, towering walls and
castellated turrets, with the defendersplainly
visible keeping watch and ward on the ramparts, but a long low mound of earth, thrown
from a trench, stretching in an irregular

wavy line to right and left over hill and
dale as far as the eye can reach.
Running approximately parallel to this

long mound of earth is another one, and
in the trench behind it you will find the
Allied

Armies.
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That portion of this trench which is occu-

piedby the British runsroughlyfrom Conde
on the left to Meulins on the right, along

the high ground of the northern bank of
the

Aisne.

My own Division, the 3rd, wasentrenched
on the outskirts of Vailly, and from their

positionour infantry could see to the north,
300 yards away, the German trenches; to
the south the river flowed at their backs,

while farther south, beyond the river, was
the high ground of Brenelle, where our
artillery was placed in support. Across
the open intervening plain ran the white
road through Chassemy to Braine in full
view

of friend

and

foe.

On this

road

dur-

ing daylight no living creature was ever to
be seen, but during the hours of darkness
it

teemed

with

life.

On the outward journey came full convoys of food and ammunition, picks and

shovels,reinforcementsof men and empty
ambulance waggons, while on the home-

ward journey travelled empty convoysand
full ambulances containing maimed and
suffering humanity.
On the 14th September the Germans

shelledour positionsso severelythat one of
our batteries of artillery was forced to leave
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its guns until they could be recoveredunder
the shadow of night. Some of our cavalry,
too, which had been hanging on to a very
exposed position on the north bank of the
river, were obliged to withdraw, and as the
day lengthened it became more and more
obvious that the German position was immensely strong, and that the enemy was
present in such great numbers that we
should be sore put to it to hold our own
against his violent and repeated attacks.
On this night my subaltern took the
Supply waggons out to Vailly, enabling me
to obtain a good night's rest - the first I
had enjoyed since I slept at Meaux a fortnight before.

On the 15th, Divisional Headquarters
took up their abode in a little country
housejust out of Braine, while in the town
were

billeted

the

Train

and

the

Field

Ambulances. The horses were picketed in
the streets tied to trees, the vehicles pulled
on to the pavements.

During the morning as many of the
wounded as were fit to travel were brought
out of the temporary hospital, establishedin
a large empty house in the church square;
they were then gently lifted in the stretchers

upon which they were lying, and placed in
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motor-lorries on a deep layer of straw.

As

each lorry was filled it was driven to the
station, where an ambulance train was in

waiting to take the patients to a baseport
for transmission to England.
On this day there were over 160 sent

away. Some were dreadfully hurt, many
were suffering from head wounds, and one

poor fellow had half his face torn away by
a fragment of shell.
Though every casewhich could be evacuated safely was despatched to the base, yet
daily the numbers of wyoundedincreased,
till not only the temporary hospital but
the big church in the square was filled.
The German

wounded

in our

hands

were

kept in a separate building, attended to by
one of their own doctors, and supplied with
the

same comforts

and

medical

necessaries

as our own people.

In the evening I marched out with my
company to Vailly bridge.

In the dusk,

between Braine and Chassemy,we passed
many newly - made graves; some were in
the open fields, others in woods or thickets

besidethe road. Most of thesegraveswere
lying singly, dug on the spot where the
soldier had fallen; but at the junction of
some cross-roadswe came to a group of
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five, of which two were awaiting occupants.
These yawning graves, reminders of the
fate which might be in store for us at any
moment, did not increase our cheerfulness,

as can well be imagined.
By the time we reached Chassemy it
was as black as the ace of spades and
raining heavily.
Through the deserted, shot-ridden village,
past the chateau gates, we came at last to
the edge of the wood 400 yards from the
bridge-head. Here in the deep shadow of
the trees were drawn up the field ambulances
waiting for their nightly loads of wounded.
Passing the Red Cross vehicles, which
we could barely discern in the blackness,
we came out into the open stretch of road
leading to the river banks. Over the dead
horses still lying in the way we stumbled.
Holding our noses as the awful stench of
the putrefying carcassesstruck our nostrils,
we came at last to the plank bridge across
the Aisne.

Here, in the pitchy darkness, the rain,
and the horrid smells, we complete our
work. The ration parties unload the wag-

gons,jostling each other and tripping over
the

horrible

obstructions

in

the

road

as

they toil wearily betweenthe waggonsand
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the trenches. In the opposite direction
comes a stream of dark figures moving

slowly and painfully along. This procession is liberally besmirched with splashes
of white, which alone shows up out of the
darkness.

For this mournful procession we stand
aside, and the

tired

soldiers with

their

heavy loads forbear to move, lest they
should cause any further pain to this poor
pitiful stream of humanity, swathed in
bandages,as it makes its way to the shelter
of the ambulancesby the wood.
About 3.30 A.M. on the morning of the
16th I returned with my companyto Braine,
more than thankful that the enemy had
refrained from shelling Vailly bridge and
its approacheswhile we were there.
The hour of our arrival at Vailly was
altered
from
time to time to circumvent
the unwelcome
attentions
of the German

gunners, who night after night drew their
bows at a venture

on to the

river

banks.

On the 16th and 17th the enemy made
repeated attacks on our infantry, which

were driven off, and engaged in artillery
duels with our gunners, but met with little
success.

On the 18th, as I was starting at dusk
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on the usual nightly visit to the Aisne, I
saw the 6th Division, which had just arrived
from home, come marching through Braine.
How

welcome

was

this

reinforcement

to

our sorely tried little army ! With the new

Division was my brother, and it was good
to squeezehis hand and exchange a word
of greeting as he passed with his battalion
en route to Soupir.
On the 19th the transport companies
started

out

about

an hour

on their trip to Vailly.
me was

an

old

friend

later

than

usual

Hiding along with
whom

I had

served

with in South Africa, Captain S- -, of an
Irish regiment. We talked of the old days
on the veldt, and discussed the present
murderous

war.

My friend had a presentiment that he
was shortly to be killed. I endeavoured
to turn his thoughts to a more cheerful subject, but did not attempt to pooh-poohthe
idea as a fantasy of the brain causedthrough
physical depression, as such presentiments
are common among soldiers and unfortunately are usually confirmed.
It was a starlight night, the moon had

not yet risen, and we passedin the dark
the objects on the road so familiar by now,
-the

same shell - blown walls, the same
H
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dead horses and the same old smells,- till
we came without adventure on to the open
road

near

the

river

bank.

Suddenly a rifle shot broke out in the
still darkness ahead, followed by a terrific
roar of musketry. Another of the oft-repeated German attacks on our trenches was

being made,-so often in the last few days
had the enemy in overwhelming numbers
tried to push our men into the river that
flowed at their backs. On every occasion,
however, had that

wonderful

British

in-

fantry repelled the attack and forced the
Germans to draw back, leaving their dead
and wounded in countless numbers strewing
the narrow valley of death between the
opposing trenches.
From our position the whole hill-top
reminded me of a grass fire seen flickering across the veldt on a South African
night.
The German

bullets

that

missed

the

hill

now came flying amongst us and over our

heads. The Prussianinfantry when charging have a trick of shooting from the hip,
with the result that the bullet flies high,
and is therefore more dangerousto those
some distance
in front.

ahead

than

to those

close
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The German artillery on the hill of Conde
now joined in and shelled the bridge approaches where we were, in order to keep
off any reinforcements we might be sending
forward to our hard-pressedinfantry.
Fortunately for us these shells were oversighted about a hundred yards, and the
shrapnel, bursting with its blinding flash
and sharp detonation, threw its leaden
pellets some little distance to oxir right.
Under these most unpleasant conditions
our work continued. The Army Service
Corps soldier in his rather humdrum occupation has often to run the risks of his
purely lighting brother of the line without
participating in any of the glory or excitement which fall to the lot of the latter.
A.S.C. driver
is shot at without
the

The
satis-

faction of being able to shoot back, but he
carries

on

his

work

with

the

most

extra-

ordinary coolness and phlegm, often under
the most trying conditions. It is only when
his horses are hit that he displays any sign
of excitement, for he is, as a rule, devoted

to the animals placed in his charge.
Suddenly a star-shell bursts right above
us, throwing its brilliant light over the

working parties,over the plank bridge, and
the now completed pontoon bridge higher
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up-stream,and over all the approachesto
the

river

on both

banks.

This bright illumination only lasts a few
seconds, and after its blinding glare the
night seems blacker than ever.

The uproar gradually lessens,and finally
dies down to a spasmodicburst or two and
a few individual

rifle shots.

The German bugles are now plainly heard,
but whether sounding the rally or a fresh
charge it is impossibleto say : if the latter it
does not materialise, for the night from now
onwards is quiet except for a sniper at work,
or the

occasional

shot

of some soldier

whose

nerves will not allow him to rest, and amid

the dark forms stretched on the ground in
front of his trench he seesa phantom figure
creeping forward to grip him by the throat.
What

the

casualties

are in front

we

do

not know, but we ourselves have not es-

caped scathless. One man has been shot
in the spine as he stooped over a sack of
oats, another poor fellow must have been

hit in the head by a pieceof flying shrapnel
as he crossed the plank bridge, for he and

his load disappearedwith a dull splashinto
the river below and were no more seen.

As for my poor friend S- -, his disappearance on this night has been an
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unsolved mystery. From the time we arrived at the bridge-head he was never seen
again. Perhaps he too was hit as he
crossed the river, and the dark waters of

the Aisne closing over him have hid him
from sight. He was officially returned as
" missing.'
Crossing to Vailly I went to report to
Brigade Headquarters. What a horrid
sight the little town presented. Great
heaps of fallen masonry and charred woodwork

showed

where

once a well-built

house

had stood ; farther on were a row of roof-

less villas, with great gaping holes in their
walls; while down by the river bank was
a terrace of little cottages, of which only
the
smoke - blackened
outside
walls
remained.
The streets were littered

now
with

stone and bricks, slates and fragments of
glass, overturned vehicles and dead horses.
The whole atmospherewas tainted with the
odour of burning and the disgusting smell
of putrefying flesh.
Nearly all the inhabitants of Vailly had
left before the British occupation, but one
or two people still remained,-some because,
poor creatures! they had nowhere else to
go. One such unfortunate family of father,
mother, and five children, very poor
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peasants,occupieda little cottage by the
river bank.

Here they huddled together

during the frequent bombardments,
praying,
I have no doubt, to their God, the All

Mighty and the All Merciful, to protect
them. A German shell entered that cottage

on this night, and when the dust and debris
of the explosion had cleared away there
was but

the

mother

with

one child

left

alive. What had the other poor innocent
little children done that they should have
met

so terrible

a fate ?

I had some difficulty in finding Brigade
Headquarters, as they had moved since my
last visit, and were now occupying a large
barn, of which half the roof was missing.
The General greeted me in his usual kindly
manner, but he and his Staff were grave

and anxious; the losses had been very
severeduring the strenuousfighting of the
last few days, and reinforcements were
badly needed. Fortunately these were now
arriving; not only had I seen the 6th

Division, but fresh drafts for the depleted
regimentswere also hourly expected.
On the 20th September, thanks to the
timely arrival of the 6th Division, it was

possibleto relievesomeof the troopswho
had beenin the trenchesnow continuously

Staff, gth Brigade, at Courgelle
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for a week, and were showing signs of
exhaustion.

Two of the battalions of my

brigade were consequentlywithdrawn on
this night, 20th-21stSeptember,other troops
taking their places.
On the following night, 21st-22nd September, the other two battalions were like-

wise withdrawn, and the whole brigade was
concentrated at Courcelles by the morning
of the

22nd.

Here officers and men enjoyed four days'
complete rest. Considering the terrible
time they had been through in the trenches,
it was wonderful how cheerful they all were ;
their morale was certainly not impaired.
About this time, too, the horse transport
companies of the Train which had been
billeted

in

Braine

were

ordered

out

of the

town, and with some artillery

and other

mounted
between

the
fields
Here the

units
Braine

bivouacked
in
and Courcelles.

men built themselves somevery comfortable
straw

and

brushwood

shelters

covered

with

waterproof sheets or sacking.
On the Courcelles road we daily carried
out the loading of the Supply waggons.
On the night of the 26th September the

brigade moved out again to its former
position on the outskirts of Vailly, relieving
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another brigade in the trenches. The
smells on the

road

were

now

much

less

disagreeable,as the dead horseshad been
removed.

The fatigue parties engaged on the unpleasant task of burying these carcasses

found the body of a soldier of the Royal
Scots Greys lying beside his horse. How
long, we wondered, had this poor fellow
been lying there. Night after night we
must have passed him by, unconscious of
his presence.
On the 29th September I took a car and
drove out to Meulins, on the extreme right
of the British position, to see my brother,
whose regiment had suffered very heavily
during a German attack a few days
previously.
On the way I had to cross one or two
streams, the bridges over which had been

blown up by the enemyduring his retreat
to the Aisne.

Communication

between the

banks had been restored by trestle or
pontoon bridges built by the R.E.
On reaching Bourg I found that this
little town had beenshelledby the German
11-inch howitzers,and complete buildings

had beenutterly demolished
by the giant
missiles fired from this weapon. These
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commonly known among the
Black Marias," owing to the
clouds of smoke, earth, rock,
thrown into the air by the
the shell on impact.
the

wretched

inhabitants

were

living in cellars, where they fondly imagined
themselves

safe.

Between Bourg and Meulins I passed
several

" Black

Maria"

holes

which

re-

sembled miniature craters, and were big
enough to have buried twenty men.
In areas where the shelling had been
frequent, " funk holes" or bomb - proof
shelters had been made, into which those

in the vicinity had rushed for cover when
they heard one of these big shells coming
along. It was curious to see in many places
how closely the shells had fallen to these
shelters.

These " funk holes" were only safe as a
protection against the flying pieces of metal
and debris caused by the explosion. A
direct hit would have pierced the timber
baulks and thick layer of earth covering the
bomb-proof, and, exploding within, would
have blown the unfortunate occupants in
pieces into the air.
Near

Meulins

one

of

our

batteries

of
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artillery was hidden in a little thicket,
and so well concealed from the enemy's

aeroplanesthat every effort of the German
gunners to locate the battery had failed.
Their attempts, however, to destroy the
guns were plainly visible in a ploughed
field fifty to a hundred yards away, which
was pitted so closely all over with shell
holes

as to

resemble

the

face

of

a

man

who had had smallpox.
On the high ground about two miles
north-east

of

Meulins

I

found

the

West

Yorkshire Regiment on the extreme right
of our line. Beyond them was a battalion
of baggy-trousered picturesque Turcos.
My brother's company was in support of
the fire trenches in a series of pits outside
which the men lay to fire when repelling
an infantry assault, but within which they

crawledand took shelterduring an artillery
bombardment.

Officersand men seemedvery cheerful,
in spite of the fearful experiences which

they had been through, having lost fifty
per cent of their numbers within a week
of their

arrival

on the

Aisne.

The British regimental officer and Private
Thomas Atkins are splendid fellows, and
for them I have the most profound admira-

Black Maria " holesand bomb-proofshelter.
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tion. Their magnificent courage,readiness
of resource in trying situations, powers of
endurance, marvellous patience, and neverfailing cheerfulnessunder the most depress-

ing circumstances,
render them fighting men
without equal in all the world.
On the night of 1st October two bat-

talions of my brigade- the Royal Scots
Fusiliers

and

Northumberland

Fusiliers-

were withdrawn from Vailly and brought
back into billets at Augy, and on this
night a few of us were told that our
Division

would

leave

the

Aisne

and

our

portion of the line would be taken over
by the French.
This scheme, as a matter of fact, embraced

the whole British Army, which was to move
to Flanders; but so well was the secret kept
that

we

had

no idea

that

other

Divisions

beyond our own were being withdrawn, nor
had we the smallest inkling of our destination.

Rumours and conjectures were of course
numerous, in which even Calais and a re-

turn to England figured.
On the night of the 2nd, two other battalions were also withdrawn, and by the
morning of the 3rd the whole brigade was
concentrated at Cramaille and Saponay.
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On this day, too, I left the brigade with
deepregret to take over a moreresponsible
appointmentattached to the Staff of the
Division.

What the feelings of the rest of the Army
were on our departure from the Aisne I
cannot say, but personally I heaved a deep
sigh of relief when I turned my back on
that

river.

The memory of Vailly will be indelibly
stamped on my brain as a hideous nightmare of noisome odours, screaming shells,
burning shot-ridden buildings, dark streets
littered with fragments of houses, dead
horses and overturned vehicles, and a con-

tinuous stream of broken, bandage-swathed
men toiling wearily across the plank bridge
over

the

dark

waters

of the

Aisne.
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EVERY possible precaution was taken to
keep the withdrawal of the British from
the Aisne and their subsequent movements
concealed from the enemy. The troops
handed their trenches over during the night
to the French, and all marches were made

in the hours of darkness, while by day,
men, horses,and guns were hidden in woods
and villages.
I

left

Braine

about

11 P.M. on the

2nd

October, reaching Beugneux about 1 A.M.
on the morning of the 3rd, where I spent
the rest of the night sleeping on the floor
in a farmhouse.

The movements of the troops on this
night were somewhat hindered by a thick
fog, which served, however, as an additional
screen to the withdrawal.
In the early
hours of the morning the 9th Brigade
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arrived at Cramaille and Saponay, the 7th

at Noroy, and the 8th at Troesnes.
At

sunset

the

march

was continued

Marolles and La Ferte-Milon,

to

where Divi-

sional Headquarterswere temporarily accommodated in a beautiful French chateau.
On the afternoon of the 4th the scheme

for entraining "the troops on the following
day was explained by the Staff, and in
the evening I was despatched in a car
to Fere-en-Tardenois,

which was Sir John

French's headquarters at this time, to
obtain further details regarding supply
arrangements.

On my return to La Ferte-Milon about
10 P.M.I found the last of the troops departing. I therefore went on to Cre"py- enValois, which I reached about 1 A.M., and

joined some of the Staff seated at supper
in a country house on the outskirts of the
town.

At 5 A.M. on the morning of the 5th we
were all up once more. A very busy day
lay before us. The whole Division of
17,000 men and 6000 horses was to entrain

from four stations- Compiegne,Le Meux,
Longueil-Ste-Marie, and Pont-Ste-Maxence.
The first and last placeswere about fifteen

miles apart, with Le Meux and Longueil-
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Ste-Marie close together about midway between

the

Various

two.

officers

were

detailed

to

make

the necessaryarrangements at each station.
One supply officer was detailed to Compiegne, another to Pont-Ste-Maxence, while
I looked after the other two places.
From

each

of

the

four

stations

a train

correctly composedof the requisite number
of passengercoaches,horse boxes,and open
trucks for guns and vehicles was to leave
every four hours without intermission until
the whole Division had beendespatched.
The preliminary arrangements had to be
carefully made out in great detail. Each
unit required a certain amount of time to
entrain, as horses had to be boxed and guns
run

on to the trucks.

Mounted

units

took

longer than others. As each train left the
station a fresh lot of troops were timed to
arrive, but at no station had there to be

more troops than the next train could deal
with.

Time-tables were accordingly prepared
and

issued

to all

concerned.

Passing through Verberie I crossed the
splendid bridge of barges built by the
French engineers over the Oise to replace
the stonestructure which had beendestroyed
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during the retreat, arriving at Le Meux
about

8 A.M.

Here I arrangedwith the Mayor for the
supply and distribution to the troops of
wood, straw, and hay, then proceeded to

Longueil-Ste-Marie, where I made similar
arrangements. Later on I visited Pont-SteMaxenceand Compiegne,passing at the
latter place the remains of the fine stone
bridge destroyed by the French to check
the Prussian pursuit in August. At these
two places I found all supply arrangements
satisfactorily completed, and my two officers
busy assisting in entraining the troops.
Everywhere
I found the French authorities
«/

most helpful and sympathetic, assisting the
troops in every possible manner. In this,
the greatest democratic country in the world,
the organisation for war and the patriotism
and unselfishnessof all classesof the people
are beyond praise. Every able-bodied man
must defend his country, his home, and

his womenkind; if not willingly, then by
compulsion.

We in England considerit necessaryto
appeal through brightly coloured posters to
the youths who leave others to save their
homes from the flames, their women from

outrage, and their business from ruin.
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democratic France every man and

woman

must bear their

share

of the nation's

sufferings. Thosemen who are not shouldering the rifle are mobilised and working in
factories for the Army's needs as soldiers at
soldiers' wages.

The first trains filled with troops left the
four stations during1 the forenoon, and as
they steamed out the head of the next
column to entrain marched into the yards.
With wonderful regularity the work continued, train after train departing at fourhour intervals.
Still no one knew

our destination.

Through the night of the 5th and all the
next day the troops arrived, entrained, and
passed on. By 9 P.M. on the 6th the last
of our Division had gone.
Motor

- cars

now

collected

those

officers

whose work was completed, and about
10 P.M. we congregated at Verberie, where
several

of

the

Staff

of

the

Division

had

also assembled, though the General and
his personal Staff had left on the previous
day.

After some supper we started off in six
cars, only the officer in the leading car
knowing the destination or route.
After a dusty and very weary journey,
I
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travelling all night and proceedingvia
Beauvais and Poix, at each of which places

we stopped half an hour, we arrived at
Abbeville

at 6 A.M. on the

7th.

Here, at the Hotel Tete de Boeuf, we met
the General

and the rest of the Staff.

Some

of the troops had already arrived.
By the evening of the 8th the whole
Division

was detrained

and

billeted

in

and

about the villages of Le Boisle, TollentRave, and Regnauville, and here we waited
two days for the 5th Division to detrain
and join up on our right.
On the evening of the 10th orders were
received

to march

towards

the

north.

The Germans, having failed to reach
Paris, were now endeavouring to secure
Calais as a stepping - stone towards their
great goal, London, the heart of the British
Empire.
The artillery and other mounted troops
pushed on through the night to Pernes via

Brailly. The infantry were taken up by
French motor - buses, which went forward

through Hesdin to Pernesand Tandry, returning empty vid St Pol to pick up a fresh
load of men.

By daylight on the morning of the llth
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the whole Division, very tired and dusty,
was assembledin its new locality.
There was little

time for rest, however,

as an aeroplane had just alighted in the
level country north of Pernes bringing information that German cavalry were a few
miles in front of us. Forward, therefore,
is the word once more, and at 9 A.M. the

march is continued, our troops coming into
contact with enemy patrols soon after and
driving them before them.
We now come out upon a country absolutely different from anything we have yet
seen. It is perfectly flat, there is not a hill
of any kind to relieve the dull monotony
of the level plain. Range of vision, however, is extraordinarily restricted owing to
the closeintersection of the country in every
direction by hedgesand rows of trees. The

land, too, is thickly cultivated and woody,
the fields are small and surrounded by thickset hedges. The big main pave roads are
fine wide thoroughfares running perfectly
straight for miles, bordered on each side
by lofty elms or graceful poplars. The
country roads are very narrow, with soft
surfaces, bounded on each side by broad,
deep, rush - grown dykes filled with black
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stagnantwater. On the edgeof the dykes
grow willows, which, leaningover the water,
assist in restricting the view.

In such low - lying country drainage is
very difficult, and water is reacheda very
few feet below the surface. Though many
of the people speak French, especially those
resident in the towns, the language of the
country is Flemish. This brings home the
fact that we are now in that portion of
Europe which has been a battle-ground for
centuries. Between here and the Zuyder
Zee Spaniards and Dutchmen, French, English, and Germans, have struggled in turn
for supremacy.

This is indeed the cockpit of Europe.
Such close flat country imposes its own
restrictions upon modern methods of warfare.
The training manuals tell us that the longrange rifle of to-day requires a good field of
view in order to obtain its maximum
effectiveness.
With
the Mauser or Lee-Enfield
the

enemycan be destroyed while he is yet a
thousand yards and more away. In this
country, however, the field of view is limited
to 600 yards or less. Both sides can therefore approach each other unseen, and the

long-range power of the modern rifle be-
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comes to a great extent a uselessasset. A

haudy quick- shooting weaponis, however,
imperative to check the enemy as he covers
the intervening spacebetween the trenches
in

one swift

rush.

Here

the

short

British

rifle has a decided advantage over the
longer, clumsier, but perhaps more accurate
Mauser. Still greater under such conditions
is the power of the machine-gun.
This deadly little weapon in its concealed
and well-protected shelter, spitting out its
stream

of death

at

600 rounds

a minute,

gives to one cool brave man the power of
a thousand rifles. This is the weapon
which the Germans possessin such great
numbers and use so effectively.
With the artillery, the shooting must
be by indirect fire-that
is to say, the
gunner cannot see his target, but must
rely for accuracy on the orders and reports which he receives from the observing
officer ahead, to whom he is connected by
telephone.
When the enemy makes his rush across
the open upon the trenches the range must
be picked up like lightning, the shells
following with the swiftness of the thunderbolt.
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Here the gun which excelsis the wonderful " soixante-quinze
" of our Allies, in whose
brave and skilful hands this weapon becomes
the queenof field-guns.
Thus, in this as in all other battlefields,

eachnation enjoysits own particular advantage ; but after all is said and done, we must
ever

remember

that

it

is the

man

and

not

the weapon who will ultimately emerge
victorious, and by the man is meant not
the soldier only, but the nation behind him.
The Army is but the sword of a nation,
and the people who must win are those
who possessthe will to conquer.
By the night of the llth of October the
Division was approximately on the line of
the La Bassee canal to the north of Hinges,
L'Ecleme, and Busnes. Headquarters were
in the empty chateau of Hinges, which stands
on a slight eminencein the open plain.
From a gap between the trees in the park
one can

see to the

Bethune, with

its

south-east

the

town

massive chui'ch

of

tower

dominatingthe landscape. BeyondBethune,
right awayout of the blue horizon,emerges
faintly the long ridge of Notre Dame de
Lorette.

Upon the blood - soaked, shell - scarred
summit of this ridge some of the most

French heavy cavalry passingBritish artillery nearZelobes.
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desperatefighting of the war took place a
few months

later.

The operations this day did not ceasetill
long after night had fallen. In the darkness the narrow winding country roads were
most difficult

to follow, and more than one

waggon of the Train strayed off the road in
the pitchy blackness,meeting disaster in the
slime and filthy water of a deep dyke beside
the way.
On the 12th the advance was again continued, good progress being made in spite of
the resistance of the enemy, now reinforced
by some battalions of Jiigers, who were
splendidly handled and put up a very fine
fight against superior numbers.
The whole of our line now swung round to
the right, and by the evening our Division
was facing almost due east from Locou to
Fosse.

During the morning a large body of
French cavalry, cuirassiers and dragoons,

were sent up to cover our left flank, and
great enthusiasm was displayed by the

troops of both nationsas we jointly pressed
on against the commonenemy.
The French heavy cavalry are fine-looking

men, splendidly mounted, but unsuitably
clothed in our opinion for modern warfare.
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The Divisional Staff spent the night at

Zelobes,sleepingin a barn on a layer of
straw coveredwith their greatcoats. Those

lying nearestthe door complainedof cold
and insisted on having it closed, those at
the farther end of the building found the

atmospherecloseand insisted upon having
the door open.

Between the two we spent an uncomfortable and draughty night.
On the 13th we captured Vieille Chapelle
and La Couture after heavy fighting. As
soon as these villages were in our hands the
Germans turned upon them their heavy
artillery, directing their fire particularly on
the churches, which in such flat country
make excellent targets for ranging upon.
They were also singled out for destruction
on the plea that they were used as observation posts.
The church of Vieille Chapelle was totally

destroyed, the bursting shells having set
fire to the building, which was completely
gutted. The roof, after burning sometime,
fell in with a crash, sending a thousand
sparks flying upward and littering the floor
with

charred

woodwork

and

a mass

of

debris.

The church

of La Couture

suffered

less

Damage
tocottage
atLaCo
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severely, most of the damage being caused

by one shell, which, entering through the
stained- glass window at the head of the

building, struck the upper portion of the
altar, hurling it and the crucifix into a
myriad fragments across the floor. The
shrapnel then exploded within the edifice,
scattering its leaden pellets and jagged steel
casing in all directions, smashing lamps,
brass candelabra, and stained glass, and

covering the whole interior with a thick
layer of dust.
Just beyond the church was a cottage,
above which a shell had burst, stripping the
whole of the tiles

off one side of the roof.

On the 14th the fighting was resumedas
we pressed forward to Neuve Chapelle and
the Richebourgs. Progress, however, was
slow, as the enemy was hourly reinforced.
During the day we suffered the great
misfortune of losing our General-Hubert
Hamilton. He was a leader who inspired
confidence in his soldiers, and his death at
this time

was

a serious

blow

to the British

Army.
He was riding forward with his Staff when
a shrapnel burst above their heads. He
alone was struck, and fell from his horse,

being instantly killed.
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His body was taken to La Couture and
buried in the churchyard there.
The burial took place after dark during a
tremendous

German

counter-attack

on our

lines, and amid the scream of shells and the

roar of musketry it was difficult to hear the
chaplain as he recited the beautiful words of
the

burial

service.

The

scene

was

extra-

ordinarily impressive: the noise of the conflict, the vivid flashes of the bursting shells
as they momentarily lighted the sky, and
the silent figures
round the <3grave, reminded
O

me of those magnificent lines from " The
Burial

of Sir

John

Moore "

" We buried him darkly at dead of night,
The sodswith our bayonets turning;
By the struggling moonbeam'smisty light,

And the lantern dimly burning."
The

death

of General

Hamilton

cast

a

gloom over the whole Division, and his fine

soldierly characterand able leadershipwere
greatly missed during the dark days that
followed.

There is little time, however, in war for

mourning. One's heart may be full of
sorrow, but strenuous deeds have to be done

which occupy all one'smind and attention.

On the 15th and following days desperate
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fighting took place by day and night, the
enemy stubbornly contesting every foot of
ground and making frequent counter-attacks
as we pushed him back through Croix
Barbee, Elchebourg-St-Vaast, Richebourg
1'Avoue and Neuve Chapelle towards
Aubers

and

lilies.

The Supply Train waggons were loaded
daily some two or three miles behind the
trenches, and taken forward to the troops
under cover of night.
The

German

counter-attacks

were

fre-

quent during the hours of darkness, and
the companies of the Train would go forward as far as La Couture, or even within

a few yards of the trenches, only to
be held up until the counter-attacks had
spent their force. On these occasionsthe
companies were halted under such cover
as was available, behind farm buildings or
in the streets of a village, the drivers, dismounted, standing at their horse's heads,
while

absolute

silence

was

maintained.

Such experiences were of nightly occurrence, and the scene never lacked a certain

degree of grandeur.
Around

stood

the

silent

men

and

horses

looking like dim shadows in the darkness;
overhead were the whistling bullets and
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the occasional screech of a shell;

ahead

the noise of the battle and the lightning-

like flashesof the crackingshrapnel; while

throughthe trees the night sky waslit in
more than one place by the crimsonglare
of a burning village.

The fighting on the 16th and 17th between Croix Barbee and Neuve Chapelle

was particularly severeas we crossedthe
big main road running from Estaires to
La

Basse'e.

In

the

dusk

near

Neuve

Chapelle I passed several dead Prussians,
Uhlans by their uniforms; others had
fallen near Croix Barbee, while one lay a
huddled ugly corpse at the foot of the
Rouge Croix, a giant red Calvary beside
the

road.

Near by was a barn which had been
held by the enemy; its door and roof were
splintered by a hundred bullets, while its

floor was littered with blood-stained rags
and torn disgusting fragments of German
uniforms.

In the garden of a neighbouringcottage
were several newly- made graves, English
and German lying side by side. Upon a
picture post-card pinned with a safety-pin
to the rough little wooden cross at the

head of the graves I read the names of
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those who had given their lives nobly for
their country's sake.
On the 18th October our further progress

was stoppedby the arrival of huge masses
of the enemy's troops, including a powerful
force of artillery.
Our gallant infantry
dug themselves into the ground, knowing
they would be attacked by ever increasing
numbers of the foe, and that they must
hold out, whatever
road

to

the

the cost, and bar the

sea.

Divisional Headquarters took up their
abode at Neuve Chapelle, an insignificant
little village which later was to become
famous as the scene of furious battles,
and here, too, I secured a billet in a little

cottage near Headquarters.
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THE village of Neuve Chapelle is shaped
rather like a two-pronged fork, the handle
of which points at an angle towards the

enemy'slines. Most of the houseslie on
each side of the one short street forming
the handle, and also for a short distance

along the two streets forming the prongs.
At the junction of these two streets there
stood a large building which was occupied
by Divisional Headquarters. Opposite,down
a side - street, was the cure's house, next
door

to the

Church.

Along the road which formed the southern prong of the fork was a tiny cottage,

the last building in the village, where I
was billeted
with one of the Divisional
Staff officers.
From the windows at the

back I looked out on to the Bois de Biez,
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about half a mile away. In front of the
cottage ran the main road for seven miles
to Bethune through Bichebourg 1'Avoueand
past Le Touret.
About half-way
between Bichebourg
1'Avoud and Neuve Chapelle one crossed
the big main thoroughfare running from
Estaires

to

La

Bassee.

This

road

ran

perfectly straight throughout its entire
length, a magnificent tree-lined avenue
standing several feet above the surrounding
country. Dotted along the sides were cottages and farms, also little hamlets such as
Pont Logy, Bouge Croix, and Pont-du-Hem.
The southern
end of this
one and a half miles from

road for about
La Bassee was

in the hands of the enemy, the remainder
in our possession. Where this thoroughfare
crossed the Neuve Chapelle - Bethune road
there stood an inn, which roughly marked
the junction of our line with that of the
5th Division, which prolonged our front to
the

south.

This inn was for a time the headquarters
of one of the infantry brigades of the 5th
Division, and owing to its position at the
junction of these important cross-roadsit received a great deal of unwelcome attention
from the German gunners. They plastered
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the vicinity at intervals with their shells,
hoping to secure a hit on supplies, ammunition, or reinforcements coming out to

the Division along the direct road from
Be'thune.

The majority of the inhabitants had
quitted Neuve Chapelle some time before
our advent, but the cure and a few others

remained. They lived out in the fields or

villages to the west during the daytime,
returning to sleep in their homes at night,
when there was less danger of a German
shell dropping into the family circle.
The trenches in this sector ran approximately north and south in the neighbourhood of Fauquissart, Aubers, and lilies.
On the 19th the refilling of the supply
waggons of the Train from the Mechanical
Transport, which had taken place for the
last two or three days at Zelobes,was moved
to Le Touret.
On the 20th it
still
farther
forward
on to the

was moved
Estaires-La

Basseeroad between Pont Logy and the
inn

at the

cross-roads.

In a field opposite the inn a howitzer

brigadeof artillery wasin action,firing over
the Bois de Biez.

The companiesof the Train, after loading
in daylight, remained under cover near Pont
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Logy until darkness had fallen, when they
proceededthrough Neuve Chapelle and the
hamlet

of Pietre

to the

trenches.

The big wide main roads, even on the
darkest nights, were easy to follow, but
on the twisting narrow country lanes it
was very different. These seemedto wind
in every direction, leading to nowhere in
particular, and in the blackness of a rainy
night it was absurdly easy to lose one's
way, especially when groping forward to a
new line of trenches.
In circumstances
such

as

these

one

of

the Train companiesgot lost on the night of
the 20th.

As soon as the

officer command-

ing realised the situation he left his company halted in the road and went forward
alone to reconnoitre. After proceeding some
distance he was suddenly challenged out of
the darkness ahead by a voice speaking in
German. There was no need to reply. Instantly wheeling his horse, he lay on its
neck and galloped for life, pursued by a
spatter of bullets. He reached his company
in safety, and at once marched back until
he arrived at a spot which he recognised.
From

there

he made

a fresh

cast,

and

ultimately reached his proper destination
in the early hours of the morning.
K
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On the 20th the enemy had brought up

strong reinforcementsand some heavy artillery. With their guns they poundedour
trenches all day and made repeated and
furious assaults on our line at night. The
first

of these

attacks

was made

about

sun-

set, and repeated at intervals throughout
the dark hours, at midnight, 2 A.M., and
dawn.

In every case the attacks were beaten off
by our indomitable infantry with tremendous
lossesto the enemy.
These assaults were probably made by
fresh troops on each occasion,launched in
the

usual

Prussian

method

of

massed

for-

mation. Though they were unsuccessful,
their constant repetition, aided in the
intervals by heavy artillery fire, gradually
wore out our men, whom it was impossible
to relieve, as there were no other troops
available, and who were holding a very
extended

line.

The situation on the night of the 20th-21st
was very serious, the enemy's attacks on
our weak line being most determined and
sustained.

At Neuve Chapelle the noise oT the battle

wasmost disquieting,eliminating all chances
of sleep,as the stillness of the night was
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broken by the fiendish tattoo of rifles and
machine-gunsand the louder discharges of

the artillery firing from the field opposite
the

inn.

To the Staff at Neuve Chapelle the situation was naturally one of supreme anxiety.
The Germans were being constantly rein-

forcedwith fresh and vigoroustroops,while
our thin line was being weakened by its
losses. Moreover, it was not merely a
question of reinforcing our weakly held
trenches; it became hourly more imperative to remove our troops altogether in
order that they should procure adequate
rest.

Human

nature, however heroic and

enduring it may be, has its limitations,
and men cannot be kept in trenches subject to constant artillery and infantry attacks for an indefinite period. A time
must ultimately arrive when the men are
no longer physically capable of offering
resistance.
With
the

dawn,

of

the

21st

we

could

count up our gains and losses. The attacks

of the enemy had been repelled in every
quarter save one, where the Royal Irish

Regiment had been overwhelmedand suffered heavy losses.
A new line of trenches was now sited,
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upon which our sorely-tried infantry could
retire. This secondline wasdug by civilian
labour, four hundred men and boys being
obtained from Be"thune and the neighbour-

ing villages. The new trenches ran close
to the village of Neuve Chapelle, being

only about thirty yards from the housesat
the

northern

end

and

about

one

hundred

yards from my cottage, and were continued
in

both

directions.

Thesetrenches ran through fields of beetroot, the

thick

leaves of which, without

hindering the field of view, eiFectually concealed the fresh-dug earth, and also the
heads of the occupants, thus making them
difficult

to locate.

They, however, seemed to me to possess
one great weakness. If the north end of
the village could be captured with a rush
the whole line must become untenable, as
a

few

riflemen

stationed

at

the

back

windows of the housescould shoot straight
into the unprotected rear of the trenches
at point-blank range.
The weather, which had been cloudy and
overcast for some days, now broke, and the
autumn

with

rains

commenced

and

continued

wonderful monotony, turning the

country into a sea of mud.
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In such low-lying ground the difficulty of
draining the trenches was immense. After
a short

time

in them one's clothes

and hands

became saturated with liquid mud which
managed to find its way through even to
the

skin.

As

for one's boots, a whole

ploughed field seemed to cling tenaciously
to each sole.

Under these terribly trying conditions,
and in face of immensely superior numbers,
our heroic infantry remained a very thin
but still impenetrable chain of steel, holding back the Kaiser's hosts from Calais.
Heavy fighting continued all day on the
21st, and during the following night.
During the early hours of the 22nd the
enemy made three attempts, at 2.30, 4, and
6 A.M., to break our lines, and were nearly
successful,our troops suffering heavily, particularly the South Lancashire Regiment.
The 22nd passed, a trying and anxious
day, and it was decided to retire on to our
second line. Accordingly about midnight
the advance

trenches

were evacuated

and our

infantry fell back on to those dug at Neuve
Chapelle, the Staff retiring to La Couture,
the Train waggons to Zelobes.
By daylight, on the 23rd, the new line
was established, the retirement having been
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and without

in-

terferencefrom the enemy,from whom the
intended move had been successfully kept
a secret.

On the 24th the enemy attacked our new
line and shelled the trenches and the villages
of La Couture and Ilichebourg-St-Vaast with
11-inch howitzers, the explosion of the giant
shells from these weapons shaking the earth
and rattling the windows for miles round.
The destruction they wrought had to be
seen to be realised.

One farm just outside La Couture was a
victim to one of these shells, and the force

of the explosion left of the whole building
only a chimney and a portion of one wall
standing. For the rest not one stone lay
upon another, and the foundations of the
farm buildings were uprooted as if by some
giant plough.
We were greatly cheered on this day by
hearing news of a success by the First
Corps, which had inflicted 6000 casualties
on the enemy.

At Zelobes in the course of the day
I saw some Indian troops. They were
Bengal Lancers,a splendid-lookingbody of
men.

We had heard some time before that

the
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Indian Contingent had landed in France,
but

this

was the

first

any of them, and it

time

we had seen

heartened

us now

beyond measure to know that at last the
magnificent soldier races of India were arriving to our assistance,and in the nick of

time, when our own poorfellowswere almost
at the last gasp.
On the 25th more troops passed Zelobes
on their way north. Some were Indians,
followed, curiously enough, by Africans
in the French service, Algerian cavalry,
tough-looking fighters, but possessingnone
of the smartness and soldierly bearing of
our Indian
lancers.
About
11 A.M. a

tremendous

Prussian

attack on our trenches proved partially
successful; our line was pierced, but was
again restored by a counter-attack.
There

is little

doubt

that

the

Prussians

were now fighting desperately, having heard
of the arrival

of our reinforcements, and

hoping to destroy the thin and sorely-tried
British

line

before

these

new

arrivals

could

take their place in the battle.
Up to the present all the fresh troops
we had seen had gone north, where presumably their presence was needed even
more than at Neuve Chapelle.
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On the night of the 25th and during the
26th, the enemycontinuedhis violent bombardment and furious attacks on our lines.
Wave after wave of men was launched in

the assault, but broke and recededeach time
from

that

rock-bound

line of British

soldiers.

Though the enemy's columns were swept

away, yet they left our people more and
more exhausted.
Some of the
were mere skeletons in numbers.

battalions

For brigadiers and their staffs this was indeed an anxious time. One of the brigades
was near La Flinque and was fortunate in
having for its headquarters a farmhouse
which had escaped the rain of German
shells. Behind the building was a bombproof shelter, dug at the end of a pit where
potatoes or sugar-beet pulp had once been
stored.
sembled

The entrance
to
a tunnel
or shaft

the shelter
sunk into

rethe

earth, and was concealed by straw pulled

from a neighbouringrick. In this bombproof the Staff took shelter whenever the

shelling becamesevere.

On the night of the 26th the enemy
made a supreme effort, and in overwhelming numbers carried the northern end of
Neuve Chapelle. As soon as the Prussians
secured the village the trenches in front of
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it became untenable, and our troops were
forced to retire with some loss to a hastilydug line farther back.
It

was fortunate

that

the Germans

had no

large numbers of fresh troops now available, for if such had been the case it is

difficult to see what could have prevented
their making a complete breach in our line.
There can be little doubt that during the
terrible fighting of the previous week the
enemy's losses had been enormous, far in
excess of

what

we

ourselves

had

suffered.

Now, in all probability, when a fresh tide
of men must have spelt victory for them,
that

tide

was not

available.

The

sacrifices

of our heroic infantry had not been in vain.
The Kaiser had spent the lives of his
soldiers with a prodigal hand, and the men
who might perhaps have cleared a path to
the sea were lying rotting in their thousands
in the death

zone before our trenches.

Nevertheless,the enemy were actually in
possessionof a portion of our line; it therefore became necessary to turn them out if
we could.

During the afternoon of the 27th reinforcements arrived - the 2nd Cavalry Brigade,
47th Sikhs, 9th Bhopal Infantry, and 20th
and 21st Companiesof Sappersand Miners.
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What a grand-looking lot of men were
the 47th-tall, lithe, and soldierly, typical
sons of a warrior

race.

The 2nd Cavalry Brigade went into

Bichebourg-St-Vaast
and Vieille Chapelle
in support,the Indian troops being kept
for the assault on Neuve Chapelle, which

was plannedfor the following day.
Artillery was lent by the French and
also by the 5th Division, and at 11.30 A.M.

on the 28th eighty guns concentratedtheir
fire on Neuve Chapelle. Under that bombardment of shrapnel and high explosive

the village disappearedfrom view under a
pall of smoke and debris. It seemedas if
nothing could exist in that hail of steel;
but shrapnel is of little use against thick
walls

and well-constructed

trenches, and

at this early stage of the war the value of
high-explosive shells from big-calibre guns
was perhapsnot sufficiently realised.
As soon as the bombardment

ceased the

47th dashedforward to the attack, led by
their white officersand supportedby the 9th
Bhopalsand the Sappers. No finer sight
has been witnessed

in

the war

than

the

chargeof the Sikh soldiers. With splendid

elanand little lossthey enteredthe village,
bayoneting every German they encountered
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as they emerged from the shelters into
which they had crept when the bombardment

commenced.

At the end of the street, however, the

German machine- guns still remained unharmed, and these deadly weapons now
swept all approaches with a hurricane of
lead.

In

face

of

that

awful

tornado

no

man could live, and those splendid Indian
warriors melted away before the storm of
bullets.

The attack was broken, and the survivors

dispersed,having lost more than half their
white officersand many of their comrades.
Such sadly glorious episodes there will
be in every war, but the pity of such sacrifices must force a tear from the eye of even
the hardest-hearted.
This

severe

check

at

such

a time

was

very depressing, but help was at hand.
The

Lahore

Division

had

arrived.

Its

leading battalions, the Seaforth Highlanders and 2nd Gurkhas, were speedily
on the scene, and joined the 2nd Cavalry

Brigade in the trenches, reinforcing our
greatly exhausted Division.

Hourly the situation improved as fresh
soldiers arrived, and by nightfall the position

was

secure.
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Our line was indeed bent, but still
mained

re-

unbroken.

Thejoy of our men as the Indian troops
joinedthem in the trencheswasunbounded.
How they shook those dusky fighters by
the hand, and almost embraced them in
the exuberance of their delight!

The supply of food this night to the
Indian troops was a matter of great difficulty. The survivors of the attack on
Neuve Chapelle were much scattered, while
the other troops were out of touch with
their own Train, which was newly arrived
in the country and working under absolutely novel conditions. Moreover, the
caste prejudices, which permit the Indian
only to eat certain food prepared by his
own kind, crippled our attempt to alleviate

the

situation.

Late in the evening I was sent to give
what

assistance

I could

to the Indian

Train

officers. I met them at Pont-du-Hem, and

informed them of the positions of the

various units; then, joining a companyof
Sappersand Miners,I guided them through
Croix Barbee and its shell-torn cottages
to
o

Richebourg-St-Vaast, where it was billeted
in support.
As we left

Pont-du-Hem

the

German
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shrapnel was bursting about thirty feet
above the road between Rouge Croix and
Pont Logy, the vivid flashes of the shells
seeming to accentuate the blackness of the
night.
On the 29th more Indian troops arrived,
and though we lost the 2nd Cavalry Brigade,
which returned to its own Division, yet we
had now such strong reinforcements that it
became possible to withdraw some of our
weary men from the trenches, their places
being taken by the Lahore Division.
One brigade, the 7th, was accordingly
brought out and put into Richebourg-StVaast.

No sooner, however, were the tired men

settled in their billets enjoying some food
and the first rest which they had had for
three weeks, than four high-explosive shells
fell into the village.
The first alighted just outside Brigade
Headquarters, and hardly had the terrific
roar of its explosion subsided than three
others followed in quick succession. The
scared

men

hurried

from

their

billets

like

frightened rabbits from a burrow, some

taking shelter in the neighbouring fields.
Order was, however, quickly restored, and
as these shells seemed to be followed by no
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others, the men gradually settled back in
their billets, though a natural apprehension
remained that the enemy might resume at

any moment his unwelcomeattentions.
Considering the size and destructive
powers of these shells, very little damage
was done and few casualties

resulted.

Some hours later I was sitting at supper
with a companion in a house near the canal
at Vieille Chapelle, talking to the chaplain
of the Gordon Highlanders. With a bandage round his head he was narrating the
account

of the

brief

bombardment

of Ricbe-

bourg-St-Vaast, during which he had been
wounded by piece of flying debris.
Suddenly a noise like the rapid approach
of an express train was heard. Before we
had time to do more than glance at one
another in amazement a terrific explosion
occurred, the ground shook, every window
rattled, and many panesof glass were broken.
There was no need to tell

us what

had

happened. I ran outsideto seewhat damage
had been done, and found that the shell had

explodedin a meadowacrossthe road opposite the house.

It was fortunate

indeed that

it fell on soft ground, as otherwise all the

housesroundand their occupantsmust have
sufferedseverely.
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A second or two later, as I was turning
to go back to the house, I heard the noise
of another shell approaching. I looked
round

for

cover.

There

was the

house,

which, if hit, would fall on my head ; there
was the soft, wet, dirty ground at my feet,
upon which I might lie and be blown to
fragments.
Against large-size high-explosive shells
one can find safety nowhere-even cellars
afford no protection.
It is " kismet"

if one is hit ; no man can

escape his fate.

Comforting myself with this reflection, I
waited. With a reverberating roar, accompanied by the noise of falling stones and
shattering glass, the shell burst at the
farther end of the village.
After someminutes, as no more objectionable Prussian souvenirs arrived, I returned

to the house. I found my companionquietly
continuing his supper. He too was a fatalist, and consideredhimself as safe at supper
as anywhere else. The chaplain had disappeared; he, I am sure, was quite convinced that the Germans had a particular
spite against him, for their shells had
followed him from Richebourg-St-Vaast to
Vieille Chapelle.
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Outside the house an Indian Field Am-

bulance had been drawn up.

They were

now restowing their equipment in the
vehiclesand hooking in the horses,hurriedly

preparingto move off to a safer locality at
Zelobes.

In my heart I sincerelysympathisedwith
them, and only regretted that my duty
would not allow me to accompany them.
All Indians, I believe, are fatalists, but

these fellows had quite made up their minds
to put their beliefs to no unnecessarytests.
I thoroughly approved their wisdom.
To be under rifle or shrapnel fire is unpleasant enough, to be under fire of largesize high - explosive howitzer shells is undoubtedly unnerving even to the bravest.
Words fail me to express my admiration
of our infantry soldiers who sometimeshave
to sustain

hour

after

hour

the

fire

of these

huge shells, which rend the earth like miniature volcanoes,tearing even the dead from
their graves.
On

the

31st

their whole line

our

Division

handed

over

to the Lahore Division,

and the 7th and 9th Brigades,shaking the
mud of Neuve Chapelle from their feet,
marched off through the rain and slush to

pluck fresh laurels in pasturesnew.
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The story of Neuve Chapelle will form
one of the glorious but tragic pages of
British military history. In this first fight
we received a check, but the magnificent
valour of those who attacked proves that
the spirit of the British soldier to-day is
the same as that displayed by his predecessorsat Badajos and before the gate of
Delhi.
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THE 9th Brigade marchedto Neuve Eglise,
where it formed part of a mixed force under
General Allenby operating about Messines.
The 7th Brigade marched to Merris, where
it

went

into

billets

for

a short

rest.

The

8th Brigade and all the artillery were left
behind at Neuve Chapelle to strengthen
the

Lahore

Division.

Headquarters moved to Meteren, a small
town two miles from Bailleul
on the BailleulCassel road.
Bailleul
and Meteren
are about
three

miles from the Belgian frontier and twelve
from Ypres, which lies to the northward.
Both

towns

had

suffered

from

the

German

occupation. Little or no damagehad been
done to the buildings, but each place had

been subjectedto Prussian " frightfulness"
in the shapeof outrageson the unfortunate
inhabitants.
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The German Army, as the whole world
knows, is under an iron discipline; the
terrible

crimes, therefore, which have been

proved against it in the shape of criminal
assaults on women and young girls, and of
foul murder of tiny infants and defenceless
men,can only have been committed with the
deliberate

and

cold-blooded

sanction

of its

highest officers. They cannot be excusedon
the plea that excessesare sometimescommitted by the best disciplined troops in
moments

of mad

lust

and

wild

excitement.

German officers, moreover, have them-

selves taken part in these cowardly atrocities ; and whatever the result of this titanic

war may be, from this time onwards the
honour of the German Army, the pledged
word of a Prussian and the glory of the
German flag have been tarnished unredeemably. For these things, which mean so
much in the community of cultured nations,

every honestman in future can havenothing
but contempt.

How futile is the talk of many of thosewho
demandpunishment on the felons responsible
for

the

horrors

of Termonde

and

Louvain.

Think you the German people will hand
over to the Powers of Europe the Kaiser,
Von Moltke, Von Tirpitz, or the lesser
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leaders,to suffer the only fitting punishment of their crimes-hanging by the neck

till they are dead? Prussia must lie a
corpsebeneaththe foot of Europebeforethe
gallowscan be.erectedfor thesemonsters.
On the evening of the 1st November the

7th Brigade wasordered to Locre and temporarily attachedto the 5th Division. The
route lay through Bailleul, and the streets
of this town from nightfall to sunrise were
choked with massesof troops, both French
and English, pouring through on their way
north.

Progress was dreadfully slow, for into
the main stream of troops other tributary
streams of infantry, guns, and transport
from side roads kept converging. Staff,

and even generalofficers,worked heroically
to easethe congestionand control the traffic.

The difficulty of the work was increasedby
the pouringrain, the blacknessof the night,
and the fact that different formations, both

French and British, were using the same
main thoroughfare.

Units

of the same

brigadegot separated
by othertroopsgetting
in between; to find any one in that river
of humanity was an impossible task.

Fortunately all were advancing in the

same direction.
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At daylight I found the 7th Brigade
Headquarters in the grounds of the chateau
at Locre, just across the Belgian frontier,
the Train company bivouacking-in the little
park between the rhododendron bushes of
the

drive

and

some

ornamental

water

on

which a couple of swans were lazily floating.
On the 4th November the 9th Brigade
returned to the Division, having done
excellent work at Messines. That gallant
regiment the Lincolns especially distinguished itself.
One of the units newly attached to the
Brigade was the London Scottish, and I
saw this famous regiment now for the first
time. Small wonder that this is a splendid
corps, considering the material of its rank
and file.

From the 4th till the 7th the two brigades
enjoyed a short rest at Locre and Bailleul.
Early on the 8th they marched off through
Locre, La Clytte, and Ypres to Hooge,
where they occupied trenches in the woods
about a thousand yards east of the chateau.
The road from Locre to Ypres was in a
terribly bad condition, the pave was very
rough, and was only laid for a width of
about twelve feet along the middle. On
each side the surface of the road was soft,
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into

a morass

by the heavyrain, the feet of thousandsof
horses,and the wheels of many guns and
transport vehicles.
The difficulty of getting motor transport

along such a road was immense. It was
impossiblefor two vehicles to pass each
other, for the pave was constructed with

a high camber,and if a heavy lorry got off
the centre

of the track

the wheels

slid down

over the edge of the pave into the bog at
the side. Here the vehicle might remain
for hours till it was pulled out, as the edge
of the pave was six inches to two feet higher
than the level to which the wheels dropped
in the

morass.

Sometimes,
after having subsidedinto this
slough of despond,a lorry would proceed
crabwise with three wheels on the pave'
and one in the bog until a hard piece
of road was reached, from which the re-

calcitrant wheel could again climb on to
the

track.

On arrival at La Clytte the Motor Supply
Columnhandedover its load to the Supply
Section

of the Train

and returned

to rail-

head, which was Bailleul.

La Clytte is a small village containing

about two dozen houses and a church.

The
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latter stands on one side of the main road,

and was being used by the French as a
hospital for their wounded. Some of the
lightly wounded men, swathed in bandages,
were slowly limping along the street or
sitting out on the cottage doorsteps.
Just beside the church, on the edge of
the road, were several newly-made graves.
As the wounded within the building died
they were brought out and buried at the
church door, almost in the street.

Each

grave was marked with a neat but rough
little wooden cross, on which was painted
the dead man's name and corps. On each
little cross, too, was a tiny wreath of
flowers.

As we were filling the Train waggons a
battalion of French infantry came swinging
along the road dressed in the time-honoured
kepi, long blue coat, and red trousers; the
coat

is buttoned

back

above

give freedom to the limbs.

the

knee

to

The men on

the whole are smaller than ours, but bronzed

and hardy, and are wonderful marchers in
spite of the heavy kit which each man
carries

on his back.

Just beyond La Clytte several French
batteries were in action, keeping up a

rapid fire. Every now and again a dirty
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grey puff of smokebroke out over their
heads and hung in the air for some few
minutesbeforedissolving. This wasGerman

shrapnelbursting,apparentlywith effect,for
presently some little hand ambulancesor
stretchers on low wheels passed me on the

way to the hospital, each one occupiedby
a wounded

man.

One sufferer

who was

wheeled by must have been hit in the
back, for he was lying on his face, and

kept so motionlessthat I thought he must
be dead.

In the afternoon I went into Ypres.
What a beautiful
old town this must have
been before the Huns had turned their artil-

lery upon it in mere wantonness.
Crossing the railway at the southern end
of the town, we came to a big open square
with flower-gardens in the middle. On
one side was the station, in which lay an
armoured train with steam up, and a huge
gun projected its long muzzle over one of
the leading trucks. Opposite the station
was, or rather had been, a hotel;

now the

whole front of the building had been cut

away as if by some giant knife, and lay,
a great ugly pile of debris, in the square.
As the front was gone, one could look into
all the rooms.

Some of the floors were in-
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clined towards the street, and the furniture

had slid out and smasheditself on the pavement below. Other floors seemedperfectly
sound, and the beds and furniture were un-

damaged; even the electric light still hung
unharmed from the middle of the ceiling.
It must have been a big shell which could
cut the whole front

from a hotel.

In the square numberless holes of various
sizes showed

where

other

shells had fallen.

The town was still being bombarded;
although we had only been there a few
moments

several

shells

had

fallen

into

it

during that time, and judging by the noise
each one must

have

done

considerable

dam-

age, though the missiles did not appear to
be of large calibre.
As

we reached

the

farther

corner

of

the

square a shell struck a telegraph pole a
little distance away, and in a moment the
wires had collapsed into the street, some
of them falling across a car belonging to
the Divisional Staff, which was just in
front

of ours.

Stopping our car, I ran over to see if
anybody was hurt. One of the staff officers
was cut acrossthe bridge of the nose,otherwise no one seemedany the worse. Fortun-

ately we were proceedingvery slowly indeed
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at the time, owing to the shot-ridden state
of the road.

Farther on our progresswas blocked by
a house which had been shelled and caught

fire, and was now lying a smoking, evilsmellingmassof bricks, plaster,and charred
wood acrossour path. This house,like the
hotel, must have been hit by a very largesize shell, probably an 11 - inch high explosive. The whole house was a ruin, and
appeared as if it had been in an earthquake.
We wondered how we were to pass this
obstruction. It was no use trying another
street, as in all probability we should find
it

in the

same condition.

Putting the engine into low gear and
leaving only the driver in each vehicle,
the cars were forced over the smoking pile

of ruins. It was wonderful how the tyres
stood the strain of such an uneven surface,

but the obstacle was negotiated in safety.
Presently we came to the famous Cloth
Hall,

which

stands

Grande Place.

This

on

one

historic

side

of

the

old edifice,

the foundation-stoneof which was laid by
Count Baldwin IX. of Flandersin the year
1200, is a perfect work of art, and up to

this time had escapedthe Huns' artillery.
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The ground floor consists of an open hall

the length of the building, supported by
stone columns. The fagade is pierced by
two rows of pointed windows and decorated

with

statues.

The

whole

structure

is

a delight to the eye, and it is a thousand
pities that this historic old masterpiece
should later have been ruthlessly destroyed
by the German barbarians for no military
advantage whatsoever.
Crossing the canal, we came out to the
north-east

corner

of the

town.

Here

the

main road through Ypres, which we had
been following, bifurcates. One, the northerly road, continues to Zonnebeke; the
other turns to the right, and, passing the
cemetery, which it leaves on the left hand,
goes out to Hooge, about one and a half
miles

farther

on.

This road, which leads to Menin, is a

fine wide thoroughfare with steam-tram
lines laid down on the right side, and was
at this time a highly dangerous route. It
pointed directly to the German position,
and could be enfiladed its whole length.
It was therefore frequented as little as
possible by daylight.

On the way to Hooge we passedseveral
fine housesstanding in their own grounds.
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One was being usedas a hospital,and the
Union Jack with

the lied Cross flag were

flying conspicuously
from the roof. This
had not saved the building from being hit,

either intentionally or by accident it was
impossibleto say-probably the latter.
Presently we arrived at Hooge,a hamlet
of a dozen cottagesclustering at the gate
of a white

chateau which

stood in a small

park on the left side of the road.
In

normal

times

the

chateau

must

have

been a delightful place, but now its weatherstained gates, weed-grown drive, and unkempt lawns and flower-gardens gave it
a forlorn, neglected appearance. The
lawns, both front and back, were pitted
with gigantic holes, a large conservatory
near the house had every pane of glass
shattered, and the stables and coach-house

had also suffered badly from the enemy's
artillery.

The chateauitself is not a large building,
but it is lofty and built of white stone,

which renders it very conspicuousin the
centre of its park of dark trees. The archi-

tecture is ugly, and the building would in
normal times be commonplace
enough; but
it is now famous as the setting of some
of the most desperatefighting of the war.
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French, British, Belgians, and Germans lie
dead in thousands

in the

thick

woods round

Hooge. The chateau has at various times
been in the occupation of all four nations,
and when the war is over, from its roof
-if

it

then

still

stands-one

will

look out

in all directions over one vast graveyard,the graveyard of brave strong men, the
best and most virile

of their

race, each of

whom fought nobly, according to his own
ideas, in the defence of his home and dear
motherland.

Oh, the pity of such appalling sacrifices!
But such have been since the world began,
and must continue till the end, while human
nature is as it is.
If the whole civilised

world

will

but

com-

bine to insist upon bringing the authors of
this hideous war to proper and public
punishment, then the lives of all the heroes
who lie in the woods of Hooge will not
have been given in vain, and the first step
towards reduction
of armaments
and cessation of war will have been taken.
The chateau at this time was the head-

quarters of our Division. The rooms on
the top floors were used as bedrooms by
the staff officers, the ground floor as offices
and mess-room. The cellars were occupied
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by the servants. The rooms were large
and lofty but without furniture, and fearfully draughty, every window and glass
door having been shattered by the concussion from the shells which

had fallen

in

the grounds. The house had up to date
escaped a direct hit, but the shells were
continually singing over and around it with
a regularity that after a time becamemonotonous, and failed even to attract

notice

unless they burst close by.
In the grounds were some French heavy
artillery, and the discharges from these
weapons, mingled with the bursts of the
German shells, made the locality very noisy.
Although I had an office seat in the
chateau there was no sleeping accommodation available, for which, I must admit, I

was quite thankful.
I have no love for
shells, nor do I know of any individual,
except the hero in a novel, who has.
With

another

officer I therefore

returned

to look for a billet in Ypres. The northeast corner, where the road from Hooge
joins that from Zonnebeke, seemed a convenient spot; but every house was locked,

shuttered,and deserted,nor was there any
sign of an inhabitant who could help us to
get a night's lodging. My companionand
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I

hammered

at

door

after
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door

with

no

result, and we finally decided to go in
search of the Mayor, if such an official still

existed.

Failing him, we seriously con-

sidered breaking into a house.
As we stood discussing the situation I
heard a light step approaching. I looked
round, and to my utter amazement saw a
young, good-looking girl, well but quietly
dressed,walking along the pavement towards
us. She was obviously a lady, and with
her

hands

in

a fur

muff

she looked

as if

she was tripping gaily along far removed
from

war's

alarms.

In her present surroundings she seemed
strangely out of place, the sole representative of pure sweet womanhood in the midst
of the death and destruction wrought by
man's handiwork that lay all around.
Being quite satisfied that she was a
woman, and not an angel dropped from the
clouds, I seized my courage in both hands,
and, stopping her, explained the situation
in my best French.
Fortunately she could speak English
fairly well, and said that the inhabitants

of Ypres had, with few exceptions,fled
when the bombardment began. Of the
housesnear she thought that one was still
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occupied,andwe proceeded
acrossto it and
hammered

on the door.

While we were waiting for the summons
to be answered, I

asked her where she

lived.

" There," she replied, pointing to a redbrick corner house opposite which looked
down the Hooge road. "And that was
our drawing-room," she continued-and I
saw that the whole of the big bay window
and a large portion of the room on the
first floor had been plucked from the house
by some giant hand. The edges of the
walls that remained were jagged and untidy-looking, and twenty yards away up
the street, opposite the Hooge road, lay
a pile of broken bricks and splintered
woodwork.

" And do you live there now ?" I in-

quired,my admirationfor this girl's courage
increasing by leaps and bounds.

' Yes," she answeredsimply;

"

my father

and I live at the back of the house."

While we weretalking, the door we were
knocking at still remaining closed and the
housewithin silent, I hearda shell approaching, and guessedby the sound it would fall
near

us.

Had I beenaloneI shouldhave sought

YPRES.
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at once under

across the street,

the

lee of the

houses

as on the side where we

were standing we were fully exposed. To
leave that heroic girl, though, was unthinkable, and I lacked the courage to seize her
in my arms and dash with her across the
street, nor would

there have been time.

All this passed through my mind as I
heard the dismal wail of the approaching
missile. It is remarkable how quickly the
brain thinks
at such moments.
With
a roar the shell burst

as it

struck

the ground in the back garden of a house
not a hundred yards away, throwing into
the air
smoke.

a

fountain

of

earth

and

black

I was watching my fair friend as the
explosion occurred. She showed not the
slightest sign of fear or excitement, or even
interest in the shell;

and this attitude

was

not put on for my benefit, for somemoments
later, when her father joined her, and the
two strolled off to their home together,
another

shell

arrived

and

burst

rather

farther away than the preceding one had
done, and it was quite evident that both she
and her parent had grown so familiar with

these messengersof death that they had
ceasedto take any interest in them.
M
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After somefurther knocking the door was

finally opened,and two old men peered
timidly out.

With great reluctancethey admitted my
companion and myself, after hearing we
were searching for a billet.
When thanking my fair friend for her kind

help, I tried to expressmy great admiration
for her courage in remaining in Ypres under
present conditions, and suggesteda removal
to somesafer locality.
She smiled, and said innocently, " Is there
any danger ?"
I opened my eyes in surprise at such a
question, and pointed mutely to the back
garden where the shell had fallen, and to
her house with its gaping front.
She shrugged her shoulders. " Oh yes ;
but is there any other danger ?"
What could I say ? If the British were

driven back from Ypreswhat dangersmight
not be found in the oncomingGermantide ?
Had" she not heard of Prussian " frightfulness
or the horrors of other Belgian
towns

?

But wasit for me, a stranger, to tell her
these things when her father could do so?

I hopedshe had a little pistol at homein
casethe British were suddenlydriven from
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Ypres. Better death a thousand times for
this noble girl than that the body which
held so brave a heart should be defiled by
the Apaches of Central Europe.
I

heard

afterwards

that

she

and

her

father remainedin the town throughout the
bombardment nursing the British sick and
wounded. For our race they had a great
regard and admiration.
Farewell, courageousgirl. I salute you.
May you one day marry a man worthy of
you!

After having arranged with the old men
of the housefor a couple of bedroomsand a
room below where my servant could serve
our meals, my companion and I returned to
Hooge.
By the time we reached the chateau it
was dark-so

dark

that

it

was

difficult

to

find the way from the gate up to the house,
the short drive being fringed on each side by
trees and thick

shrubs which obscured what

little light there was in the heavens.
With the fall of night the cannonading on
both sides gradually subsided.
Leaving the chateau later to return to
Ypres, I saw halted in the road a long
chain of vehicles. These contained supplies
of food and ammunition, entrenching tools,
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sandbags,and other items required by the
soldier.

To take these out to him in the trenches

was impossibleduring daylight, but under
the friendly coverof night it might be done.
The long line of shadowymen,horses,and
carts was just discernible in the obscurity

as they stood closeunder the cottages on
the opposite side of the wide road.
No smoking or talking was allowed, and
in silence they waited the order to move
forward.

Occasionally a dark figure would pass
along the line transmitting some order or
instruction

in a low voice ; but

there

was

little need for this, all knew their part in
the work that
At intervals

was to be done.
in the line there showed

from

under a vehicle a dull red glow. These were
the fires burning beneath the travelling field
kitchens or " cookers,"and if you had crossed
the

road

and

stood

close to

the

little

two-

wheel carts you would have seen the steam

and smelt the appetising odour rising from
the hot food cooking within.

One could well imagine how acceptable
the sight of these vehicles would be to the

men in the trenches,who were thus provided
with a hot supperat night and hot tea again
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in the early hours before the "cookers" returned. The dull glow of the fire was
difficult to concealfrom the enemy when the
opposingtrenches were close to each other.
The Germans, however, used the same kind
of "cookers," and there seemed a tacit

understanding between the combatants to
refrain from shooting at these vehicles.
As I stood at the chateau gates for a
moment watching the long phantom column
before me, I heard an occasional shell from

a German gun wailing dismally far over my
head as it flew on in a wide arch, to fall

with a distant rumble into Ypres.
Turning to my left, I looked in the direction from which the shell had come. There,
in the silence and blackness of the woods,
were the British

and German

trenches, the

occupants listening intently for any sound
of movement from the opposite lines.
Away to my right, where the shell had
fallen, was the town of Ypres, the streets
devoid of light, the houses wrapped in
gloom, a plague-stricken city; and in the
heavens

above

gleams of
furnace-like

it

were

reflected

the

red

many conflagrations burning
below.

Returning to my billet, I found the streets
which I had left silent and deserted in day-
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light now echoingto the tramp of armed
men, the clattering of horses'feet on the
pave, the rattle of wheels, and the jingle
of harness.

More reinforcements

and stores

were passingthrough Ypres on their way
to the

trenches.

I was wakened at daylight on the 9th

Novemberby the thunder of a shell bursting
some way down the street. The shelling
had recommenced, and it

was with

un-

pleasant sensationsthat I lay in bed listening to these iron missiles as they arrived
one after

another.

Later in the morning I proceeded to
Hooge, and incurred the wrath -of one of
the Divisional Staff for having left my car
for a few moments standing before the
chateau steps instead of concealed under
the trees in the park.
All day heavy rifle and shell fire proceeded
from
the trenches
in the
woods
as
Germans
launched
attack
after
attack
our lines without
success.

the
on

On the 10th the administrative portion
of the Divisional Headquarters were moved

to Poperinghe,going forward daily to the
chateau to deliver reports and receive orders
and instructions.

The llth

was heralded by a tremendous
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bombardmentof our trenchesby everyavailable German gun. High explosive and
shrapnel were rained on our men, and under
cover

of that

iron

hail

a whole

Division

of

the Prussian Guard, 15,000fighting men, the
flower of the German Army, was launched
upon our lines.

But neither the volcano-like explosions
of the giant shells nor the sight of that
tidal wave of men could weaken the spirit
of our soldiers. Though our ranks were
thin, though the 9th Brigade, on whom
the brunt

of the attack

fell, was less than

2000 strong, yet with the tenacity of their
native bull-dogs our splendid infantry clung
to their positions.
The

tidal

wave

was

rent

and

shattered.

Time after time with unfailing courage did
the pick of the Kaiser's hosts rally and renew their attacks, but in the British soldier

they had met their match.
Under

the fire

of our rifles

and the hurri-

cane of shrapnel from the French 75's the
Prussian Guard was destroyed.
The attack continued all day. For some
time I stood behind the artillery of our
Allies, who had many of their guns in the
fields just east of the Ypres - Dickebusch
road.
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The famous " soixante-quinze" looks light

and shoddy,the harnesscheapand uncaredfor, the horses and men unkempt and un-

groomed; but the value of soldiers lies in
their work and not in their appearance.
The French artillery is the finest in the
world ; and as I watched tlrese guns pouring
death

from

their

muzzles

like

water

from

a

hoseI was held spellbound in admiration.
Shrapnel from the German artillery burst
over them, but the dirty grey clouds of
smoke above their heads possessedno interest for the French gunners, so intent were
they on their work.
In destroying the Prussian Guard our
Brigades had suffered heavy losses. In the
9th

the

General

and

two

of his Staff

were

wounded. Among the regimental officers
that fell on this day was Colonel McMahon
of the Royal Fusiliers. In this gallant soldier the Army lost one of its finest officers.
That he would have risen to high rank and
fame was certain had he lived, but fate
decreed

otherwise.

From the 12th to the 17th the Germans

continued their bombardmentof our trenches,

but the defeat of their Guard was a great
blow

to

them.

On the evening of the 12th, at the chateau
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I saw one of the prisoners being interrogated.

He was a clean, smart-looking,

intelligent man. On the following day I
saw a party of prisoners being marched
away. The party was a small one, for very

few Prussians had been captured. The
Kaiser's Guards died-they

were too brave

to surrender.

At the head of the party marched one of
the finest-looking men I have ever seen.
He dwarfed his companions,standing a head
taller than them all. His body, though of
huge proportions, was gracefully moulded,
and as he walked along, his eyes looking
straight to his front, his arms swinging
easily from the shoulder,strength and agility
were marked in every movement.
He had lost his helmet, and his yellow
hair, which had grown long, was blown by
the breezes about

his massive head ; with

his short beard, blue eyes, and giant frame
he reminded me of a picture of a Viking I
had

once seen.

On one of these days a staff officer
travelling in a car between Hooge and
Ypres overtook a wounded soldier limping
slowly and painfully along the road.
The man's condition was pitiful, for not

only was he woundedand his clothestorn,
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blood-stained,and muddy, but his attitude
was one of supremedejection and utter
weariness.

Stoppingthe car, the officertook the man
in beside him, and heard that he had just
come from the trenches, and was now seek-

ing a dressing-station
wherehis woundcould
be attended
to.
" And what is it

like

there

now ?"

in-

quired the officer, referring to the condition
in the trenches.

"O God, sir, it is Hell-just Hell," and
the soldier, his nerves overwrought by the
pain of his wound, the lack of sleep,and the
dreadful sights which he had witnessed,
broke down and wept.
What sight is there more harrowing than
that of a strong man in tears ?
The first dressing-station the car came to
was a French one, established in a cottage
beside the road midway between Hooge and
Ypres.

Here, in the skilful and kindly hands of
the surgeons, the officer left his distressed
companion. As he turned to leave the little
building one of the doctors remarked, " We
have another of your men in the next room,
perhaps you would like to seehim." " Certainly," replied the staff officer, and, enter-
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ing the adjoiningroom,he saw lying on the
floor the deadbody of a young soldier.
By the letters on the shoulder- straps
the youth had belonged to a Territorial
regiment which had only just arrived in
France.

Poor boy, either a footsore straggler from
his regiment or perhapsa messengeron duty
bound, he had been walking alone along the
Hooge road.
He may have been thinking of his friends
at home, or dreaming of honour and glory
which he hoped to find in the battlefield
ahead.

He had not yet seen a German soldier,
and

the

crack

of

the

first

Prussian

shell

which he heard would be something to write
home about.

Suddenly out of the grey sky above there
came a German bullet, one of the many
stray ones that fell on this road, and in the
twinkling of an eye the youthful warrior
found himself in that paradise where there
are no wars, and where pain and suifering
are healed by the Greatest of all Physicians.
On the 17th I paid a visit to my brother
in the 6th

Division

near Armentieres.

Procuring a guide from the 18th Brigade

Headquarters,we proceededin the car till
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we came to a farmhouse, about a mile behind

the trenches,where a battery of artillery
was in action.

Here we left the car, and continued our

way on foot.
The country in this district was somewhat
more open than round Ypres, but numerous
hedgesand lines of trees restricted the view
to a few hundred yards.
The road we were following was quite
deserted, and though I knew that thousands
of men were no distance away, yet no sign
of life was visible in any direction.
Soldiers

in

modern

warfare

must

burrow

like moles, or cease to live.

Suddenly without warning we came on to
the support trenches, a line of deep, narrow
pits running across a ploughed field. The
soil in the field was cla}r, and was churned

up by the constant rain and many men's
feet into a sea of slime, slippery and
treacherous.

Water in puddles lay everywhere, and
formed, with the ocean of mud, the leafless

trees and hedges, the flat uninteresting
deserted countryside, and the dull overcast sky, a panorama depressing in the
extreme.

Proceedingalong the line of pits, I came
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at last to one rather larger and more pretentious than the others. Descending by
some rough steps to the bottom, I found
myself before the mouth of a low cave, and,
stooping down, peered in. When my eyes
became accustomed to the gloom within I
saw an officer lying on a shelf of straw at
the

far

end.

On asking for my brother he at once rose,
and with a smile and cheery greeting told
me where

I

should

find

him.

My brother was commanding a company
of which one half was in the fire trenches,

the other half in support, he himself being
in a little cottage just in rear of the advanced

line.

The support trenches had been dug behind a hedge, which, though leafless, gave
a certain

from

amount

the German

of concealment

lines, but

from

to reach

view

the

cottage I had to cross an open field.
" You 'ad better double over, sir," said my
guide, a soldier of the battalion, who was
pointing out the way ; " their snipersusually
'as a shot across here."

Thanking my guide, I thereupon started
at a slow double across the heavy surfaceof
the field, feeling quite sure that the effort

wasvery unnecessary,
but that, as the advice
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wasproffered,it wouldbe wise to pay heed
to it.

Suddenly a hiss past my ear and the
crack of a rifle convinced

me that the effort

wasmost necessary,
and I considerablyaccelerated my speed,but before I reachedthe
cottagestill another shot whistled past my
head.

I felt considerably annoyed with that
sniper; after all, I was proceeding on a

peaceful mission, and knocking over one
individual of no great importance would not
hasten

the

end of the

war one iota.

The cottage was a dilapidated little build-

ing of two rooms. Half the roof had been
blown off by a shell, and one of the rooms
was filled

with

the

debris

that

had

fallen.

In the only room that afforded any shelter
was my brother, lying on a little heap of
straw

in the

corner.

We were delighted to seeeach other, and,
needlessto say, had much to talk about. I
was glad to see that he had recoveredfrom
the wound

he had received

some three

weeks

before. He wasbright and cheerful,in spite
of his meansurroundings.
Despondencyin the British Army is
rightly held to be a crime; but occasion-

ally to lack cheerfulness
under depressing
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circumstances is but human, and not to be
wondered

at.

It

is rare, however, to find the officer,
or that \vonderful fellow Thomas Atkins,

depressed.
We

had tea seated on boxes round

table, which, with

a little

the straw, formed the

only articles in that shell-scarred tumbledown shanty.
After

tea

I climbed

a ladder

in

the next

room, and through a shell-hole in the wall
looked down on our advanced trenches just
in front. About three hundred yards beyond
were the German

lines.

Though many eyes were keeping a watch
through loopholes in that line, yet no sign
of life

could

As I

I

see.

watched,

however,

I detected a

movement at the end of a trench directly
facing me, and to my great surprise a
German

soldier

rose from

between

the roots

of a big tree. With something over his
shoulder he scrambled down the parapet in
front of his own trench, and proceeding a
few yards, stopped. I then saw that he was
carrying a spade,and he quietly and in full
view set to work digging up something in
the field. It might have been potatoes, or
perhaps beetroots.
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EverymomentI expectedto hear a shot
from

our

lines

and

see

the

venturesome

enemydrop writhing to the earth. But no!
he finished his digging, and, scrambling
back the way he came, disappearedfrom
view.

Rememberingthe sniper who fired at me
from over the way, I turned to my brother,
who had been watching the soldier through

his field-glasses." Why on earth didn't you
knock him over ?" I exclaimed wonderingly.
" What was the good?" he replied, " it was
only one man."
What

better

illustration

of

British

and

German national character could there be, I

thought, than that furnished by this little
incident.

The British soldier fights clean; he is a
gentleman and a sportsman.
To

have

taken

this

German

life

would

have been as easy as snapping the
fingers; but it would not have been
;' playing the game," it would not have
been " sporting."
The

Prussian,

however,

has

no such

qualms; and though his lack of decent

feeling did not surprise me, yet I was
staggered by the colossal effrontery with
which, while refusing to be fettered by
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any laws or customs of God or man, he
yet claimed as his right their strict observance by his enemy.
The German mind is past our understanding. Had our people knocked over that
Teuton soldier as he dug his potatoes,a howl
of rage at British "treachery" would have
risen from the German trenches; yet had
the digger been an English soldier they
would have shot him without

hesitation,

and been most surprised if exception had
been taken

to the

deed.

It

is war!

In almost precisely similar circumstances
a British soldier had been shot a few days
before. He had not been digging potatoes
in a field, but with
dozen

the water-bottles

of his comrades

over

his arm

of a

he had

crossed the open to fill them when struck
down.

Our German enemies,I thought, are like
their friends in England, the Von Keir
Hardies, the Herr Ramsay Macdonalds,
and Pastor Lyttletons. In their distorted
imaginations everything they do or think
is right; whatever others do or think must
be wrong.
As the evening was now drawing on, I
had to leave. I did not cross that open

field again, for I was shown a longer but
N
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safer route behind the cover of some ruined

farm buildings.
As I bade my brother farewell he was

standing at the door of his dilapidated
cottage,smiling, still cheerful. Neither the
bullet of the German sniper ensconcedthree
hundred yards away, nor the wrecked buildings around standing in a sea of mud under
a grey winter sky, nor the thoughts of
battle on the morrow, could depress him.
On returning to Poperinghe, I heard that
our Division

was to be withdrawn

from

the

trenches at Hooge and the French would
take

over

the

line.

By the 20th the arrangements for this
move had beencompleted, and on the night
of the 20th-21st the remains of our gallant
brigades were brought out of the trenches.
They reached Westoutre and Locre on the

morning of the 21st, where they went into
billets.

I was standing by the church at West-

outre as the battalions filed past, and I
looked into the faces of these men who had

stared so stubbornly at Death in the woods
of Hooge.

For a fortnight that grim spectrehad
been their constant companion. He had

slept with them at night and sat beside
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them at their meals. When the enemy
shelled the trenches he had jostled their
elbows,

and when

the

Prussian

Guard

charged he had grinned in their faces, and
that dread companionship had now left its
shadow in their eyes and had touched the
temples of some with grey.
Glorious soldiers, worthy descendants of
those who have fought from the Heights of
Abraham to the plains of India.
Oh England ! how much do you owe to
these warrior sons of yours, and how ungrateful you are when the guns have ceased
to boom.
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FOR the first time since the opening of the

campaign it now becamepossible to give
our weary, sore-tried troops a modicum of
rest. This relief was obtained partly owing
to the exhaustion of the Germans and partly
to the fact that a portion of the very extended

line which

the

British

Divisions

had

been holding from Ypres to La Bassee was
taken over by two French Corps and the
Indian Corps. Our own front was therefore considerably shortened, so much so,
that one brigade was sufficient to man the
trenches which were opposite Wytschaete,
a secondbrigade was in support near Locre
and a third

in reserve at Westoutre,

the

8th Brigade and Divisional Artillery which
had beenwith the Indian Corpshaving now
rejoined the Division.
Headquarters occupied a small chateau
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on the eastern slopes of Mont Noir, where

GeneralGoughhad beenpreviouslyinstalled.
What a relief it was to be away from
the noise and hideous anxiety which we
suffered at Hooge. Our losses,though pro-

bably only a tithe of the enemy's,were yet
very severe,and it was sad to see the gaps
amongst one's friends in the infantry battalions.

The task of compiling the casualty lists
had now to be undertaken, and as I entered
the chateau on the afternoon
of the 22nd
November
I found a staff officer seated at

a table engrossed in this mournful duty.
As he turned

over

sheet

after

sheet

of the

closely-writtenlists a deep sigh escapedhis
lips.
Turning to me he said, " Look at this,
and tell me how it makes you feel!"
I bent over the thin tissue pages, and
read in them the names of many of Britain's
bravest and brightest sons. Some were

lying in rows beneath the turf, buried
hurriedly but reverently by their sorrowing comrades. Others, I knew, must yet

be sleepingwhere they had fallen, cold and
still, in that terrible vale of death between

the opposing trenches. Many had been cut

off in the flower of youth, the joy of life
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coursing swiftly through their veins, the
love of some sweet woman-wife

or mother-

burning in their hearts,and the prospectof
a bright and joyous future pictured in their
minds. Yet they had willingly given up
all that

man holds dear, even life itself,

for their country's sake.
It seemedto me a reproach that I should
be alive and well when so many were lying

dead,their duty nobly done.
" It makes me feel ashamed to be alive,"

I replied.
" Yes, indeed, that is how I feel too," said
the staff officer as he continued
his task.
The torrential
rains
which
had fallen

continuously for the last seven weeks now
ceasedfor a space and a hard frost crusted
the

soaked

earth.

Pleasant

indeed

was

the feeling of a firm surface beneath one's
feet after
which we

the
had

terrible
ocean of slime
been forced to exist for

in
so

long.
On this
ember

it

same afternoon
was

rumoured

of the
with

22nd Nov-

bated

breath

that leave home was being granted, and
that

the

two other

Commander-in-Chief

of the most

and

one

or

senior officers were

actually then in England.
England, Home,and Beauty! It seemed
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too delightful to think that we might see
it all again in a day or two. What great
events

had

rolled

over

our heads

since last

we had seen our own dear land, and what

a period of time - not three months, but
surely three years ! At least it seemedso ;
and what wanderers had we been, what

perils and sufferings had we not passed
through !
We had landed in France full of pride and
confidence

in

ourselves

and

in

our

Allies.

We had known the war would be a bloody
one; that our enemy was brave, scientific,
well-trained, numerous, well-organised, and,
above all, fully prepared; yet the knowledge that our cause was righteous had
given us strength. Our fight was for the
weak against tyranny and oppression; for
right as opposed to might; for justice,
freedom, and all that

makes life dear.

We

had passed through the black days of the
retreat and the heart-lifting recovery to the
Marne and the Aisne, we had been through
the fire and blood of the terrible struggles
for Ypres ; yet now, though chastened and
sadly reduced in strength, our determination to win was stronger than ever. We
had looked into the eyes of our foe and
seen him naked and unashamed, brave but
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pitiless, combiningthe brain of scientific
Europewith the heart of an African savage,
joining the skilled handiwork of modern
civilisation

with

the

barbarous

tortures

of

a bygone age. We knew now that we
had

to win.

We

dare

not

lose.

We

were

fighting for more than right, for more than
the succour of the oppressed,for more even
than our own existence-we were fighting
to preserve, for the world, its civilisation.
On the night of the 22nd two officersfrom
the Divisional Staff proceeded on leave to
England, and on the following day, to my
immense delight, I also was granted leave.
The period of absence allowed was seven
days, and was extended to all branches of
the service in equal proportion, to non-commissioned

officers

as well

as officers.

Later

the privilege was further extended to
private soldiers, and none deserved it
more.

On

the

afternoon

of

the

23rd

I

stood opposite the church at Westoutre

and looked round at the weary men in
their war-worn khaki uniforms, the patient
horses straining at the rumbling guns,
the swift - speeding despatch- riders and
the ever busy motor-lorries, while to my

ear camethe buzzof an aeroplaneflying
overhead and, the hateful

boom of the rest-
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lesscannon. It seemedto me extraordinary
that in a few hours'time I should passfrom
these

now

familiar

scenes

of war

and

see

again the chalk cliffs of Dover, the bright
green fields of Kent, the life and bustle of
dear noisy London, and the quiet peaceful
lanes near my own home. What a fascination has England for the sons who leave her
shores!

That night those officers of my corps who
were also proceeding on leave came to my
billet and lay on the farmhouse floor for a
few hours' rest. Their sleep, I fear, was
not very sound on the cold hard stone. But
what did it matter-were we not going to
revel for six whole nights in luxurious beds,
lying between sheets in soft pyjamas, and
have a bath every morning, and sit at a
daintily-spread table three times each day !
At 3 A.M. on the 24th we were up in an
instant. Outside it was black, and freezing
hard. In the stillness of the frosty air the
booming of the guns cameclearly to the ear.
Let us away from the cursed sound,and rest
for a week from their grumbling roar.

We were going by motor-car to Bailleul,
about four miles away, there to continue

the journey by motor-busto Boulogne. The
chauffeur

seemed

to find

it

difficult

to start
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his engineanclto get the acetyleneheadlights to burn. It was with growing impatience that we swore at him as the minutes

slipped by. At last the enginestarted, and
with sighs of thankfulness we took our seats

and sped into the darkness. At Bailleul
we found a line of motor-buseswaiting-the
same old buses from

the

streets

of London

and the very same drivers and conductors,
but

men

and

vehicles

alike

were

now

in

khaki.
Gone were the bright - coloured
bodies of the General Omnibus Company;
gone, too, the flaring advertisements of
soap and chocolate; even the glass of the
windows was painted khaki of a darkgreen hue. Gradually the vehicles filled as
officers

and

N.C.O.'s

from

various

Divisions

and Corps arrived, each with some little
trophy or memento of the war. One man
had a spiked German helmet, another an
Uhlan cap; mauser rifles there were in
plenty, with a bayonet or two and an occasional rucksack or piece of shell. Such
were the silent stories from some bloody
battlefield.

A few of the leave- goers had come
straight

from the trenches, the mud of

Flanders

still

on their

clothes.

All

were

delighted to be going home for a spell,
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but there were no jests nor merriment
in this company. The pleasure was taken
almost sadly. This holiday meant so much
to all: it was too precious, too wonderful
to be treated otherwise than seriously. To
many it meant seeing those dear faces at
home, which often in the last few months

they had never expected to seeagain in life.
At 4.30 A.M. the journey to the coast
commenced, the heavy vehicles bumping
and swaying over the war-scarred roads.
In

the

dark

interior

of the

vehicle

I

was

in, lit by a single light, I looked round at
my companions.

All looked tired;

a few

were dozing, one or two carried on a desultory conversation; but the majority were
silent, looking thoughtfully at the roof or
straight ahead, thinking of the joy their
return would bring to some home in the
old country.
" This idea of leave is great," said my

right-hand neighbour to his vis-a-vis.
"Yes, indeed, I call it splendid," replied a
young officer seated opposite, who had come
straight from a battalion in the trenches.

With eyes closed, I leant back in my
corner and listened to the scraps of conversation. The retreat, present conditions

in the trenches, the recent fighting, and
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losses sustained by regiments, were the
principal topics.

"And has your battalion lost many officers?" inquired a voice.

" I am the only one left in my regiment
that has not been killed or wounded," re-

plied the young officer quietly.

I openedmy eyes and gazed at the last
speaker. He was a young captain, a boy
in years, but with the grave, quiet manner
of one twice his age. Though still in the
bloom of youth, yet perhaps his knowledge
of man and the great realities of life was
deeper than that possessedby many far
older

than

he.

About 6.30 the dawn broke cold and grey
as we passedthrough Hazebrouck. An hour
later

we traversed

the clean

wide

streets

of

St Omer ; then, leaving Flanders behind us,
we sped on over hill and dale through lovely
wooded country to Boulogne, which we
reached

an hour

before

noon.

Crampedwith the cold, feeling dirty and
unwashed, aching for breakfast, we hurried

to the Commandant's
officeto get our passes,
without

which no tickets

would

have been

issued to us. The office, however, was a

smallone,reachedthrough a passage,which
wasimmediatelyblockedby a mobof officers
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and N.C.O.'s all dying with impatience to get
on board the boat, which was due to leave

in half an hour.
and deliberation

With provoking coolness
the

Commandant

made out

each pass, and to an impatient one who
pointed out the fleeting time, he replied that
another

boat

left

in

the

afternoon

at half-

past four. Cries of protest instantly arose
on every side. The day of our journey
home and the day of return were included
in our short week's leave, and to waste half

a day in Boulogne was unthinkable when
each second was priceless.
Fortunately the steamer was late in
starting, so by noon we were all on board,
happy and contented. On the way across
Channel we spied a drifting mine floating
just awash, a hideous danger to any passing
ship, whether man-of-war or peaceful trader,
belligerent or neutral. Slowing the engines
we circled round the mine, while those on
board

with

rifles

fired

at it

as it

rose and

fell on the waves. Gradually it became
perforated with bullet holes, and, admitting
the sea, sank lower and lower until finally
it disappeared in a little swirling eddy
beneath

the

waters

of the

Channel.

On reaching Folkestone the sun shone

out, and in its bright afternoon light I
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thought that I had never seen the green
fields of Kent

look so beautiful

as the train

spedthrough them on its way to the metropolis. There were only a few peopleawaiting our arrival at Victoria, as leave had
come as a surprise to all.

As the train

emptiedits human freight on the platform
I

noticed

one tall,

dark,

pretty

young

woman bear down upon a staff officer, and,
linking her arm in his, lead him away, a
very willing smiling prisoner. Happy pair,
I thought; may their short week be one
of perfect bliss !
I had expected to see some change in
England as a result of the war. Certainly
I had seen nothing unusual during the
train journey, but surely London would
be different. The first thing, however, that
struck me on emerging from Victoria Station
was the large number of young men in plain

clothesin the streets. Comingstraight from
a country where the only civilian male kind
to be seen are those who by reason of their
extreme youth, or old age, or physical in-

firmities are obviously unfitted for military
service, it was the more noticeable

now to

seethesehale,strong young menproceeding
- quite unashamed
- about their ordinary
business. Many, accompaniedby young
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women, were passing in or out of picture
theatres. The driver of my taxi was a

seemingly perfectly fit young man, who,
moreover, had not even the politeness to
say " thank you " when I tipped him eightpence above his fare on alighting at Waterloo. The porters who handled my one
small kit-bag, the ticket collectors on the
platform, the drivers and conductors of
passing buses, were to me all objects of
curiosity and surprise. Why were these
fit young men not preparing to defend
their homes? Was it that the country did
not need their

services, or was it

that

they did not realise that deadly peril
which with bloody hands and foam-flecked
jaws was even now glaring across the
Channel ? or were they cowards, concerned
only with the safety of their own skins ?
A

moment

before

I

had

remembered

with

infinite pride the glorious courage of our
soldiers at Ypres, but now I felt a flush
of shame for my countrymen mount to my
cheek as I saw the numberless

shirkers

on

every hand. The recruiting postersbeseeching the manhood of Britain to join the
Forces also hurt my sense of pride. Was
it really necessary to tell an Englishman
at such a time that his king and country
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needed him? Surely this fact should have

been sufficiently patent to all, and while

the posterwasunnecessary
and humiliating
for those ready to answer the call, it was
merely waste paper to the poltroons who
would have been deaf to any appeal.

Every citizen by virtue of his citizenship
owes his country a duty. In this crisis
that duty is plain. It is quite irrelevant
to argue whether the duty should be performed willingly or unwillingly.
I saw England divided into two camps.
One composed of those who sought with
eagernessto serve the land they loved, the
other of those who put duty behind them
because it was distasteful.

I saw thousands

of splendid men being preparedfor the strife,
while
thousands
of idlers
looked
on with
indifference.
I saw sorrow and loss borne

by many with infinite courage,while others
sought basely to profit from their country's
distress. I saw England like a woman in
travail, striving painfully to give birth
to that spirit which will lead her to
victory. Fortunately this is all over now.
My week's leave flew all too quickly, and
on the 1st December I found myself back

with my Division, having benefitedgreatly
in mind and body from my short holiday.
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There can be no doubt that the granting of
leavefrom the front was a very wise policy.
To men undergoing the tremendous mental

and physicalstrain of modernwar a periodical rest wasa necessity,and, to be thoroughly
effective, it required a complete change to
new surroundings. By this meansthe health
of many who would otherwise have broken
down under the strain was preserved. Sending men home was wise, too, from quite
another point of view. The army was
largely composed of married men, and a
considerable portion of those who were
unmarried

seized

the

occasion

of this

leave

to get married.

In due time, therefore,

these

would

visits

home

have

their

effect

on the birth-rate, a matter of great national
importance in a war as costly in human
life as the present.
Matters
on
have
reached

our
the

front
same

now seemed
deadlock
as

to
on

the Aisne. The Germans, exhausted by
their tremendous efforts and appalling
losses, were now strongly entrenched fac-

ing our line, and though they bombarded
portions of our trenches at frequent intervals with their heavy artillery, they made
no further efforts on a large scale to break
our

front.
o
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As for ourselves, every attention was
now paid to restore the troops to vigour
and consequentincreased efficiency, and
the

local

resources were

utilised

to

that

end. A brewery which was lying idle
was converted into a huge bath - house.
Coal and coke were procured, and hot
water

had

was

run

from

been brewed

cauldrons

into

vats.

where

beer

These vats,

scoured and cleaned, now made excellent
baths

for

the

soldiers.

At

the

same

time

a nunnery not far off undertook the washing of the men's clothes, which was greatly
needed.

As a brigade
£j

came from

the

trenches, where it spent four nights and
days, the men in batches were provided with
hot baths and a clean change of underclothing, and as each soldier emerged from
the bath-house clean and invigorated, he was
given hot tea and biscuit. After four days
in reserve, during which the whole brigade
had been washed, provided with clean
clothes, and enjoyed a rest, it was marched
forward to be in support, ready to turn out

if required to assist the brigade in the
trenches; here, after spending a further four

days,it relievedthe brigadein the firing
line.

Thus eachbrigade in turn served four

days in the trenches and eight out. As
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the billeting accommodation in the surrounding villages was taxed to an excessive
extent, wooden huts were built by the engineers in suitable places. By this means
every man not actually in the firing line
was ensured protection against the weather
during the inclement winter months.
Presents of food, tobacco, clothing, and
newspapers now began to pour in from
friends and regimental societies at home.
These gifts were most welcome and greatly
appreciated, but as Christmas approached
they increased to such an extent as to
tax the transport to its fullest carrying
capacity. A portion of the church at
Westoutre had to be used as a temporary store, where these presents could be
kept until the particular regiment or brigade for whom they were intended was
brought back into reserve, and could unpack and distribute them.
Christmas Day was spent very quietly,
if not sadly. In the afternoon sports were
arranged for some of the men. At dinner
every officer and soldier in the Division
had a piece of plum-pudding issued as part
of the ration. In addition, many individuals and some battalions had presents of

pudding and other Christmas dainties-
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somethingto remind us all of the day
which in normal times we spend with so
much happiness at home.
It has been related that the English
and Prussiansfraternised on this day ; that
the

soldiers

of

both

nations

came

out

of

their trenches and, concluding an informal
truce, exchanged greetings in the zone
between the lines. Nothing of the kind
happened in the area occupied by our
Division, but from what I gathered subsequently, it appears that such an incident
occurred at one point on the British front.
There "the enemy" were Saxons,who have
never displayed the same enthusiasm for the
war

as the

Prussians.

An

incident

of this

nature, though pretty " copy" for an illustrated paper, can meet with nothing but
disapproval from the commanderof an army.
There can be no truce in war except when

it is formally arrangedfor a specificpurpose.
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EARLYin the new year I left the 3rd Division,
to niy great regret, to take up an appointment attached to the Headquarters of one
of the armies. These armies were in process
of formation. Though in my new sphere I
was

able

to obtain

a much

wider

view

of

the progress of operations, yet I was no
longer brought into that intimate touch
with the troops which I previously enjoyed.
On the 1st of February I reported myself
for my new duties. En route I passed an
historical

old town-a

life

six hundred years a constant

for

town

that

had found

strugglefor existence. During that strenuous time Dutchmen and Spaniards, Frenchmen, Englishmen, and Germans had in turn
battered at her gates and wrangled outside her walls, and now once again the
boom of cannon was sounding in her ears,
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andthe old stone-paved
streetswereechoing
to the tramp of soldiers. But though six
hundred years of strife had left the old
town grey and hoary, yet she found man
still

the same.

His vices and passions

were unchanged: the merchant seeks to
fleece the soldier of his hard-earned wage,
and the warrior dreams of glory and
reward. But though man's heart had not
changed, his method of conducting war
was now different. The great cathedral
had seen men march by clad in leather
jerkins, with steel casquesupon their heads,
and pikes or halberds over their shoulders,
and cavaliers in glittering armour with attendant pages in gorgeous costume. In
later years it had seen others in flat threecornered caps, long scarlet coats turned
back at the knee, and white many-buttoned
gaiters reaching to the thigh, carrying on
their shoulders the heavy cumbrous musketoon.

Now,

beneath its

carved stone

tower, marched men in sombre russet dress
called khaki-men
whose manners and habits

were quiet like their dress, and whose demeanour was severe, as befitted a race whose
existence was at stake.
Under the shadow
of this cathedral had clustered sutlers' carts
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in days gone by, but now motor-lorries with
thrumming obedient engines stood in their
place, and the cavalier who of old rode by
on his

white

Flemish

war-horse

now

lolls

at ease in a swift and powerful motor-car.
The commander,too, who of yore controlled
his army from a vantage-point in the midst
of his soldiers, and despatched his orders
by galloping squires, is now installed in an
office far from the field of fight, and sends
his orders by telephone and telegraph to
his wide-flung battle line.
So it was with the General commanding
the army to which I was now appointed.
With two or three officers of his personal
staff he resided in a large, well-furnished
house just outside the old town. He lived,
I doubt not, in comfort, sat down nightly
to a well-served dinner, and slept between
sheets in a canopied bed. And indeed it
was very necessaryhe should do so. The
commander of a modern army lives a life
of continual

mental

strain ; in the hollow of

his hand lie not only the safety and wellbeing of hundreds of thousands of men, but
the destinies

of nations.

His

mistakes

will

be rememberedagainst him not only by his
own generation but by posterity. Upon
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the state of his health the fortunes of half

the world may depend,and his physical

fitness
result.

must be ensured if success is to
He must therefore be well housed,

fed, cared for-and
freed

from

all

minor

more, he must be
anxieties

and

from

those worrying but necessarydetails which
make for fighting efficiency in battle, and
affect the comfort and health of the soldier
in billet or bivouac.
These details the com-

mander leaves to his staff, a numerous com-

pany of officers who divide their allegiance
between

two

chiefs-one

of the

" General

"

or fighting staff, in whose hands lies the fate
of the soldier on the battlefield, the other
of the " Q " or administrative
staff, on whose

shoulders rests the responsibility for feeding,

clothing, arming, billeting, and maintaining
the health of the troops.

This Staff, numbering over two score,
had their offices in three buildings, and
were

billeted

in

the

homes

of

the

in-

habitants. For their meals they assembled
in messes of ten or a dozen, established
by agreement with the tenant or owner
of

various

well - sized

houses.

The

ad-

ministrativeofficersspenttheir wholeday,
and often part of the night, in their
offices. None of the excitement, and but
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a shadow of the glory of war, came their
way ; yet, though out of the limelight, upon
their shoulders rested to a large
extent the
o

safety and wellbeing of a quarter of a

million fellow- beings. Among this community of toilers my lot was now cast,
and though my new work was more
laborious, existence was made more com-

fortable than in the field. I had a good
billet, a room to myself, and nicely served
regular meals. A well - furnished diningroom, too, was luxury indeed after half a
year of rude and scanty shelter. I found the
membersof the messattended the four daily
meals with a regularity truly commendable.
It was not, however, merely for the sake of
eating. These meal hours were too often
the only periods of relaxation in the long
day. Breakfast was invariably a solemn
repast; late working hours night after night,
lack of sufficient exercise, and a total absti-

nence from any form of recreation, resulted
in a depressing view of life in general being
taken during the early hours.
In war one is thrown into very close
communion
condition

with

of life

one's fellows, and
with

its

constant

the

mental

and physical strain lays bare in a few days

phasesof character which might never be
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disclosed in a lifetime of ordinary com-

panionship. To a student of characterthere
is an infinity of interest in one'sfellows,and
very often it is not the big but the little
things in a man's character that strike
one most. My companions were men who
had

seen

much

of

the

world,

and

at

night one might listen to many little
anecdoteswhich brought to the mess-table
fleeting glimpses of the four corners of
the earth : a mental cinematograph, as
it

were, in which one saw a ride taken

across the stony Syrian desert, or a camel
convoy plodding slowly and wearily over
the Nubian sands: a picture of Northern
China in the grip of an arctic winter, or an
Indian frontier post baking in a scorching
sun: a snapshot or two of war, the yell
and rush of the 21st Lancers through the
Dervish ranks at Omdurman, or the grim
and desperate struggle between Boer and
Briton on Waggon Hill.
At other times
we were not so serious, and a racy story
from

Paris,

the

latest

adventure

of

the

German Crown Prince, or the last edition

of' La Vie Parisienne,'providedthat variety
which is the spice of life.

My left-hand neighbour at table was a
man who had travelled

round

the world-
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a man big in stature, big too in thoughts,
generous in impulse, quick to enjoy a joke,
ever ready to help a friend, a delightful
companion,but sensitive and quick to anger.
Though he drank no spirituous liquors, he

had a fondnessfor pouring whisky over his
pudding at dinner, to the amusementof the
mess, and then complaining at the end of
the meal that he felt ill, as he slowly rubbed
the region under the buckle of his belt in
a meditative

manner.

His

vis-a-vis

was a

small man, one of those people who insisted
on looking upon everything connected with
the war in the rosiest light, not becausehe
considered that matters were always rosy,
but

because

it

sent

a cold

shiver

down

his

spine to contemplate them otherwise.
One evening all the membersof the mess
were congregated in the ante-room awaiting
the summons to dinner, when a terrific

ex-

plosion was heard, seemingly at the farther
end of the town ; doors and windows rattled,
and

a

streets.

tremendous

We hurried

hubbub

arose

in

the

out, to find most of

the inhabitants gazing up into the starlit
sky, where the buzz of an aircraft's propeller
could be distinctly heard. Though no one
had seen the

aircraft,

all

were sure it

was a Zeppelin. While we were discussing
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the matter a secondexplosionoccurred,but
this time farther off, while the noise of the

propeller becamegradually fainter. Armed
partiesfrom the nearesttroops were turned
out, and a few armoured motor-cars mounted

with anti-aircraft guns gave chase to our
nocturnal visitor, but with small chance of

ever getting within range. The damage
done was trifling, and no casualties resulted.
We returned to the ante-room, and our con-

jectures as to whether the aircraft was a
Zeppelin or an aeroplane were cut short by
the doors being opened and the smart mess
corporal making the ever-welcomeannouncement, " Dinner is ready, gentlemen, please."
Trooping across a small yard we entered
the well-lit dining-room. " One thing I like
about this

mess," volunteered

the officer

responsible for the supply of Remounts to
the Army, and popularly known as " The
Master of the Horse," as he stood at the

end of the room prior to taking his seat,
" is that the table always looks inviting:
the linen is clean and the silver bright.
Onedoesnot expect theseluxuries on active
service,even at three francsa day," he concludedwith a smile, alluding to the costof
the messing.

The table indeed looked inviting: fruit
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and flowers occupiedthe position of honour
in the middle, flanked on either side by
flagons of whisky, syphons of soda, and

bottles of sauce and chutney ranged with
perfect military precision down the centre.

The linen was well - starched and spotless,
and the glass scintillated in the shaded
lamp-light.
The conversation during the meal naturally commenced with aircraft and bombdropping, and progressed by easy stages to
the trenches, into which projectiles of all
kinds have an unpleasant habit of falling.
" Well," said one officer, " I am glad I
don't have to go into the trenches."
" I think," continued another, "that

there

should be a special medal granted to every
fellow

who has served

in them."

" Good idea !" exclaimed my vis-a-vis;
" but a minimum period of time, say a fortnight, must be one of the conditions, or a
wound qualification for a shorter period,
otherwise one would see every medal-hunter
in England dashing out to spend half an
hour on a quiet day in the trenches."
" Well, so far as I am concerned,"said my

teetotal neighbour,pouring a liberal doseof
whisky over his chocolatepudding, " they
can have all the medals they want.

I con-
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fessI am no soldier, and an indifferent and

unwilling official."
This was my companion's stock phrase,
and it invariably brought a smile to the
faces of his

friends.

"What did you do this afternoon?" inquired the tall Master of the Horse to a
smart-looking colonel who had taken part
in

the

charge
of
C2

the

21st

Lancers

at

Omdurman.

" I went for a walk along the canal bank,
was shown over a hospital barge, and had tea
with two charming nursing sisters on board."
" Oh ! oh ! "

interest;

said

the

table

with

much

" let us hear all about them."

" Well, one was tall, slim, and pretty," replied the smart colonel with a quiet smile.
" And the other one?" inquired his
amused

listeners.

" Shorter and rather plain, but very nice,
and, I should think, most capable."
" I think I must go and have tea with the
pretty one," said my neighbour, pouring
more whisky over his pudding.
" Well," declared the Master of the Horse,

a cynicalman of the world, " the pretty one
may be the nicest to take tea with, but I am
quite sure which one I would rather be
nursed by."
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Thus passed our days.. Meal-hours, with
their

attendant

conversation, were, as it

were, the " entre-actes" which, breaking the
continuous series of our labours, served to

refresh us bodily and mentally.
Our

work

did

not

lack

interest.

A

modern army has often been compared to a
mighty machine, and the simile is an apt
one. A modern army is not only a mighty
but a very complicated machine, and the
engineerswho tend it, and the chief engineer
who controls

it and makes

it

obedient

to his

will, must be very highly skilled artificers.
It has often been stated that army officials
work in water-tight compartments,concerned
only with their own duties. There is some
truth in this, for as the military machine
requires highly skilled artificers, it naturally
follows

that

these

individuals

must

of neces-

sity be highly specialised. The training
on entering the military profession tends
to make

an officer

master of none.

a Jack-of-all-trades

and

As he rises, however, in his

profession he must specialise, and in the

highest ranks, though he may still have a
nodding acquaintance with many trades, he
must be a master of one. This specialisation,

though necessary,tends to narrow a man's
views;

he sees his own work and is con-
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cerned with it alone, and this is especially
true

of the administrative

branches.

It

is

the duty of the Staff to co-ordinate, to

take as it were the highly skilled products
of eachwater-tight compartment and blend
them into an harmonious whole.

The " Q "

Staff co-ordinates the Supply, Transport,
Ordnance,Remount, Medical, and Veterinary
services. Similarly the " General" Staff
should co-ordinate the work of the highly
skilled gunner with the strength of the
patient, well-trained infantry, and both with
the mobility of the cavalry and the wideseeing eye of the Air Service. The Commander of an army in his turn co-ordinates
and blends the strength, skill, and patience
of the

General

Staff

with

the

science

and

industry of the Admistrative Services. That
the British
ministered

Force in Flanders
there can be small

is well addoubt.
It is

better fed, clothed, equipped, horsed, and
medically attended than the army of any
other nation in the Field. It certainly has

lacked at critical momentsa sufficiencyof
those supplies which a modern army must
have to blast its way to success,but the

fault for this shortage lies not with the
Military Administration,but with the people
of Britain, who for years have turned their
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backson that slowly rising cloud so plainly
visible on the eastern horizon, while they
listened to, and applauded,the speechesof
cranks and office-seekingpoliticians.
In addition to being well-administered,
the Army is also well-trained. It can be
said, without fear of contradiction, that the

original six Divisions of the British Expeditionary Force were trained as well, if not
better, than any other Divisions which
entered

the

great

summer

of 1914.

arena

Cj

The men

of war
of these

in

the
Divi-

sions have now disappeared, either as
casualties or by being absorbed into new
formations; but the great new Armies of
our King that are pouring into France
are also well-trained, considering the difficulties, especially as regards officers, inherent in raising new levies in war time.
For this training a deep debt of gratitude
is due to our

General

Staff.

Whether

that

Staff is as capable of handling the enormous
masses of men which
constitute
modern
armies
with
the same skill
in battle
as
their confreres
in the Prussian
and French

services, remains to be proved.

As day followed day and the winter

graduallyfell behindus,the Army increased
in numbers and fighting efficiency. New
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home, the

weak

recovered vigour, and many arrangements

for improving the health and comfort of
the troopsweremade. Baths and laundries
almost within gunshot of the trenches were
established.

The trenches, too, were im-

proved and drained,dug-outsrenderedsafer
and roomier, and fuel and braziers furnished

for cooking and warming. Communication
trenches for bringing up under cover sup-

ports, reliefs, and all the soldiers'needswere
cut wherever required. All this labour was
not only necessary,but it provided the men
in

and

behind

the

trenches

with

that

oc-

cupation and exercise which kept them fit,
physically and mentally. The Germans,
needless to say, were equally busy. An
extraordinary incident occurred on one oc-

casion. A party of our infantry, taking
advantage of a dark cloudy night, came
out of their trench to improve the barbed-

wire defencesin front of their lines. Heavy
stakes were driven into the ground; to
these the wires were securedas they were
stretched row after row along the front of
the parapet. The work was proceedingas

rapidly and quietly as possible
; the enemy
were only three hundredyards away and
evidently on the alert, for voices could be
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distinctly heard in their direction. Suddenly the pale moonbeams shone through
a rift in the clouds. In their misty light
the working party would be plainly visible
from the opposinglines, and the men paused,
looking apprehensively towards the enemy's
trenches. To their great astonishment they

behelda Germanworking party engagedin
the samemanner as themselves,wiring their
own front, and it was their voices that had

been previously heard. Both parties now
continued their labours unheeding, but fully
consciousof each other's presence.
Such

occurrences

served

to

break

the

monotony of life in the trenches, which was
one dull struggle against cold and wet.
Anti - frostbite grease and whale oil was
served out in generous quantities to the
troops, and with this they smeared their
lower limbs. To keep the water out of the
trenches was most difficult;

it flowed in as

fast as it was pumped out, and even pumping was a difficult matter when the enemy's
artillery was active. In the half-frozen
slush, which nearly always covered the
ankles and sometimesreached to the thighs,

our gallant fellowshad to exist. Frost-bite
took more toll than the German sniper.

Standing at an advancedrailway station
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one day in February,I watched the luxurious motor ambulancesglide up, vehicle after
vehicle, with their loads of sick and wounded

for transference to the sumptuous hospital

train waiting alongside the platform.

I

noticed that in practically every case the
patient was suffering from injuries to the
head, hands, or feet.

The two former were

caused by shrapnel or bullet wounds, while
the feet were suffering from frost-bite.
Rubber boots to the knee, known as "gum
boots," were issued in large numbers to men
in the trenches, which, though they kept the
wearer warm and dry, were not altogether
a blessing. Being loose and unsecured to
the person, they hampered movement, while
in the attack they were a positive danger,
for, sticking fast in the deep clay slush,
they would be wrenched from the soldier's
feet as he charged forward over the heavy
ground.
In addition to the cold and wet, frequent
shelling and constant sniping, another

weapon of destruction now appeared on
the scene-the

bomb-fired

from a trench

mortar (the German" minenwerfer") or else
thrown by a catapult fashioned after the

ancient ballista; and with the bomb appeared his little

brothers, the hand and
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rifle grenades. The German trench mortars
and rifle grenadeswere undoubtedly superior
to our own, but the audacity and courage
with which our troops used the hand
grenades on innumerable occasions were
rarely equalled, and never excelled, by the
enemy.

The bomb or grenade when fired travels

slowly, with much waggling through the
air, in a high arch, and bursts on striking
even the softest ground with tremendous
violence, throwing a fountain of mud and
debris into the air, while its jagged iron
fragments fly in all directions with great
force. Although its path through the air
can be clearly seen, yet it is difficult in a
narrow crowded trench to get quickly out
of its way, and its destructive powers in a
confined space are considerable.
War, like Peace, is made up of contrasts;
and

while

we

behind

the

trenches

lived

in

safety and comparative luxury, our purely
fighting brethren were in constant danger
and

could

boast

of

little

comfort.

On

the other hand, our toil was unceasing,
while the soldier in his dug-out often
suffered from positive ennui. His responsi-

bility, too, was limited to the defenceof
his yard or two of trench, while on our
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shouldersrestedthe responsibilityfor maintaining the Army, supplying its every
need, preserving its efficiency, increasing
its strength, alleviating its suffering.
At last, to the inexpressible relief of all,
the winter, with its incessant rain pouring
into an ocean of mud, gave place to a dry
and sunny spring. The trees and hedges
blossomedinto green, and the soaked earth
rose from the waters to life and brightness.
The spring brought not only fresh life
to the earth, but new hopes to us for a
successfulcampaign in the summer.
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As soon as the fine weather was ushered in,

operations of an active nature were undertaken at various points along the whole
Western Front, and during March, April,
and May very severe battles were fought
opposite both flanks of the British line. In
these battles the fighting was of the most
desperate character.
In the southern

sector

of the British

front

Neuve Chapelle was the first objective.

This village had been in possessionof the
enemy since October.
The plan of attack was worked out by
the Army Staff with great thoroughness
and

in

the

most

minute

detail.

A battle has often been compared to a

great game of chess,in which the players
are the commanders on each side, and the
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piecesare battalions,batteries,and Divisions.
To look at a General Staff map with the
positions of the various units shown upon

it heightensthis impression,and operation
orders detailing the movement of troops
from one square to another farther on
which is the next objective, convey the idea
of a skilful player moving his pieces on the

chess-board.The enemy'sprobabledispositions, as progress is made, are taken into
consideration

in

the

same

manner

as the

player endeavours to counter a probable
move by his opponent in the game.
The

attack

commenced

with

a bombard-

ment of the German position at 7.30 A.M.
on the 10th March, and as the first shell

sang its dirge over the heads of the waiting thousands of men, many eyes glanced
upwards, as if to follow the trail of the

iron missile speedingthrough the air. As
soon as the range had been accurately

secured,a tremendousfire was openedon
the village of Neuve Chapelle and the

neighbouring trenches occupied by the
enemy.

Neuve Chapellewas part of the German
line and strongly defended. The inhabitants had long since deserted their homes.

During the previous bombardment in
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October the village had suffered severely :
now the artillery fire was more intense, and

from a greater number of big-calibreguns.
Under this hail of flying metal, the village,
the neighbouring trenches, and the whole
German position selected for attack were
blotted from sight under a pall of smoke
and
was

dust.
filled

The
with

earth
the

shook and
thunderous

the
roar

air
of

the exploding shells. To the watching
thousands the sight was a terrible one:
amidst the clouds of smoke and dust they
could

see human

bodies

with

earth

and

rock, portions of houses, and fragments of
trench hurtling through the air. The shell
fire was intended not merely to destroy the
enemy's entrenchments and their defenders,
but also to break up all obstacles, such as
wire entanglements and walls, which might
check

or

arrest

the

forward

movement

of

the attacking troops. There is little doubt
that the Germans were taken entirely by

surprise by the concentrationand severity
of the artillery
subjected.
As

fire to which they were

soon as the

assaulting infantry

bombardment

ceased the

dashed forward with

great elan, a living wave of men, against
the enemy's emplacements.
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In and aroundNeuve Chapellethe artillery
had doneits work well. The majority of the
defenders had been killed, and were lying
buried beneath the debris of the shattered
houses.

Wherever the work of the artillery had

been complete our troops met with little
resistance. Those of the enemy who had
not been killed were stunned, deafened, and

stupefied by the hideous clamour and awful
upheavals of the high-explosive shells; a
few were even bereft of reason, all were in-

capable of resistance. The barbed-wire entanglements and all obstructions had been
torn up and cut to pieces,offering no further

obstacleto our infantry.
In other places the work of the artillery
had been ineffective; whether this was due

to insufficient ammunition or incomplete
concentration of fire, or to one of those mis-

chances of war which no man can foresee,

it is impossibleto say. As a result, however, the attacking troops were held up by
strong barbed-wire entanglements,and in

oneplaceby a singlebrick wall, loopholed
and

fortified.

Here the enemy, safe in his untouched

and strong defences,openeda tremendous

rifle andmachine-gun
fire uponour infantry,
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strugglingpainfully to cut their way through
the wire which was peggedover the ground
like a hugenet. Caught in the fatal meshes,
our gallant fellows melted away before the
withering storm of rifle bullets. In a moment
hundreds of casualties strewed the ground.
The struggle continued by day and night
during the llth and 12th. As each position
was gained trenches were dug and the
new line consolidated. The enemy brought
up fresh troops and launched the most
desperate counter-attacks against our new
line.

These

were

all

beaten

off

with

im-

menseloss to the enemy. One such counterattack was made through the Bois de Biez.
A

solid

mass

of men

debouched

from

the

trees, led by their officers, two of whom
were

mounted

on horseback

and

headed

the

charge with drawn swords, as in the battles
of a century ago. Such courage compels
admiration, but it is madness in the face

of modern rifles and machine-guns. A
murderous fire met the advancing German

infantry, and in a few secondsthat column
of living men was but a heap of dead or

writhing bodies,a sight so appalling as to
sicken even the hardened

soldiers who had

seen eight months of slaughter.
The village of Neuve Chapellewas once
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again in British possession,though little
semblanceof a village remained. The
one main street was strewn with debris of
all kinds and the houses on each side were

gaunt and shattered skeletons. Of the
church but a fragment of the porch survived, while the houses which
clustered

round

it

were

now

once had
a

confused

mass of wreckage. The cemetery presented
a terrible spectacle, even the graves had
been plucked open and the dead uprooted.
Tombstones,artificial wreaths, the cemetery
walls, and the trees within the enclosure, in

splintered fragments strewed the ground.
A few isolated graves, with cheap little
wooden crossesand the big crucifix in the
churchyard alone escaped the hurricane.
It was nothing short of wonderful that so
prominent an object as the great wooden
cross, with its representation of the cruci-

fixion, should have been untouchedby the
storm of shells, when

all around

had been

levelledin a pile of wreckageto the ground.
Around the village the country presented
a scene of indescribable desolation, mournful

to a degree.
Measuredby the standard of this colossal
war Neuve Chapelle is but a minor engagement, yet our casualties in the fight
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were nearly double those sustained by the
purely British troops at Waterloo.
In return

for the toll of human life two

valuablelessonswere learned. Firstly, that
given sufficient heavy guns and howitzers

and an unlimited quantity of high-explosive
shells,it is possibleto blast one'sway through
any defendedline, however strongly held;
and conversely,that to attempt to break
through an entrenched position without
adequate artillery and ammunition is to
invite costly failure. Secondly, that a line
protected by good barbed - wire entanglements and defended by numerous machineguns in concrete emplacementscan be held
successfully by a few men.
The wire entanglements and the machineguns in protected shelters can only be
destroyed by direct hits with high - explosive shells from heavy calibre howitzers.
The ammunition must be in unlimited quantities, for it may take a hundred shells
before

the

one direct

hit

on the

machine-

gun emplacement is recorded.
When the guns have fulfilled their role
the infantry can dash forward and occupy
the shell-riven position which a living enemy
previously held.
In the northern

sector the British

left was
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occupyingmuch the same ground as had
beenfought for so stubbornly in November,
while a French

Division

continued

the line

to the north.

The whole Allied

front before the town of

Ypres formed a very pronouncedsalient,
rather more than a semicircle, with Ypres
itself

as the

centre.

The

French

front

was

along the northern half of this semicircle,
covering the Ypres - Yser canal. On the
fringe of the southern portion of the semicircle held by the British was Hill 60 and
the little village of Saint Eloi, both in possessionof the Germans. Hill 60, dignified
by the name hill, is only a slight rise in
the ground, sufficiently high, nevertheless,
in such flat country, to give the enemy
an excellent artillery observation post towards the British lines. Its capture was
therefore deemed necessary.
The hill was mined, and on the evening of
Saturday, the 17th April, the mine was fired.
Two battalions then stormed the position
under cover of a tremendous artillery fire,
and occupied the hill without much resistance from its dazed defenders. No sooner,

however, were our troops in complete
possessionthan a deluge of shells from
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numerous and powerful German guns was

rained on our devotedinfantry. Every inch
of the

surface

of the

hill

was

scarred

and

rent and the trenches blown to fragments.
Under

that

awful

hail

our

men

suffered

terribly. In spite of their sufferings, however, these splendid soldiers beat off attack
after attack. Finally, reduced in numbers,
dazed and stupefied by the continuous and
terrible artillery fire, they were forced back
to the edge of the reverse slope. Two fresh
battalions were now flung into the fight.
Storming the shot-scarred death-strewn hill,
they forced the Germans back once more.
Taking advantage of shell holes and scraping
what cover they could, these magnificent
fellows with their native tenacity clung to
the hard-won hill. Though hell was bursting and cracking around them, though the

very ground quakedbeneaththeir feet and
was flung into the air as if by miniature
volcanoesby the explosionsof the shells,
with only suchfood and drink as could reach
them at night, aching with fatigue and in
constant and deadly peril, they beat off
wave after wave of hostile infantiy launched

against them in ceaselesscounter- attacks.
The most desperateefforts of the enemyto
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win back the lost positionprovedunavailing,
and his dead strewed the slopes in countless
numbers.

During the afternoon of the 22nd April,
while the fight for Hill 60 was still raging,
the Germans launched a most powerful
attack on the northern sector of the Ypres
salient held by the French Territorial Division. This attack had for its object the
seizure of the Ypres-Yser canal, and the
driving of a deep wedge between the
British troops south of Ypres and the
French and Belgians who prolonged the line
northward
to the sea.
The attack
off attention
and reinforcements

also drew
from Hill

60, but this was only of secondary importance to the main purpose. The German
attack north of Ypres was doubtless conceived and prepared long before the British
attack on Hill 60 took place.
In

this

attack

on the

French

Division

a

new and terrible death-dealing device was
employed in defiance of the Hague Con-

vention. One would have thought that the
weapons of destruction already in use were

surely completeenoughfor the taking of poor
humanlife, without any additional terror.
How paltry and ineffectual are the efforts
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of Peace Societies and Hague Conventions
to check the horror
ness of war ! War

or lessen the destructiveis horror and destruction

carried to extreme by the aid of every
agency which the mind of man can devise.
The Apostles of Peace rely for the observance of their

nice conventions

on the honour

and decent feeling of peoples, but there
always have been, and unfortunately always
must be, people to whom honour has no
meaning and whose senseof decencyis lost
in the desire for gain. To such people one
argument alone appeals, and that is Force.
And if the unrighteous be the stronger
in this argument, then of what avail indeed
are Hague Conventions?
Now with fiendish ingenuity the Germans
let loose the new and perhaps deadliest
weaponof war-poison gas-a weaponwhich
deals death not swiftly and painlessly but
with lingering agony.
The

attack

on the

French

Division

was

openedwith a heavy artillery bombardment
of their position, followed by a great yellow
cloud of gas, which, with the wind behind it,
rolled slowly over the ground into the
trenches of our gallant allies. In a moment
thousands

of

men were
Q

in

the

throes

of
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torment and renderedincapableof offering
any resistance. Great numbers were soon

reducedto a dying condition, while those
who were able to move and avoid the gas

were forcedto abandonthe position. After
the gas had done its work, the German
infantry advancedand occupiedthe trenches
then tenanted by the dead and dying.
In addition to the position many guns were
lost, including some heavy British howitzers
whicb

were

in

action

behind

the

French

lines. Pressing on, the enemyfinally reached
the canal, crossed it, and occupied the villages of Steenstraate and Lizerne, thereby
jeopardising the safety of the British force
in tbe Ypres salient by threatening their
rear and driving the point of a wedge between the British and Belgian armies. The
Canadian Division,

the

new and untried

troops of the greatest of British Dominions
beyondthe seas,were on the immediate right
of the French. Mid the dark clouds of gas
and the smoke and confusion of battle it
was difficult for them to know the situation.

Their left flank was dangerouslyexposed,
and there was the prospectof their being
cut off and overwhelmed. These glorious
children of the Empire neverthelesswere
undaunted. Throwing back their left flank
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they checkedthe oncominglegions of the
Kaiser, and then in spite of a hurricane of

shells counter-attackedthe enemy. In one
brilliant charge they recaptured the lost
guns, but reduced in numbers and overborne

by the enemy'sartillery they were themselves

in turn

driven

back.

Fresh British troops were now hurried to
the scene from other portions of the line ;
the Lahore Division of the Indian Corps was
lent from the 1st Army. As the fresh troops
arrived they were thrust into the maelstrom
of the conflict. By the 26th April reinforcements of French troops and a British Cavalry
Division had also arrived and had beenpushed
into the fight. Day after day and night
after night the German attacks continueda volume of gas, a hurricane of shells, and
wave after wave of men. The desperate

struggle for Ypres in November was not
more terrible

than this, and the loss of

human life was appalling.

As for the

Germans, they lost holocausts of men.

During these days of prolonged agony the
battle raged along the front of the whole
salient,

from

Steenstraate

in

the

north,

through St Julien to Hill 60 and St Eloi
in the south.

Time after time the British

line was broken by a tornado of shells
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and an avalanche of men, only to be restored on each occasionby desperatecounterattacks. The French most gallantly drove

the Germansback beyond the canal and a
new allied

line was formed

original line.

to the west of the

Over the ground, now strewn

thickly with human bodies, the Germans
pressed their attacks in the opening days
of May, determined at whatever the cost
to capture Ypres.
On the 5th May the gallant defenders
of Hill 60 were overwhelmed by a cloud
of gas, and the Germans following on,
trampling over the countless bodies of
friends and foes, remained the victors

of

that storm - blasted mound. Among the
many heroic souls who died upon this fatal
hill was a great friend of mine, Major
George Walford of the Suffolk Regiment,
then serving as Brigade-Major to the 83rd
Brigade. A gallant soldier, a charming
friend, in him England lost a young officer
of great promise. He was shot through the
head in the foremost trench while observing
the enemy. What morenobledeath can there

be than to give one'slife for one'scountry?
On the 15th May the French, with the

assistanceof a British Cavalry Division,
drove the Germans out of Steenstraate

with
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tremendous slaughter, over 2000 of the
enemy's dead strewing the ground to the
north and east of the village. A new line
to the east of Ypres was then formed,
which ran through Hooge and the chateau
grounds. Of the white chateau itself, but
a pile of rubbish now remained.
By the third week in May the fighting,
which had been continuous for the past
month, gradually subsided, with the exhaustion of the enemy, and Ypres still remained

in

our

hands.

What the struggle for this town has cost
in human life it is impossible to say, but
Death has reaped a terrible harvest. Not
only has the toll of human suffering been
intense, but the town and the country for
miles around, within the great semicircle
of the salient, is blasted as if struck by
some awful upheaval of nature.
The
chateau and the hamlet of Hooge and all
the villages in the zone of the battle are
utterly destroyed, and remain mere heaps
of broken

bricks

and charred

woodwork.

In

the woods round Hooge hardly a tree is

whole,many are uprooted,while the jagged
tops and lopped-off branchesof thousands
appear as if struck by lightning. The
ground is littered with the bodies of the
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slain, and spattered with the yellow stain
of high explosive; everywherethe surface
is pitted and furrowed as if by somegiant
plough. Here truly the Devil has been the
ploughman and Death the reaper.
Of the historic old town of Ypres scarcely
one stone now rests upon another, and as

I stood in the Square, where lay the
remains

of

the

once famous

Cloth

Hall,

and surveyed the mournful picture of ruin
and desolation around, I felt that I should

raise my hand to my cap and salute this
mutilated corpse of what had once been a
noble city. The Prussians had rained high
explosive on Ypres till not a house remained whole-the majority were piles of
smouldering, evil-smelling rubbish. Poor
Ypres! once a city of princes, now a dustheap! Sodomand Gomorrah, those cities of
the Plain, were not more utterly destroyed.
Had God's curse fallen too upon this
city?

Near the remains of the Cloth Hall lay
the ruins of the Cathedral, roofless, its floor

strewn with a mass of debris-broken stone,
bricks and smashed church furniture, the

stonepillars scarredand notchedby shell
fire.

In all directions the town lay in ruins,

Cathedralat Ypres.
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and in appearance
resembleda locality that
had sufferedfrom a severe earthquake or
volcanic eruption. Photographs which I
remember of the ill-fated town of St Pierre,

in the West Indies, after its destructionby
the volcano Mount Pele, in whose shadow it

nestled, bore an astonishing similarity to
the

scene

around

me.

Streets

were

still

distinctly trraceableby the huge ash-heaps
along each side, but of houses no resemblance remained except portions of outside

walls still standing here and there, jagged,
broken, like the stumps of teeth in an old
man's jaw, an ugly, horrible sight.
I wondered

what

had

become

of

the

in-

habitants, many of whom had returned to
Ypres in December and January. Did the
bodies of helpless women and tiny children

lie buried in this desertedghost of a city ?
I wonderedespecially what fate had befallen
my little acquaintance of the light step and
brave

heart

who

had

befriended

me

the

previous November. Her house had probably been one of the first to be reduced
to ashes, as it stood at the top of the
Menin road. I prayed that she and her
father had escaped from the avalanche of
shells.

As I stood in the heart of ancient Ypres
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I dreamed a dream; and this was my dream.

I-a representativeof that great community
of

cultured

nations

which

boasts

in this

twentieth century of its civilisation and the
wonders of modern science-was standing
amid the ruins watching a great multitude

pass by, shades of the millions who had
lived in Ypres in bygone ages. In that
crowd rode merchant princes richly garbed,
beautiful

ladies in wonderful

costumes

carried

along in litters; shopkeepers,soldiers,Spanish
adventurers,apprentices,all looking sadly and
wonderingly at the sceneof desolationaround.
They stared at me as they passed by, but
the first expressionof interest which dawned
on their faces as they beheld man of the
twentieth century changed to the deepest
scorn. They seemed to point to the ashes
around and then glance at me. Was this

the much-vauntedcivilisation of my age,
and was

this

how

the

wonders

of modern

science were applied ?

I felt that I ought to stop that crowd
and explain how civilisation had improved
and spreadsincetheir day. But no, I dared
not. I could see the scorn deepenon the

facesof the women,and a glow of anger
mount to the countenanceof prince and
shopkeeper
asthey surveyedthe ruins of the
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Cloth Hall whichthey had solovingly erected.
I could see the Spanish soldier furrow his
brow

and

half

draw

his Toledo

steel.

" Go

hence,
Barbarian !" they seemed to shout:
"
compare not your boasted civilisation
with the honour and chivalry of our time."

And I turned away and hung my head
lest they should seethe flush of shameupon
my face.
They passed on, and on, and on, that
multitude,

countless as the stars in heaven.

Where were they going? O God, not
through those awful woods of Hooge?
I groaned in mental anguish. I could
see those dainty ladies scream with fright,
and cover their

sights.
horror

faces to blot

out

the terrible

I could see the soldiers pause in
and then

draw

their

swords

and close

round the women, to protect them from the
unknown danger that seemed to lurk between

the

trees.

I

saw the

cavalier

twirl

his moustachesas he looked with disgust to
right and left.
The murmur of that throng filled my ears
as I woke from my dream with a start.
The sun was shining in the heavens,and
the murmur came from the engine of the

car as it pulled up behind me. I smiledat
the recollection of my dream; doubtless
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there had been acts of barbarism

and scenes

of horror in that long vista of time which I
had seen unrolled

before me.

Science has

gainedimmeasurablyin that period,but has
civilisation made any appreciable improve-

ment during thosesevenhundred years? I
thought of the cavalier twirling his moustaches,and sadly shook my head. Was he,
that ghost of man long dead, a whit less
brave

than

the

brave

whose

bodies

he had

seen in the woods of Hooge ? No, he had
faced his man in fair fight perchancea score
of times, and killed him, but he would have

scorned to mutilate, to poison with gas, or
to blow to fragments a gallant foe.
In our modern
have lost that

craze for materialism

sensitiveness

to honour

we

which

pricked and quickened the more delicate
minds of our forefathers, while of the beauti-

ful chivalry of bygone ages but a fleeting
shadow

now

remains.

It has been a subject of discussion as to
whether Ypres was destroyed in a deliberate
spirit of wanton destructiveness or for mili-

tary necessity. The destruction of the town
is so complete, and appears to have been
done so systematically, that there is little
room to doubt

that

this

historic

old town

was deliberatelydestroyedwith the callous
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disregard of the barbarian for ancient monuments or works of art. Unable to capture
the old capital of Flanders, the Huns destroyed it in a spirit of vindictiveness.
While the second battle of Ypres was
still in progress, an attack by the First

Army was carried out farther south against
that portion of the German position which
extended from the Bois de Biez to Givenchy.
The bombardment of the enemy's trenches
began at 5 A.M. on the 9th of May, and
half an hour later the infantry assault was
made.

Several

lines

of

German

trenches

and some fortified posts were rushed by
our gallant troops, but the enemy's position
was found to be stronger than had been
anticipated. Though our artillery had done
its work well, many of the enemy's
machine-guns in their deep and well-protected shelters had managed to survive.
These terrible weapons, advantageously
posted and most skilfully handled, took

heavy toll of the attacking troops, and in
some cases rendered it impossible to hold
the trenches which had been captured.
The battle continued during the 9th, 10th,

and subsequentdays. On the 19th the
Highland
O

Division

and the Canadians who

had achieved such glory at Ypres were
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flung into the fight and a further advance
was won. By day and night the Germans
made the

most violent

counter-attacks

on

our new line. Though these were beaten
off in every case by our intrepid infantry,
our further

advance was checked, and the

enemy was given time to bring up reinforcements. About the third week in May this
seriesof engagements,which had taken place
on a width of front stretching from Richebourg-l'Avoue to Givenchy, ceased as the
result

of the

exhaustion

of both

sides.

While theseseverebattles were in progress,
we who sat behind at Headquarters, out of
the danger as well as out of the wild excitement and turmoil of the struggle, could only
work on and wait in suspense for news.
We could hear the guns, and knew that in
the seething cauldron of the fight ahead
tens

of

thousands

of

brave

men

were

struggling for mastery. We were fighting
a foe as courageousas any in Europe, and

better organised and more skilfully led
than any troops in the world. To succeed
against such adversaries demandedprodigies
of valour and endurance.
For one act recorded that wins the coveted V.C. we knew

that countlessothers,perhapsmore gallant
still, would remain unrecorded, the witnesses
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and the heroes themselves lying still and
silent

on the blood-soaked

fields of Flanders.

Flanders ! battle-ground of centuries, cockpit of Europe, how rich are the crops raised
annually from your soil-and rich indeed
they ought to be, for have not your fields
been watered
brave men ?

with

the

blood

of millions

of

Ypres and Neuve Chapelle. What visions
of awful slaughter do these names conjure
forth. Holocausts of splendid manhood.
The horror, the pity of it all. And what
shall

be the end thereof?

Shall Europe, nay, the whole world, live
under the iron heel of Prussia, unified by
the sword-organised and controlled by an
autocratic central authority measuring out
to every man his duty for peace and war,where patriotism is not left to the inclination and interpretation of the individual,
but is defined and apportioned by law ?
But if such should come to pass, who
is bold enough to say that stern discipline is bad for frail, uncertain-minded
humanity ?
Or shall we continue to live as we do now

in old England, free to recognise the duty
we owe to the

land

of our

birth,

to

respond nobly to our best instincts, to
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make those sacrifices, even of life itself,

for our Country's sake ?-free, too, to be
selfish and cowardly, - free to make no
sacrifices, but to accept them from others,
even the lives of tens of thousands, that

we may live in safety and comfort,-free
to strike for higher wages whenever we
feel discontented, regardless of the danger
and suffering we impose on the land that
bred

us ?

Freedom ! what a mockery is the word !
There can never be absolutefreedomamongst
a community of people. Each individual
owes his neighbour a duty, and must pay

it, if all are to live in harmony together.
Where, then, is each man's freedom ?

In Germany the liberties of the subject
are naught, the liberty of the State is
everything.

In England the liberties of the subject
are paramount, the liberty of the State is
apparently of less importance. The British
idea of individual freedom is grand in its
conception and fruitful of great results. It
develops initiative, resourcefulness, and

bravery of a high order. It encouragesall
a man's best instincts and producesoriginality and magnificent character, but unfortunately for our ideals human nature is
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frail and prone to weakness. Unfettered
personal freedom also encouragesslothfulness, cowardice, selfishness,and greed.
In Germany there is little personal
freedom, but there is national unity and
discipline under a rule of blood and iron.
In England the liberty of the subject is
our Magna Charta, and there is little
national discipline under a mild and generous rule.

Though our ideals may produce the finer
national character, there can be little doubt

that the rule of Blood and Iron produces
the stronger nation for war.
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CHAPTER

XIV.

" ICI IL Y A DANGER DE MORT."

" Ici il y a danger de mort." These words
with their sinister meaning arrested me in
my stride. They were painted on a board
nailed to a post which was erected beside
the road. It might have been one of those
notices one sees at home on the edge of a
field, "Trespasserswill be prosecuted." After
having been put up, the notice had been
left untended and neglected, the post was
leaning over to one side, and the board,
mud-splashed and weather-worn, drooped
one corner

to

the

earth

as if

mournful duty.
"Ici il y a danger de mort";

tired

of its

the words

fascinated me, and I read them over and

over again like a child learning a lesson.
" Here is danger of death." I looked up
the deserted road which led to the trenches

a thousand yards ahead, and back to a
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dirty dilapidated little town. I looked up
at the bright blue sky, across which a
few fleecy clouds were slowly drifting, and
blinked my eyes at the warm June sun
smiling- high up in the heavens. Where
was this death of whose presence I was
warned by the neglected notice - board ?
Should I see it come creeping on all-fours

along the road, or sailing like some evil
vulture across the peaceful blue sky ?
No, there was no blatant sign of that
dread presence to an ignorant passer- I>y,
but to a soldier there were many indications of danger.
Bordering the road was a ditch, but it
was not an ordinary ditch, for it was more
than six feet deep, and very narrow, with
perpendicular sides. The floor was planked
its entire length, while below the planks
were cross-ribs of wood a few feet apart,
to keep the flooring an inch or two above
the water which collected in puddles, or in
wet weather ran along like a stream at the
bottom
This

of the ditch.
was a communication

trench

which

ran along the road and then zigzagged
across country for a mile or more till it
ran into

the fire trenches.

He who would

miss the many stray bullets that chanceto
R
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fly alongthis road,or the viciousshrapnel
that crack like whips overhead, sending
their leadenshowershissinglike a thousand
serpentspast one's ears, is wise to take
advantage of the friendly shelter of this
narrow

way.

Just beyond this trench was a field, one
of thoseuntidy greenplots one finds on the
edge of every town, where rubbish, tin cans,
and bits of paper have been flung. The
wooden paling that separated this field from
the

road

was

broken

down

in

a score

of

places, adding to the neglected appearance
of the neighbourhood.
In this field, but at the side of it farthest

from the houses, were rows of graves, perhaps three score or more, the last restingplaces of men who were bred in England,
and who for love of their country had
shouldered the gun and fought in her defenceand for the great principles of freedom

sheupheld. Theyslept here quietly beneath
the turf, and upon the wooden crossesat

their heads,the symbol of their faith, were
inscribed their names and regiments and
the date they had met their death. Some

had been killed along this road, some in

the advancedtrenches,others,probablythe
majority,in billets while "resting" out of
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Such had been the fate of

some thirty men of a Yorkshire regiment,
who, having served a spell in the firing line,
were brought back for a rest. At dinner one
day a Gei'man shell had entered the house
where a platoon was billeted and there were
few who survived the explosion.
Just beyond this cemetery were the gaunt
frameworks of houses; ugly, battered,
burned - out

skeletons

of

dwellings
O

the

victims of the German gunners.
With the ditch besidethe road, the graves
in the field, and the shell-riven houses, one

would have thought no notice - board proclaiming the presence of danger was necessary to passers-by. The notice was intended,
however, to warn the slatternly women of
the town who stray at times along this
road, and the children no less-those ragged,
dirty, but happy little urchins who run barefoot and smiling after the khaki-clad troops
singing " Tipperary" with a comical accent
"
and beg for souvenirs or un petit sou,
m'sieur," as they hold out their grubby hands.

Turning my back on the mournful noticeboard with its dread warning, I proceeded
along the road, musing as I went.
It seemed to rne that the ignorant women
and the innocent children of the place were
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not the only peoplewho neededa notice to
warn them against a death they could not
see.

I thought of my countrymenat homewho,
having known no foe upon their soil for a
thousand years, are unfamiliar with war.
Becausethis colossal struggle is not waged
in their very midst, crumbling their homes
to dust, and strewing their fields with the
fallen, they find it impossibleto believe that
the death which has overtaken unhappy
Belgium might one day be theirs.
They do not fully realise that we are engaged in a life or death struggle with a foe
determined to win at any cost and under
any conditions-a foe absolutely unscrupulous and merciless,cunning as well as strong,
refusing to be fettered by any laws, human
or divine, and relying upon force, brutal and
violent, to achieve his ends.

Such is our enemy, who wields remorselessly the most powerful weapon of destruc-

tion the world has yet seen,and supports
it with the unity and industry of an obedi-

ent, numerous,and well-disciplinedpeople.
So terrible a foe cannot be conqueredby
half-hearted

measures.

The fate of the universe

and our national

existencehangs in the balance,yet can we
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truly say that we are putting forth our
utmost

efforts

?

Are we placing in the field every man
of our splendid fighting material, or are we
content that only those who are publicspirited shall jeopardise their lives for their
sake ?

Are we marshalling to our aid our incomparable resourcesunder a disciplined organisation, or are we content that only those
who

work

in

their

own

fixed

time

and

at

their own named rate of wage shall produce
the munitions

we so much

need ?

Are we sapping the enemy's strength by
depriving him of every ounce of the materials
he requires from acrossthe seas,or do we stay
our hand

for sentimental

reasons ?

MENE MENETEKELis writ large in flaming letters across the sky, a dread warning to every nation engaged in this awful
struggle.

A hundred years ago England delivered
Europe from Napoleon. Now again it is
England's opportunity to win the gratitude of the world and achieve undying
fame,-a fame that will go down to the
far distant ages when our Empire will be,
with those of Rome and Spain, just a
glorious memory.
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Of the allied nations now engaged in
the strife, Britain, above all others, has the

powerto destroythe terror that has Europe
by the throat. With the power does she
alsopossess
the will ? One thing is certain :
the state of the world as this generation
knew it before the war has gone for ever.
Thus soliloquising I cameto a little group
of cottages beside the road. They wore a
dishevelled appearance. The windows of all
were broken, and many had gaping shell
holes in their walls. The end cottage had
a board nailed

to the door, on which

was

painted "Dressing Station." Outside the
tumbledown hovels a few soldiers lounged,
smoking and chatting. Opposite the row
of cottages was a large red - brick house,
standing in its own grounds, once a pleasant
suburban villa, now by no means a health
resort. Passing the sentry who stood at
the wide gate, I entered the grounds, which
looked as if workmen had been delving for
the drains. A deep narrow trench traversed
the whole width of the garden, at one

end diving under a thickset hedge to join
up with the trench which I had seenbeside
the road beyond the town.

The other end

of the trench disappeared round the corner

of somestablesat the far end of the garden.
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The clay excavated from this narrow ditch
now formed an eyesore across the lawns and

flower-beds, crushing with its weight the
delicate blooms that peeped out here and
there, as if struggling pitifully for life.

A neat little woodenbridge,consistingof
two or three short planks and a hand-rail,
had been built across that portion of the
trench which came opposite the entrance
to the house, and I was much amused to

read the name of this diminutive bridge
painted on a board securedto the hand-mil,
" Bridge of Jena." I wondered who had
been guilty of this little pleasantry.
Napoleon's fine structure, built to commemorate one of the greatest of his victories,
might indeed have smiled indulgently at this
tiny namesake.
Crossing the Bridge of Jena I mounted
the stone steps leading to the front door.
Within the house someone was playing on

a piano a dreamy waltz that brought back
to me a flood
strains

of the

of tender
music

came

memories.
from

a room

The
on

the right of the hall, so opening the door
I strode in.

The waltz stopped with a jerk

as the player rose smiling to greet me. I
had met him and the other occupant of

the room on previous visits to the regi-
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ment. A cake and a bottle of whisky were

produced, and we discussed these little
amenities of peaceand exchangedsuch news
as we possessed.
The room I was in was the only habitable
p:irt of the house. A worn carpet on the
floor, a table, sideboard, a few chairs, and

the pianolawhich my friend had been playing, formed the furniture. The rest of the
house was pitted with shell holes, half the
roof at the back was blown

off, and from

a point half-way up the stairs leading to
the upper rooms one gazed out through
broken

beams and

the

torn

remains

of the

roof to the blue sky overhead. The landing
at the top of the stairs was strewn with
plaster, bricks, and pieces of the ceiling.
The whole upper portion of the back of the
house had been plucked out by some giant
paw, thus exposing any loiterer on the landing to the watchers in the German lines,
and giving a mark to their snipers.
Though most of the house had been hit
at some time or another, and most of the

articles it containeddestroyed,yet, wonderful to relate,the pianola had escapedup to
date without a scratch, and served to while

away many a weary hour to those who
occupied this shell-torn residence.
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I had some letters and parcels for my
brother who was in the trenches, and the

medical officer of the regiment, who had
been playing the pianola when I entered

the house, offered himself as my guide.
Together we descendedthe stone steps in
front of the house, and dropped into the
deep narrow trench running beneath the
Bridge of Jena. With my guide leading we
pursued our way in single file, leaving the
house

which

served

as

battalion

head-

quarters behind us. Skirting the stables,
scattered by one big shell into piles of debris,
we passed beneath another little wooden
bridge, which bore the legend "Bridge of
Austerlitz."

The

communication

trench,

along which we were now proceeding, was
a narrow gulley dug out of mother earth,
six feet deep, very narrow, with perpendicular sides and a wooden flooring of rough
planks. The excavated soil was piled on to
the lip of the trench as high as possibleon
both sides, and was held back from falling
into the trench by wire netting pegged to
the outside earth.

From the top of the ex-

cavated soil to the bottom of the trench was

a good eight feet, so that to the travellers
in this narrow way little but the sky overhead

was

visible.
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and turned

in

the

most bewilderingfashion,and after following
its winding coursefor sometime all senseof
direction

was lost.

For a thousand yards we continued our
way, and I could not refrain from expressing my surprise when I learned that
this work had all been done in one night.
The flooring and wire netting had doubtless
beenadded later, but the original excavation
had been du<j
hours of darkness
^J duringCJ the

by one battalion.
I thought of those at home who night
after night revel in the luxury of a warm
dry bed and many hours of solid sleep,while
the soldiers, in whose hands the safety of
England lies, are like the moles, busiest in
the dark hours, burrowing into the depths
of the

earth

to seek some measure

of cover

from that swift death ever waiting for those
exposedon the ground above.
Although it was midsummer, and the
weather fine, moisture was dripping from
the clay walls, and beneath the wooden

flooring water had collected in puddles. I
could well imagine the horrors of this
via

dolorosa

weather:

a

in

cold

choice

and
indeed

wet

November

between

two

dread evils-either to walk on the slimy
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ground above and chance the bullet of the

sniper, or to wend one'sweary way, perhaps
waist-deepin icy water, along this narrow
gulley.
Presently we came to a place where other
trenches broke at right angles into the main
trench. These subsidiary channels led to
various portions of the fire trenches. Taking
the secondof these turnings to the right we
emerged at last into the front line. Here I
stopped a moment to look about me. To
my right and left, as far as I could see,was
a narrow tortuous excavation twisting over
the surface of the earth with no apparent
method. This narrow winding channel
much resembled the one I had just come
along. The excavated earth, however, was
not thrown out into a heap on both sides,but
on to that side only which faced the German
line. Countless sandbags,filled with earth,
moreover, took the place of the wire netting,
and at every yard or so was a loophole
formed of sandbags.
Soldiers, with their coats open, and
divested of their accoutrements, thronged
the fire trench ; some were smoking and

yarning, a few were lying down,otherswere
huddledup with their kneesundertheir chins
snatchingsomesleep. Many of the younger
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men were eating bread or biscuit spread
thickly with jam which they dug out of tins
with a clasp-knife. Articles of clothing and
equipmentlay on the top of the rear wall of
the trench ; rifles, neatly stacked in wooden
racks, rested against the forward face close
under the parapet. I noticed the care which
had

been

taken

of the

rifles.

The

breach

and those parts of the mechanism which
required protection from wet and loose particles of earth, were carefully covered with
scraps of rag or sacking. A barrel choked
with a plug of clay, or a bolt gritted
with earth, might mean the sacrifice of
many lives, perhaps even the loss of the
trench.

The men were extraordinarily cheery in
their dull, uncomfortable surroundings, and
as they leaned their backs against the
forward

face

of

the

trench

smokino-\j

and

chatting, it seemed to a casual observer
that the war and the enemy, only a few
yards away, were matters of little concern
to

them.

By turning sidewaysand steppingwarily,
I managed to squeeze past the men and

avoid disturbing the sleepers. My inquiries
for "D"

Companyand its Commander were

immediately answeredby a dozen voices,
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and with so many friendly guides to point
out the way I soon reached my goal. In a
slightly wider portion of the trench I met
my brother and two or three other officers.
After exchanging greetings I was led to a
little cave dug out of the rear wall of the
trench. This little cave or cubby hole was
about five feet high, six feet long, and four
feet wide. The floor, sides, and ceiling were
all planked, and the roof, upon which was a
three-foot thickness of earth, was supported
by stout timber props. A short plank bench
against the two side-walls served for seats,
while a table, taken from a destroyed farm
near by, filled almost the whole of the remainder

of the

interior.

Being invited to enter, I squeezedbetween
the table and one of the benches,crouching
low to avoid striking my head against the
roof. Once seated, there was space to
stretch my legs beneath the table, and I
looked round the tiny cabin. There was
just room for two without overcrowding, and

as my brother occupiedthe seat facing me,
the other two companyofficersseatedthemselveson a couple of stools in the trench
just outside.

Along the rear wall of the dug-out, and

running its whole length, was a wooden
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shelf upon which a heterogenouscollection
of articles jostled each other: a teapot,
which

was now handed out to a soldier to

fill with a brew of tea, some tin mugs, boxes

of cigarettes, bottles of whisky, tins of
sardines, some revolver ammunition,

and a

few articles of equipment.
The interior of the dug-out was brightened
by pictures affixed to the rough wallsillustrations

from

the

' Tatler

' and ' Sketch

'

of society beauties and belles of the footlights, the latter smiling as sweetly as ever !
These pictures served not only to brighten
this little den, but to divert the thoughts to
pleasanter subjects than the beastly Boche
in his trench 300 yards away.
Presently the filled teapot reappeared.
Mugs were handed round, and a cake produced, also milk, sugar, bread, butter, and
jam. While enjoying our tea we talked
of home, dear old England; dear because
of its associations, its great traditions,
its wonderful history; the land of our
forebears, those heroes who spread a halo
round the name of England and made her
Queen of the Earth.

I leaned back and watched my young
companions, true types of the best of
Britain's manhood,brave and cheerful, clean-
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mindedand strong-limbed,the flush of youth
and health

in their

cheeks.

After tea we emergedfrom the dug-out,
and 1 followedmy hrother along the trench.
Every few yards we passeda sentry or
sniper watching intently the enemy'slines
through a loophole.
Many of these loopholes were formed of
sandbags, but a few were constructed of
steel plates having a narrow slit cut in the
centre, the plates being bullet-proof, and
built into the face of the parapet.
Peering through one of these loopholes
I surveyed the whole of that no - man'sland which lay between the opposing
trenches, a rough, weed-grown, shell-pocked
tract of ground running level with the eye.
In close proximity were our barbed-wire
entanglements, miles of wire peggedsecurely
a foot or more above the ground - - a
terrible

net

in

which

to hold

the

attacker

under the close and deadly fire of machine-

guns and magazinerifles.
Farther on, three hundred yards away,

facing us across no-man's-land, lay the
German lines.

The parapet of their trench

was conspicuousby the sandbagsof which
it was constructed, sandbags which had
bleached almost white

in the sun and rain.
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Passing along our trench I noticed a
deepshelf cut into solid mother earth right
beneaththe parapet. The shelf was long
enoughfor a man to lie in and about three
feet hiffh,
formed the roof
O
' the earth which

being held up by stout planks supportedat
the ends. Similar shelves were dug every

twenty or thirty yards. Into these shelves
men crawled to sleep at night and to take
cover

when

the

trenches

were

shelled.

Presently we arrived at a point in our lines
where a little subsidiary trench ran out from
the main trench towards the enemy's lines.
We followed this trench, which was a rough
excavation, full of holes, in which water had

collected.

After proceeding some distance

the trench ended, and we found ourselves

in a little cul-de-sac 80 to 100 yards in
advance of our lines. Being below the
surface of the ground we could see nothing

without the help of a periscope,but with
this

useful

little

instrument

we

obtained

a nearer view of the enemy's trenches and

a vista down the long glade separatingthe
opposing lines.

While we were there the enemy suddenly opened a mild bombardment of our

trenches with a few heavy- calibre guns.
There seemed no particular reason for it,
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but perhaps it was the hour of the evening
" Hymn of Hate "!

It was quite like old times at Ypres to
listen to the shells singing their mournful
dirge far over my head, to fall about 100
yards behind our lines, where they burst,
throwing great fountains of red earth into
the

air.

The

soldiers

have a name for each

different kind of shell. The heavy high
explosives with which we were now being
" strafed" are called " crumps," from the
roar on
deep base " cr-r-r- urnp " of their
bursting.
The splinters of these shells fly great
distances, and my brother hurried back to
see that his company were keeping well
under

cover.

Mr

Thomas

Atkins

is

notoriously careless, and familiarity even
with "crumps" breeds contempt after a
time.

On getting back to the lines we found
that precautions had already been taken to

keepevery oneunder cover. All, exceptthe
sentries and a few snipers, who kept up a

desultory exchange of shots with the
enemy's sharpshooters,were seated,smoking and chatting, on the floor of the trench.
A few yards behind the fire trenches
hollows had been dug in placesfor cooking
s
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and other domesticpurposes. One of the
men who had been tending a coke fire in
one of these hollows now approached an

officer,and indicating his left forearm said,
in a very offended manner, " A piece of that
last shell 'it me 'ere, sir; it fair numbed my
harm." He made his complaint in such a

deeply injured tone of voice that 1 fully
expected him to add, " and I didn't do
nuthink

to 'im, sir ! "

This soldier was probably expecting a
severe reprimand for being outside the
trenches, and thought, no doubt, to enlist
a little sympathy beforehand.
However, he was told curtly to get under
cover and stay there.
It was fortunate that the piece of shell
which struck him was a very tiny fragment,
and had flown some distance, otherwise his
arm would
" numbed."

have

been

much

more

than

The force behind even the smallest fragments of high-explosive shells is remarkable.
An officer, on one occasion, was seated

in a well-protected dug-out when a high
explosive burst a few yards away. One
fragment of the shell passedthrough the
roof of the dug - out, formed of three feet

of solid earth and a half-inch planking; it
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then cut through several thicknesses of

cloth, for the officer was wearing a greatcoat with a turned - hack double cuff, and
finally wounded him on the wrist, a severe
blow. The piece of shell which performed

this feat was scarcely bigger than a sixpence, though somewhat heavier.
As the evening was now drawing on 1
bade farewell to my friends and returned to
the inglorious comfort and safety of Headquarters.
The more one sees of the advanced
the more one realises
that
this war

line
is a

series of gigantic soldiers' battles. To the
regimental infantry officer and humble
private I touch my hat in deep respect. It
is they who have borne the brunt of this
fierce struggle, fighting countless Inkermans against the enemy's masses,and paling
the glory of the storm of Badajos in their
heroic attacks on the enemy's line.
There has been nothing in this war to
compare in any degree with the military
achievements of the great Napoleon, that

mastergenius of war who dazzledthe world
by the boldnessof his conceptionsand the
energy, rapidity, and brilliance of their
execution.

His march from the cliffs of Boulogne
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to accept the sin-renderof Mack at Ulm,
and

his victories

of Austerlitz

and Jena,

Friedland and Wagram, have no counterpart in this war.
It was Napoleon, not his armies, who conquered Europe a century ago.

It is the fighting man, not the genius of
his leader,who is contending for the mastery
of Europe to-day.
The German thrust at Paris and successful
march
on Warsaw
were bull-like
feats of

strength, not masterpiecesof strategy.
And

as this titanic

war has resolved

itself

-seemingly through lack of a military
master-mind on either side-into a struggle
between millions of fighting men, it is

obvious that to ensure victory every ablebodied man must take his place in the
battle
Our

line.
enemies

have

not

hesitated

to

call

upon every fit male between seventeen and

forty-five years of age. Our allies, too,
have called up all their manhood.
Is it the painful truth that we alone, who

perhapshave most at stake, lack the spirit
of our neighbours?

We placard the country with postersof
a mother saying to her son, " Go, it is your
duty."
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Do we expect every British mother to
have the heart of a Spartan, and has England in her prosperity grown such a coward
that she fears to take upon herself that responsibility which she would thrust upon
the

mothers

of her sons ?
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CHAPTER

XV.

THE DEVIL'S FIREWORKS AT HOOGE.

THE regiment is holding a line of trenches
out in the dread salient of Ypres. We are
on the extreme flank of our Division, and

on our immediate right is one of the Divisions of that great new army which has been
raised through the influence of one man's
personality and the magic of a name.
We have been in these trenches just a
week, and matters have been very quiet
during that time, except for an occasional
"strafe" from the enemy's artillery.
Suddenly one morning, in the dark hour
before the dawn, a great burst of rifle fire
breaks out on our right, and as we all turn
out and stand to arms we see a strange and
brilliant glow of light in that sector of the
line occupiedby the New Army Division.
While we are speculating as to the meaning of this phenomenon,we hear that the
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hundred

yards of trench in a most important part of
the salient. It has been attacked by the
enemy,using flame projectors pouring liquid
fire into

the trenches.

Staggered by this fresh manifestation of

German"kultur" the Division givesground,
and fails

to recover

the trenches

it

has lost

in spite of severalbrilliant and costly counterattacks.

For several nights succeeding this unhappy episode both sides get bad attacks
of " nerves,"--the Germans evidently expecting a counter-attack during the hours
of darkness with a view to recovering the
lost trenches, and our side expecting a repetition of the late attack, the Bochesbeing
aided by the fires of their friends from the
nether regions.
These attacks of "nerves," or "wind up"
as Thomas Atkins would call them, are dis-

tracting, as they keep us in the adjoining
trenches on the qui vive and put away all
chances of sleep.

They are all the same. First one hears
a singlerifle shot crack in the darkness: this
is followedby another and yet another,until
the single shots swell quickly into a ripple
of fire which in its turn growsspeedilyinto
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Tens of thousands

of

rifles on both sidesempty their magazines
into the night, and the opposingtrenches
are distinctly outlined by the flickering
flame of light running along their front.
Maxims with their rapid and vicious rat-

tat-tat, and guns and howitzers of all descriptions from behind the trenches, join
in the

hideous

clamour.

The most brilliant display that Brock ever
gave at the Crystal Palace is not more aweinspiring and wonderful than the Devil's
fireworks which are now turning night into
day.
Dazzling star-shells light up for a few
brief secondsthe whole ground between the
opposing lines, a valley of death, strewn
with human forms, thick

as the leaves in

autumn.

In the blackness that succeedsthe light
of the star-shells, the blinding flashes of
thousands of bursting shrapnel seem to stab

the darknesslike continuouslightning, while
cascades of leaden bullets and fragments
of
O

steel-casingfly in all directions. Crumps,
too,join in the fray, shakingthe whole earth
with their ponderousexplosions.
It seemsimpossiblefor any poor creature

of fleshandboneto exist in this Niagaraof
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falling metal. Many indeed are blown to
fragments, and many who live are quaking
with

fear.

The uproar dies down after a time almost
as quickly as it commenced,and the rest of
the night may pass in comparative calm, or
these bursts of fire may continue at intervals
through the dark hours, as someimaginative
or nerve-shaken sentry sees in a shell-riven
tree-stump the form of an enemy creeping
upon him.
During1
these
O

" strafes"

thousands

of

rounds of gun ammunition and millions of
rounds of small-arm ammunition are fired by
both sides, and the measure of loss suffered

by friend or foe depends to a considerable

extent on the degreeof goodcoveravailable
in the trenches.

If every bullet or shell fired in this war
had found a billet in some soldier's body,
the united armies of Europe would have
long since ceasedto exist.
After a few more days in our trenches we

get orders at the beginning of August to
hand over our line to a Division

which has

come up from the south.
This relief has taken place much sooner

than has beencustomaryof late. As a rule
each Division gets a definite and regular
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periodin the trenches,and then goesback
to rest. This premature relief, therefore,

gives us all much food for thought and
speculationas to our future movements.
We tramp back to a village, where we

go into billets. Here we have plenty of
time to think, and we wonder whether we

are going south to join a new army recently
formed, or whether we are about to be used

to retake the lost trenches at Hooge.
In a day or two we hear that the latter
surmise is correct. Two brigades, including
our own, are to make the attack, and a

third brigade is held in reserve.
We

know

now

what

is in

store

for

us.

Hell-bloody and awful. However, we are
soldiers. Our duty lies in that hell. There
is no more to be said.

The exact date of the operation is kept a
secret, locked

in the breasts of the

Staff.

Each night we have a little farewell dinner,
not knowing but that it may be our last.
We also get all the sleep we can, for we
know we shall get little enough when the
guns begin to boom.
On a Sunday night we march back to
Ypres, or " Wipers" as the soldiers call it,

one time a city, now a gigantic rubbishheap.
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Two battalions of the brigade are going
to carry out the actual assault, and the
duty assigned to my regiment is to consolidate the line when it is captured. We

know that this portends a heavy dose of
" crumps" as our share of the enemy's
attentions.

There is no sleepfor us this night as we
march to take up our allotted positions.
About

half

an hour

before

the

dawn

our

.-I
guns
commence to plaster the German
trenches with every manner of shell. The
ground shakes and the atmosphere is filled
with the deep roar of the explosions,while
the whine of the shells through the air is
like the continuous howl of a winter's gale.
After thirty minutes or so the guns
" lift," and spray the whole ground behind the German trenches, so as to pre-

vent any reinforcements from reaching those
who may still be alive in the battered
trenches.
This is the

moment

for

our

two

assault-

ing battalions to dash forward. Scrambling
out of their own trenches, they rush the
enemy's line with splendid clan.
The Boches, much shaken by the bombardment, greatly depleted in numbers, and
their

trenches filled with dead, have little
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fight left in them. The two battalions
capturethe first and secondlines with ease,
bayoneting every German who resists in
the trenches and in the great mine crater

in the chateaugrounds,wheremany of them
have taken refuge.
Numbers of the enemy are skulking in
their shell - proof dug - outs. Into these
shelters our men fling bombs with a cheery
cry of " Here's a souvenir for you ! " as they
run along the trenches. The bombs bursting in these confined and crowded spacesdo
terrible execution.
About two in

the

afternoon

the

German

guns pour a hail of shells on to the recently
won position and on the ramparts where my
regiment is in support. Presently we hear
that the troops who now occupy the captured trenches are having a very bad time
from

the

German

howitzers

which

are

" crumping" them out of the positions
they so gallantly captured.
In spite of these fearsome shells, whose

explosionstear the earth into great craters,
the troops still hang on to their hard-won

ground with true British tenacity. They
have secured not only the original 500
yards of trench which had been lost the

previousweek, but a farther 700 yards as
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Their losses,however, are terribly

severe.

In the evening our regiment receives
orders to move up and consolidate the
captured position.
We march out from Ypres just as darkness is falling.
As we leave the ramparts behind us we
see a wonderful sight. From all points in
the salient great flashes of lire from the
numberless German guns continuously light
the sky, while the booming of the artillery and the whistle of the shells are
incessant.

It is all terribly grand, but I feel very
shaky. In the darkness and pandemonium
ahead is hell-hell made by man, where
the great guns are making sport of human
bodies, tearing them limb from limb, as a
naughty child pulls to pieces a doll of
which

it

has tired.

There is little

time, fortunately,

for

morbid thoughts, as the officers are busy
keeping their men together and prevent-

ing them losing their direction.
It

is a difficult

matter

to control

a com-

pany 200 strong and to avoid straggling
when advancing on a pitch - black night

over strange country, especially when, as
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are increased

by the blinding flashes of bursting shells
and by the noise and turmoil of the fight.

Presently we reach the line selected by
our commander, and at once begin
to consolidate the position that has been
won.

We are on the fringe of the hurricane.
Many shells fall around us, but the great
majority are crashing into the earth just
in

front.

To

advance

farther

would

be

merely to share the fate of the two battalions whom we are relieving without obtaining any commensurateadvantage.
Undoubtedly the excellent judgment and
soldierly skill of our Colonel saved many
lives on this occasion; at the same time

lie held complete command of the captured
position, which lay under the muzzles of
our

rifles.

As the day breaks the gun and musketry fire dies down, and a thick mist,
so common in Flanders, settles over the
ground.

Ordersare now receivedfor small parties
to go out and endeavourto bring in some
of the many wounded lying in our front.
I am fortunate in getting in a wounded

officerwho has beenlying out for twenty-
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four hours with both legs shattered, and
without a drop of water to drink.

The

look of gratitude which he gives us from
his pain - racked face brings tears to my
eyes.

Suddenly the mist rises, and the parties
have to leave their errand of mercy and

hurry back to the cover of their hastilydug trenches.
Unfortunately I have tarried rather longer
than the rest, and am caught by a burst
of German gun fire. The enemy evidently
suspects that we have a party in the wood.
For what seems an infinity of time, but
is probably only about ten minutes, a
deluge of projectiles rain among the shattered tree-stumps.
I take refuge in a
wretchedly small shell hole and hug the
earth close. Never has my body appeared
so evident, and never have I desired so

strongly to shrink into invisibility.
sort

and

kind

of shell

seems bent

Every
on seek-

ing me out. They come shrieking through
the air like demons possessed,and strike

the groundall round,shakingthe earth with
their explosions, and covering me with
stones and mud. "Cr-r-r-ump,"
"woofwoof," " whiz-bang." Each devil from hell
seems to have his own fiendish song.
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Suddenly the fire ceases. Jumping to
my feet, I run as if Satan himself with
the sharpestbayonetwas at my heels,and
reach the trenches in safety. I am shaken

in mind and body, bruised by the flying
stones, and covered in dust, but alive and
sound, and thankful

indeed to be so.

During this "strafe" the commanderof
B Company,among others, has been hit,
and I have to take

over his command.

This

company is in the worst part of the battalion line, its trenches running through a
portion of the wood. We get little rest,
as the Germans shell us day and night.
I have had no sleep for two days, and am
feeling ill and shaky.
As soon, however, as darkness settles

down we set to work and dig more furiously
than ever. Cover we must have against the
terrible shell fire, and most of the work must

be done under the friendly shade of night.
I cannot make up my mind which is the
worse-the

hours of darkness and toil, or

the hours of daylight laying bare the awful
sights around. I have never seenso many
dead before; they lie thick in the old

trenchesand in the ground in front. Many
of them belong to that new Division which

lost its trenches ten days ago, and their
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bodies have been lying1 out unburied ever
since.

As for the smells, O God ! how sick

they make me feel.
In

the

wood

there

is not

a tree

that

has not been blasted by shell fire. Many
have been uprooted. The whole ground
gives one the appearanceof a rough sea;
it

has been churned

into

a mass of storm-

tossed, broken waves by countless explosions. Not a square yard appears to have
escaped a shell at some time or another.
This pock-marked, shell-torn surface is littered with trees, branches, hundreds

of dead

bodies, and horrible pieces of humanity.
Even to one hardened by twelve months of
war, it is dreadful to see these awful objects
lying spewed around on every side. Yet
once these things received a mother's love,
and perhaps some wife or tiny children are
waiting now for the splendid man who
yonder lies a mangled corpse.
In one part of the trenches held by my

company the floor of the trench is composed entirely of the dead bodiesof Germans. There has been no time to bury
them. The trench had to be occupied,and
there was no choice except to walk over
them.

The bodies are now removed and

buried.
T
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The top of the trench runs into the
famousmine crater in the grounds of the
Hooge chateau.
This crater is the result

of a mine which

the British exploded a few weeks ago
under the German position. The appear-

ance of the ground bafflesdescription. Of
the chateau itself and the stables two piles
of rubbish

are

all

that

now

remain.

The

neighbouringtrencheshavebeenblotted out
of sight, and the ground has been broken up
into a jumble of waves by countlessshells.
The crater itself is a great, torn, jagged
hole forty yards across and thirty feet deep.
In this great pit lies a confused mass of
dead bodies, British and German.

This is called War, I commented to myself, as I looked into this pit of horrors.
But what is it really except wholesale
murder, legalised and even glorified by the
high-sounding title of War.
Murder by an individual in private life
is punishable with death among civilised
nations, but how is the great murderer or
group of murderers responsible for this ap-

palling slaughterto be brought to justice ?
What machinery of the law exists to make
them

atone

for

their

crimes ?

None, I reflected sadly, except force,-
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of doom the final arbiter
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the crack

in the differences

between nations and the overbearingambitions

of their

rulers.

How utterly futile are the efforts of humanitarians

to render

war

more

humane !

How easy it is for these well-intentioned
gentlemen to air their tedious platitudes
by the safety of their own firesides.
Have

their

numerous

conferences

and ban-

quets so clouded their intellect that they
cannot

realise

that

human

nature

consists

of

elemental passions,violent as well as gentle,
bestial as well as noble ; that all must travel

along the road of life together, and that
what is law to one man is merely a matter
of derision and mockery to another?
And these passions,discriminating in their
degree between individuals, are intensified
a thousand-fold

between

nations.

Of what use are humane doctrines couched

in high-sounding phrases and well-turned
sentences to the furious

man in

the wild

frenzy of battle ?
What use are Hague Conventions to a

mincl momentarilyunhingedby the sight of
a deluge of blood ?
What is the use of preaching humani-

tarian principlesto a peoplewho have seen
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their homes burned to the ground, their

women ruthlessly violated, their babies
tossed on to the points of bayonets, and
their

men shot

in cold

blood ?

Of what value are Treaties and Hague and
Geneva Conventions

to a nation

who, with

deliberate intent, resorts to premeditated
savagery to overawe a brave people whom
it has wantonly attacked ?
Look at that dead man lying there, his
hideouscountenanceupturned to the heavens.
What mercy would you expect for a wounded
enemy from such a brutish face as that ?
What pity, what chivalry, would you expect
him to extend to the trembling girl in his
evil grasp ?
Look at that big Englishman who
lies at the edge of the crater, his rifle,
with bayonet fixed, outstretched before
him.

The

bullet

that

struck

him

in

the

forehead has sealed upon his fine face the
look

of

determined

resolve

with

which

he

charged upon his enemies. Assuredly there

was no doubt in his mind as to the justice
of the cause for which he fought.
In the
O
blood of his foes he was determined
to

avenge the wrong done to Belgium and the
menace

to his own

fireside.

Last night I was detailed for a most

THE
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unpleasant duty. Under cover of the darkness I had to go out and search for the
bodies

of five

officers

who

had

been

killed

about ten days ago.
It was a nightmare.
With the strengthening aid of a flask
of ruin

I searched

for two

hours.

I turned

over scores of bodies and peered into the
white

faces

of

the

dead.

But

it

was an

impossible task in the darkness over the
broken encumbered ground and among the
litter

of the

slain.

After five days at Hooge the line is consolidated and straightened out, and we are
relieved by another battalion.
After a further five days we return to
billets for six days' rest.
Here we are inspected by our corps commander

and thanked

for our

share in the

battle.

Thus closes an eventful week, a week

which I am never likely to forget.
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CHAPTER

XVI.

LOOS.

THE last days of Septemberwitnessedthe
greatest Allied success on the Western
Front
Aisne.

since

the

Battles

of the

Marne

and

Careful, thorough, and methodical preparation had been made for an attack on
the German position. For weeks before the
date fixed for the battle, the General and

Administrative Staffs had toiled all day and
far into the night, endeavouring to leave no
stone unturned which would ensure victory
to

our

arms.

The lesson of Neuve Chapelle was borne
in mind, and in addition to large reinforcements of fresh troops a great number of
heavy guns and howitzers were brought out
from England. The role assigned to these
powerful weapons was to batter into impotency that portion of the enemy's line
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where the attempt to break through would
be made.

The lay mind would probably find it
difficult to realise the vast amount of preparatory work which must necessarily be
undertaken in these days of modern warfare,

before a battle is fought, if successon an
appreciable scale is to be expected.
Not only have large numbers of men,
horses,and guns to be brought up into the
battle zone and placed in their allotted positions at the right time, but vast quantities
of stores of every description must be provided to supply their needs. Some of these
stores must be consigned regularly and in
definite quantities to special railheads.
Others

have

to

be taken

forward

and

de-

posited in selected localities where they are
likely to be required on the day of battle.
All the arrangements have to be made to
meet not one situation alone but a variety

of possiblecontingencies,
for nothing is certain and nothing is impossiblein war.
Above all, though the work of preparation must be on a very extensive scale,

requiringmuchperfectionof detail,no word
of the projected adventuremust reach the
enemy's ears.

A day or two beforethe great assault,I
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went forward to an advanced depot which
had been formed close behind our trenches.

From a slack-heap,nearly the whole field
of the coming battle was spread before
me. Almost directly in front, about 2000

yards away, rose the queer, pagoda-like
twin-towers

of Loos.

To

their

left

the

ground rose in a scarcelyperceptibleswell,
to fall again asgradually to the northward.
Here, hardly discernible, were the German
trenches. To the right of Loos was Lens,
and beyond that town rose the long blue
ridge of Notre Dame de Lorette. Behind me some of our heavy artillery was
ranging on to the German position, and it
was interesting to watch their work. First
came the roar of the gun as it was discharged, then the whine of the shell through
the still air, growing fainter each second;
next the flash of the explosion on the gentle
rise ahead, as the shell struck the ground,
followed immediately by an enormousvolume
of red earth and dark smoke flung into the
air; lastly, a deep base rumble camedown to
the ear like the muttering of distant thunder.
The enemy,needlessto say, were not idle,

and were firing in reply one or two very
heavy shells, searching for some cleverlyhidden

French

batteries.

Smaller

shells
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were falling on the plain in front, evi-

dently directed upon some of our lighter
guns that were dug into the earth a few

hundred yards away to the left.
As our heavy guns reached their allotted

positions, each one preparedfor its work
by preliminary, deliberate, and methodical

ranging on to the enemy's trenches. On
the 22nd a heavy bombardment from
massed guns was opened on the hostile
line.

This

bombardment

continued

for three

days, in bursts of fire lasting for hours without interruption, systematically distributed
from both field and heavy guns. From
2 P.M.on Friday 24th to dawn on the 25th,
the fire was intense.

The roar of the cannon-

ade was like continuous thunder, and could he

heard for twenty miles behind the trenches.
This irresistible and terrifying artillery
preparation is an absolute necessity before
an infantry assault can be delivered in these

days of wire-protectedtrenchesand machineguns hidden in concreteshelters.
The

effect

of such

a fire

on the

morale

of troops, and the damage it inflicts on
defended works, must be seen to be realised.

It

demolishes

obstacles,

blots

out

trenches, destroys all means of intercommunication, kills men wholesale, hurling
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them in piecesinto the air, while the nerves

of everybodyin and behind the bombarded
area are shatteredby the awful sights, the
terrifying noise, the clouds of smoke and
dust rising like a gigantic pall over the
battle line, and the rain of splinters and
debris

showered

in all

directions.

It is impossiblefor officersand men, subjected to such hell, to grasp the situation
with any clearness, or to give orders or
instructions with any degree of calmness.
Those

who

are

not

killed

or

maimed

or

flying for their lives are stunned, deafened,
stupefied,and literally paralysed with fear to
such an extent as to be incapable of offering any resistance. Numerous casesare on
record of individual soldiers being bereft of
their
reason
bombardment.

as

the

result

of

a

severe

A day or two before the infantry assault
it was whispered, with bated breath and
within closed doors, that we were going to
use gas

as a weapon.

Gas!
We

The secret had been well kept.

were

astonished

indeed : not

at the

weapon, but at the fact that we were at last

taking off our gloves to fight the Housebreaker of Europe; this Hun who never

played the game,who blew poisonoussmoke
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in our face, hit us below the belt, violated
women, drowned babies, shot old men, and
burned

down

homes.

It

was indeed

time

we gave the beast some of his own poison.
As the guns ceasedfire at dawn on the
25th, the gas was let loose. The wind was

mild and generally favourable, and as the
great clouds of poison vapour were slowly
wafted over the ground, our splendid infantry
sprang from their trenches and followed in

their wake. The men were wearing their
gas helmets of padded cloth, having a
rubber pi'oboscis for breathing through, and
great goggle eyes.
Viewed by the enemy through the rolling curtain of gas and smoke, our troops,
in this demon- like headgear, must have
looked fearsome objects as they advanced
upon the shattered German trenches with
the bayonet.
The great and principal attack was on

the village of Loos and that portion of
the line in its immediate vicinity

to the

northward.

In and around Loos our artillery preparation had torn the enemy's wire defencesto

ribbons,wiped his trenchesout of existence,
battered
numbers

his shelters to dust, and killed
of his men.

Those Germans

who
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survived the tornado of projectileswere in
no condition to face the clouds of gas and
our intrepid infantry.

By noonit was reported that Loos,Fosse
8, Cite-Ste-Elie, Hulluch,

Fosse 14, Hill 70,

and part of the Double Grassierwereall in
our possession,besidesa thousand prisoners

and severalguns,while our magnificentAllies
had penetrated the Germanline on a frontage
of 35 kilometres in the Champagne.
The gas which had been successful in
the first stages of the battle was naturally
dissipated after a time, and its fumes were
almost ineffective by the time the attack
reachedthe villages of Hulluch and Haisnes.
Here the enemy, who had fled before the
noxious vapours, and from the waves of

demons with fearsome masks and glistening
bayonets who trod on their heels, were
rallied by their officers, and heartened by
the supports stationed in these defended

posts. The troops who had taken Loos now
wheeled to their right to protect the British
flank against a counter-attack from Lens.

Loos itself was garrisonedby a brigade of
cavalry.
Every German regiment that was available

was now thrown into the fray. The fight
raged round Hulluch, Haisnes, and the
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trenchesin their vicinity, the enemymaking
most desperatecounter-attacks.

These forlorn hopes,costly though they
were, gave the Prussians time to bring up

reinforcements,and the battle progressed
with the bitterest intensity during the night
of the 25th

and the whole

of the 26th.

Our

captures on this day included 2400 men and
9 guns, while the French, who continued
their successof the previous day, took 18,000
prisoners with 31 guns in Champagne.
The toll of the German losses over their
entire front must have been immense.
Their
dead and wounded
between
Loos and the

La Bassee Canal were estimated

at 12,000.

From the 27th onwards the battle swayed
backwards and forwards with varying degrees of intensity, as the enemy launched
fresh troops in repeated counter-attacks.
These engagementsbroke up the battle into
a seriesof small local fights, and though the
British advancewas checked,yet the Prussians never ceased endeavouring to wrest
back that portion of their front into which
our troops had penetrated.
On the 27th they made two attacks on

a large scale, using considerableforces,
against
&

Loos and Fosse

8.

From

the former

place they were beatenback with immense
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loss,but they succeededin capturing Fosse
8. On the next day the British retook the
Fosse, and following up their advantage
made further captures of German artillery,
bringing the total weapons taken on the
field by our troops up to 18 field-guns and
32

maxims.

The French, meanwhile, were continuing
their advance in the Champagne, and by
the evening of the 29th reported a total
haul of 25,000 prisoners and 100 guns.
The enemy had now brought considerable
forces into the battle zone, and with these

they succeededon the 3rd October in recapturing a part of the Hohenzollern Redoubt. Five days later they followed up
this successby an attack in great strength
on that portion of the British line which
lay between the Redoubt and the Double
Grassier.

This attack was heralded by an intense
artillery bombardment, following which no
less than twenty-five battalions advanced
to

the

In

assault.

the splendid British regiments the

Kaiser's hosts met their match ; their line

was shattered, and they were driven back,
leaving 8000 dead upon the field.
On the 9th, they repeated their attack on
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the same sector, but met with

no better

success. On the 13th they attacked the
French at Souchez, and here, too, were
repulsed with immense loss.

The Prussian attacks and oft-repeated
counter-attacks
dear.
By"/

October

must

indeed

15th

the

have

exhaustion

cost them
of both

sides put an end to the struggle. From
the 22nd September, for a period of over
three weeks, this great battle, or series
of battles, had raged along the Western
Front. During that time the intensity of
the fighting and the exceedingly inclement
weather had been a terrible strain upon all
the troops engaged.
The

Battle

of

Loos

was

over.

It

was

an Allied successof some magnitude. The
German Front had been penetrated in two
places. Thousands of the enemy had been
killed or wounded, many thousands more,
with a number of field and machine guns,
had been captured, while the Prussian

prestige for invincibility had received yet
another

severe

blow.

War is made up of chances,mischances,
and missed chances. To quote a passage
from a captured German document,-" In

spite of the most carefully organisedpre-
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paration, successcan never be counted upon

with certainty. Many of the greatest victories have been gained by following up

an advantagewhich at first sight appeared
to be of secondary importance."
It was but to be expected that so obstinately contested and prolonged an engagement would result in very heavy casualties.
The losses of the British

were indeed severe,

though far less than that sustained by the
enemy.

That the Germans displayed the greatest
courage in their oft-repeated and desperate
counter-attacks cannot be gainsaid, but the
military virtues which they possessare tarnished on every occasionby their inhumanity
and ruthless savagery.
A British

officer

who

was in Haisnes

on

the 25th of September saw the British
wounded being collected by the enemy
when

the latter

retook

the

trenches

in this

portion of the battlefield. They were then
placed between two traverses of a trench,
and there bombed
Such infamous

to death.
acts as these

render

it

imperative for the Allies to win this war;
imperative for the safety and honour of
our homes, imperative for the very future
of civilisation.
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There is not a single soldier in all the
Allied armieswho has any doubt as to the
ultimate triumph of our arms.
Prussia
earth.

must and shall be beaten to the

Neither

the

laws

of

God

nor

the

laws of man can tolerate the infamy of this
race of monsters.
"Gott
mit
uns!"
on their
side ?

Can

God

indeed

be

No. God cannot ally Himself with the
Devil
The ultimate

result

of this war is certain.

It is the period of time which must elapse
before

that

result

is achieved

that

is

un-

certain. The greater our unwillingness to
make every sacrifice, the longer we hesitate
before putting forth our utmost strength,
the moredo we prolong this dreadful struggle
and postpone the day of triumph.
Only by order, discipline, and organisation
in public life, and by courage and self-sacrifice in the home life, can we emergevictorious.
The liberties of the subject must be set

at naught while the liberty of humanity is
at stake.

The war will not be over to-day, nor
even to-morrow. Our hope of ultimate
triumph lies in our command of the sea
and Germany's dwindling resources. A
u
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day must come, as our enemy bleeds to
death, when he can no longer hold his vast
frontier

line

and

must

retire

to

a shorter

front. Weakened by loss of men, broken
in prestige, and surrounded by a ring of
enemies, the day of retribution will then
have

come.

When that morning dawns let no weak
thoughts deter us from exacting payment
to the uttermost farthing.
Rememberthe fate of Belgium, the sinking of the Lusitania, the murder of our
wounded, and the cold - blooded execution
of Nurse

Cavell!

In this crisis God has been very good
to us Britons. Out of the slough of unreadiness, from the mire of internal discord,

He has raised us to the threshold of being
a Nation in Arms, an Empire in Unity of
Purpose.
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